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ABSTRACT
Many evaluations of software packages can be found in the literature, but
not so many can be identified concerning the evaluation of language
software packages, and particularly there are few relating to the evaluation
of listening comprehension packages. This thesis presents a report on the
evaluation of listening comprehension packages with the focus on
identifying the most appropriate features from both language learning and
instructional design perspectives in a computer-based learning environment.
Two listening software packages - “Listen!” and “TriplePlay-English!” have been selected as samples which include most features available in
listening packages at the time this research was conducted. Expert
evaluation has been employed as the evaluation methodology and on-line
/ off-line interviews have been used as the dominant research method.
The following features were found to be appropriate in varying degrees in
these packages: correct word stress and utterance intonation; separation of
long utterances into information units; supply of background knowledge;
availability of true-false or multiple-choice exercises as assessment; clear
sound quality with no technical noise involved. Of possible instructional
design features, two were evaluated: feedback and learner control. It was
found that explanatory feedback and learner control on the type, sequence,
and pace of learning were most appropriate in listening packages.
Related issues were put forward and discussed by experts in the process of
evaluation. The main issues were clarity of pictures as an instructional
medium; problems of using colour in instructions; inconsistency of linguistic
patterns; display of written text; accuracy in grammar, capitalization and
punctuation; culture bias embedded in learning contents; and difficulty of
navigation.
A speaking feature, the role and use of media in feedback, learner control
and learner’s ability and navigation were suggested for further study.
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Chapter 1
1.0

Introduction

Introduction

This chapter consists of eight parts. The first part is the brief statement of the
aim of the research. The second part lists three research questions upon
which this research is built. The third part has three specific objectives the
research attempts to attain.

The fourth part puts forward three general

research assumptions of this research. The fifth part states the significance of
the research in five dimensions. The sixth part lists five limitations of the
research.

The seventh part offers the definitions of the terms used

throughout the research. The eighth part, the last part, gives the over all
organization of the thesis.

1.1

Aim of the Research

The aim of this research is to investigate the design features of two listening
comprehension software packages by means of an expert evaluation from the
point of view of language learning and some principles of instructional
design. The result of the evaluation will be of assistance in determining their
validity as a supplement in teaching listening comprehension.

Aside from

this, a set of guidelines concerning both language teaching and instructional
design, based on the evaluation, will also be generated to be employed by
language teachers in selecting appropriate listening software packages for
their students and/or by instructional designers in designing and developing
appropriate listening packages.

Introduction
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1.2

Questions of the Research

The following are the three specific questions used in this expert evaluation’s
research:
•

What language features are appropriate and effective in computer-based
instruction of listening comprehension?

•

What type of feedback is appropriate and effective in computer-based
instruction of listening comprehension?

•

What type of learner control is appropriate and effective in computerbased instruction of listening comprehension?

1.3

Objectives of the Research

The following are the three specific objectives used in this research:
•

To find out what language features in the program are most appropriate
for instructing listening comprehension;

•

To find out what type of feedback is most appropriate and effective in
enhancing

listening

comprehension

in

computer-based

learning

environment;
•

To find out what type of learner control is most appropriate and effective
in enhancing listening comprehension in computer-based learning
environment.

1.4

General Assumptions of the Research

The following are the three general assumptions used in this research:
•

Language software packages contribute to the instruction of listening
comprehension if they are developed using adequate design principles.

Chapter 1
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•
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Experts as participants of the research are knowledgeable, and to the
extent that this is the case, their judgments and comments are relevant
and valid.

•

The selected software packages possess face validity.

1.5
Listening

Significance of the Research
comprehension

skill

is

viewed

as

being

important

in

communication. It is, however, considered to be one of the most difficult
skills to be learned in four language skills - listening, speaking, reading and
writing as Anderson and Lynch (1988, p.4) stated that listening skill is the
one that "we cannot practise in the same way as we can rehearse speaking,
because we cannot usually predict what we will have to listen to".

The

significance of this research is that it attempts to:
•

identify the most appropriate features in both language learning and
instructional design considered by expert evaluators in teaching listening
comprehension through using computer programs;

•

provide guidelines for language teachers and administrators in selecting
language software packages for their students;

•

provide suggestions for language program designers in designing and
developing listening comprehension programs;

•

help language instructors realize the value of CALL software programs
on the improvement of listening comprehension;

•

encourage language learners in the utilization of CALL programs.

1.6

Limitations of the Research

Any research will have certain limitations. The following are the limitations of
this research:

Introduction
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•

This research is limited to one component of CALL programs, i.e. the
listening comprehension program.

It will not cover other aspects of

CALL like reading and writing.
•

Only expert evaluation is employed in this research. This will have the
result of leaving out valuable data and views from the end users, that is,
the language learners who really use the programs.

•

This research merely focuses on two aspects of instructional design, i.e.
feedback and learner control which have been heavily studied recently in
the field of instructional design and which is considered by the researcher
as important components in instructing listening comprehension.

The

consequence of this decision may exclude other events of instructional
design like recalling prerequisite, assessing achievements, promoting
retention of knowledge, navigation which are also significant in
computer-based instruction.
•

Only two latest CD software packages of listening comprehension have
been examined by the researcher at the time of study. This may excludes
some good features available in other software packages.

•

It is accepted that computers possess significant limitations in instructing
listening comprehension, particularly in terms of the

computer’s

evaluation of human voice input.
•

The research is a case study. It is not readily generalisable.

1.7

Definitions of Terms of the Research

The following terms are utilized throughout this research:
•

AUC Feedback: Answer-Until-Correct feedback which presents no
further information about the learner’s response or further learning tasks
until the learner gives or selects the correct answer.

•

CBI: Computer Based Instruction

Chapter 1
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•
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CALL - Computer Assisted Language Learning: Integration of computer
and corresponding software into the language learning and teaching
process to supplement (not replace) the teacher.

•

Drill and Practice Program: Program which provides students repetitious
exercises on materials or facts that are already presented.

•

Feedback: Responses

made

by

computer

to

users'

answers

or

performance.
•

Hypermedia: Ability to associate an object (such as a word, picture,
graphic, audio, or video) with another object.

These objects may be

physically on different computers and/or different countries, all of which
are transparent to the user. A user can traverse over the hypermedia link
by "clicking" on the object.
•

IMME: Interactive MultiMedia Environment. Capability of integrating all
modes of context while soliciting active participation from the learner.
Moses (1991).

•

KCR Feedback: Knowledge of Correct Response, which presents the
correct answer after the learner gives response to a computer-presented
task, particularly when the response is incorrect.

It is also known as

Correct Response Feedback. (Ross and Morrison, 1993, p.180)
•

KOR Feedback: Knowledge-Of-Response feedback, which gives the
learner confirmation about their response to a computer presented task by
supplying short statements like "right" or "wrong", "correct" or
"incorrect".

It is also known as Confirmation Feedback. (Ross and

Morrison, 1993, p.180)
•

Learner Control: Options in CBI that allow the learner to make decisions
about what sections to study, at what rate to study, and what paths to
follow through interactive material.

•

Linear Program: Program where every user answers every question in the
same sequence: e.g. question 1 to question 2 to question 3 and so on.

Chapter 1
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•
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Multimedia: Presentation of information on a computer using sound,
pictures, graphics, animation, text, and video.

1.8

Overview of the Thesis

This thesis is organized into five chapters in all.

Chapter One - Introduction - consists of eight parts, including introduction,
the aim of the research, the question of the research, the objective of the
research, the general assumption of the research, the significance of the
research, the limitation of the research, and the definition of terms, and
overview of the thesis.

Chapter Two - Review of Literature - provides the review of related literature
in language learning and teaching in listening comprehension, the overall
view computer assisted language learning, and instructional design principles
in feedback and learner control.

Chapter Three - Methodology - describes the method of the research.

It

includes description of software packages, methods of evaluation, the facet of
evaluation, the participant and site, the procedure of the research, the method
of data collection, and the method of data analysis.

Chapter Four - Results and Discussion - provides the experts evaluation of
the two listening comprehension packages in three dimensions.

They are

listening comprehension from the point of view of language learning, and
feedback and learner control from the principles of instructional design.
Discussion of some issues raised by both experts and the researcher are also
provided.

Chapter 1
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Chapter Five - Conclusion - sums up the whole thesis by providing the
contrast between research results and research questions; guidelines for
teachers and instructional designers; discussion of the issues raised by other
experts and the discussion of the issues raised by the researcher; limitations of
the research and the recommendations for further study.

Reference list and appendix come after chapter five which list the relevant
information and materials used in this research.

C hrpter

two

R eview of literature

Chapter 2
Literature
2.0

Review of

Introduction

This chapter will concentrate on the review of related literature. This will
cover the review of listening comprehension, computer assisted language
learning, instructional design principles in feedback and learner control, and
software evaluation.

2.1

Listening Comprehension

This part will review what listening comprehension is, the importance of
listening comprehension, the schema theory in listening, the bottom-up and
top-down approaches in listening, factors affecting listening comprehension,
and the approach of listening comprehension teaching.

2.1.1

What is Listening Comprehension

Listening comprehension in general refers to the understanding and
interpretation of spoken language.

Listening effectively requires a

multiplicity of skills. Anderson & Lynch (1988, p.4) put forward four steps
which might be considered to make up the process of listening in a face-toface conversation:
1. The spoken signals have to be identified from the midst o f surrounding
sounds.
2. The continuous stream o f speech has to be segmented into units, which have
to be recognized as known words.
3. The syntax o f the utterance has to be grasped and the speaker’s intended
meaning has to be understood.

Chapter 2
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4. We also have to apply our linguistic knowledge to formulating a correct and
appropriate response to what has been said.
Listening comprehension in classroom setting refers to “a complete
timetabled session by that name, using published material specifically
designed to practise the aural comprehension skills” or “part of a lesson
based on a global language course book that includes the exploitation of
recorded materials that are linked - structurally, functionally, thematically with the current learning focus.” (Anderson & Lynch, 1988, p.63).

2.1.2

Importance of Listening Comprehension

Listening and speaking are two major components in oral communication, but
Rivers (1981, p.151) pointed out: “Speaking does not of itself constitute
communication unless what is being said is comprehended by another
person”;

in other words, understanding the spoken language is more

important, otherwise communication cannot occur. Another example of the
importance of listening comprehension put forward by Rivers was the
difficulty a traveler might have in communication in a strange country.
Rivers held that listening comprehension was prior to other abilities in such a
case because a traveler could make themselves understood by gesture, or by
pointing to something written in a bilingual book if he or she would like to
achieve the goal of communication. But he or she could not communicate if
he or she could not understand what was being said to them in the first place.
Hence, listening comprehension plays a critical part in communication.

It is evident then that students’ listening skills should be developed before
their speaking skills because they must understand what is said to them if
they are trained to communicate successfully.

Lund (1990) stated that

listening comprehension had appeared as an “important modality” in

Chapter 2
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language learning and become the basis for language acquisition in
comprehension-based methodologies and approaches

(cf. Rost, 1990).

James (1984) suggested that listening was absolutely necessary for almost
any work with language. The teaching of listening comprehension, therefore,
is significant to develop listening ability of students with which they can
communicate with others effectively.

Byrne (1976, p.8) pointed out the

significance on teaching listening comprehension:
While a higher proportion of class time is needed to develop the ability of the
students to speak, understanding of the spoken language cannot simply be left
to take care of itself. The consequences of its neglect quickly show up outside
the classroom, when the learners no longer have any control over what is said
to them.

2.1.3

The Schema Theory in Listening

Nunan

(1991,

p.168)

discussed

the

schema

theory

and

reading

comprehension; however, it is generally assumed that comprehension is a
general construct and that the principles of reading comprehension also
apply to listening (Flowerdew, 1994; Lund 1991). Nunan described schema
theory in the following way:
Schema theory suggests that the knowledge we carry around in our head is
organized into interrelated patterns. These are constructed from our previous
experience of the experiential world and guide us as we make sense of new
experiences. They also enable us to make predictions about what we might
expect to experience in a given context. (Nunan, 1991, p.68)
Thomdyke and Yekovich (cited in Rost, 1990, p.19) maintained that schema
theory could be seen to include four key notions:
1. Concept abstraction: schemata are arranged hierarchically with concepts at
different degrees of specificity and typicality.
2. Instantiation: a schema is instantiated during interpretation: a ‘copy’ of the
general schema is created, with data from the current ‘input’ filling variable
slots.
3. Prediction: schemata permit reasoning from incomplete information; default
values supplied by the general schema may be substituted in the description of
an event when the explicit information supplied in the description is
incomplete.

Chapter 2
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4. Induction: schemata are learned by induction from numerous previous
experiences with various exemplars o f the generic concept.

The schema theory was reinterpreted by Widdowson (1983) from the applied
linguistic perspective. According to this interpretation, language was divided
into two levels: the systemic level and the schematic level.
systemic level were the

phonological,

morphological

and

Within the
syntactic

components of language, while within the schematic level were our
background knowledge which exercised an executive function over the
systemic level of language.

The knowledge from both systemic and

schematic levels was employed when a particular given piece of language
was interpreted.

2.1.4

Bottom-up & Top-down Approaches of Listening

There are two major approaches in listening comprehension: the bottom-up
approach and top-down approach.

Nunan (1991, p.17) described the

bottom-up approach: “they segment the stream of speech into its constituent
sounds, link these together to form words, chain the words together to form
clauses and sentences and so on”. According to this approach, linguistic
features, sounds, words, clauses of utterances are much more emphasized
than their contexts.

This approach was challenged for its inadequacy

because it neglected the context of a particular utterance.

Nunan (1991,

p.17) quoted a text from Bransford and Johnson to illustrate the point:
The procedure is actually quite simple. First you arrange things into different
groups. O f course, one pile may be sufficient, depending on how much there
is to do. If you have to go somewhere else due to lack o f facilities that is the
next step, otherwise you are pretty well set.............. After the procedure is
completed, one arranges the materials into different groups again. Then they
can be put into their appropriate places. Eventually they can be used once
more, and the whole cycle will then have to be repeated.

In this message, native speakers would have little trouble to understand the
sounds, words or clauses, but it may be difficult for them to “demonstrate
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comprehension by listening to the text and writing a precis or providing a
verbal account” (Nunan 1991, p.18). This is because the listener does not
know in what context it occurs. The listener will be able to comprehend and
interpret this message much more easily if they are told this is all about
washing clothes. The informing of this point “enables the listener to bring
knowledge from outside the text to the task of interpreting

and

comprehending the text itself’ (Nunan 1991, p.18). This suggests that the
meaning of an utterance does not exist in the text only, it is also in the
listener’s mind.

The listener needs to utilize their inside knowledge and

outside knowledge (the linguistic form of text) to understand what they hear.
The utilization of inside knowledge in assisting listening comprehension is
known as the top-down approach of listening.

Anderson and Lynch (1988) contrasted the bottom-up listeners as ‘tape
recorder’ and top-down listeners as ‘model builder’. The former takes in and
stores aural utterances like a tape recorder.

But the research indicates,

according to Nunan (1991), the listener tends to forget the exact words or
clauses after they hear an utterance. What they restore in their memories are
the bits of utterances with frequent changes in linguistic forms when they are
recalled. The latter, however, the listener as model builder, views the listener
as having more active roles in constructing an interpretation of an utterance
by using both bottom-up and top-down knowledge.

Studies in cognitive science (Strube, 1993; Solso, 1991) also indicate that
after people have imposed a structure on what they are hearing, they retain
only what they have selected as relevant from the signal.

Then they

recirculate what they have selected to relate it to what they have heard, by
which they construct a message for storage in long-term memory. And then it
is this interpretation that people could retrieve, not the original message.

Chapter 2
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While the process of retrieval into linguistic form is going on, the stored
message may be simplified or details may be omitted, which can be revealed
by later-on repeating listening in details or follow-up questions.

Flowerdew (1994, p.8) held the point that “five types of knowledge will be
called upon in the comprehension process as it relates to listening: pragmatic,
semantic, syntactic, lexical, and phonological”

and “these

areas of

knowledge interact with the different processes facilitating each other”. This
indirectly shows that the listening comprehension process involves recalling
both the listener’s inside and outside knowledge, i.e. the listener needs to
employ both bottom-up and top-down

approaches for a successful

comprehension of the utterances. The following items can be seen as the
components of these two approaches:

stress, rhythm, intonation and

background knowledge.

Stress
In English, stress refers to giving more emphasis or prominence to certain
elements in spoken language. Stress is mainly placed on certain syllables in a
word called “word stress” which is viewed as the characteristic patterning of
stressed and unstressed syllables in the word. Word stress in English “is
fixed in the sense that every word has its ’own’ stress pattern which is an
important part of its identity” (Dalton and Seidlhofer, 1994, p.39).

Word

stress is also considered by Dalton and Seidlhofer as a factor of intelligibility.
They stated that there was evidence that during the mental search process,
the stressed syllable was picked out of the speech stream and was used to
search the mental lexicon. They assumed that processing time and difficulty
increased considerably if a stress appeared in the wrong place.
words, unusual word stress decreases intelligibility.
Rhythm

In other
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According to Halliday (1985, p.48), rhythm is “the ‘beat’ of the language,
which gives it an organization in time” and its function is “internal to the
phonological system: that is, it imposes organization on the sound of
language, particularly the patterning of the syllables, but does not by itself
express contrasts in meaning”. In English, rhythm can often be heard clearly
in the line of verses or proses.

Halliday (1985, p.49) quoted a verse as

follows:
I passed by his garden, and marked, with one eye,
H ow the O w l and the Panther were sharing a pie.
(L. Carroll, Through the Looking Glass)

He explained that the beat fell on the following syllables: passed, gar (in
garden), marked, eye, owl, pan (in panther), shar (in sharing), and pie. All
these syllables are strong (stressed) and others are weak (unstressed).

Eagleson et al (1985, p. 140) stated that “any stretch of connected speech in
English is also a constant alternation of stressed and unstressed elements”
and “this alternation produces the characteristic speech rhythm of English”.
Foot is used in this case to refer to the unit of rhythm and recognizing the
foot is “important for an understanding of the way speech rhythm can slow
down or speed up the tempo of the language” (Eagleson et al, 1985, p.141).
It is also the basis for understanding information flow in speech, being related
to patterns of information.

Intonation
In English, intonation is often defined as speech melody, consisting of
different tones which are basically of three forms: the falling tone, the rising
tone, and the level tone (Dalton and Seidlhofer, 1994, p.44). Intonation is
used by speakers to convey information through choice of significant pitch
variation. According to Crystal (1987), intonation had six functions:
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•

Emotional: expression of attitudinal meanings such as excitement, surprise,
reserve, etc.;
• Grammatical: marking of grammatical contrasts, such as chunking into
clauses and sentences, or contrast between questions and statements;
• Information structure: marking of the distinction between what is already
known and what is new;
• Textual: marking of the structure of larger stretches of discourse, such as
the distinctive melodic shape which different paragraphs are given in news
reading;
• Psychological: organization of discourse into units that are more easily
perceived and memorized, for example, the tendency to divide telephone
numbers into rhythmical chunks;
• Indexical: markers of personal identity, and of group membership; for
example, members of certain occupations have distinctive ways of
speaking, such as preachers, sports commentators, street vendors, etc..
Eagleson et al (1985, p. 141 ) stated that each intonation pattern or melody
usually extends over one or more complete rhythmical feet and the unit
marked off by the intonation in this way is called tone unit or intonation unit,
or information unit. They also pointed out that “the relatively prominent
peaks or falls in intonation at the beginning and end of the tone unit are
related to the way we organize information within the utterance”, and “ the
most neutral way of organizing information involves beginning with old
information and ending with new information with a change in intonation
occurring over the last lexical word” (Eagleson et al, 1985, p.142). Different
intonations, however, may also be employed in different discourses like topic,
floor, positioning of participants. Therefore, it is critical for the learner to
recognize and understand the different intonations which may contain
different meanings in comprehending the spoken language.

Background Knowledge
Background knowledge in listening includes the situation-context factors
and the culture-background factors.

The meaning of a utterance can be

decoded in different ways according to varied contexts. The utterance “You
cunning fox!” can be perceived as a compliment in one context and as an
insult in another. The culture background may have more impact on listening
comprehension because “a great deal of what we ‘comprehend’ is not in the
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linguistic information we are receiving”, but in “a deep knowledge of the
theme of the speaker's discourse” (Rivers, 1981, p.162). For instance, if
students want to comprehend the following message from a America-based
listening material “He went into a restaurant. After the salad he felt better.”,
and to answer the corresponding question “Did the customer have his salad
before or after his main dish?”, they need to know that in America, the waiter
frequently brings a salad for the customer to eat while waiting for the main
dish to be prepared, but this information is not supplied in the linguistic
signal.

Findahl and Hoijer (1982) did the research on the problem of comprehension
of broadcast news among native speakers.

They investigated

the

comprehension by listeners with different background knowledge and found
that comprehension (as measured by free-recall tests) was a result of an
interaction between the listeners with their prior knowledge, the content, the
form of presentation of the broadcast and so on. In the same way, Rost
(1987) did the research on the problem of comprehending of recorded
lectures among second language learners and found that understanding of
new topical information was related to prior presentations of content.

Background

knowledge

plays an significant role in understanding

utterances. Students, therefore, need to be informed of certain situational and
cultural background to fully comprehend the utterance.

2.1.5

False Recognition Memory in Listening

According to Rivers (1981, p.165), people store in their short term memory
their understanding or interpretation of what they heard. But later they often
mix their interpretation with the actual message they heard and cannot
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Language educators, particularly

language testing designers, realized the implications of this discovery to the
testing of listening comprehension and employed it in designing multiplechoice items and true-false statements to test listening comprehension. By
taking these kind of tests, students would choose the statements that the
speaker did not say if they mixed their interpretation with the actual
statements or did not comprehend the actual ones. This kind of test can find
out the students’ genuine misinterpretations.

This test of comprehension

cannot, however, be realized until the tests are designed with extreme care to
provide appropriate disturbing alternatives to the correct interpretations.

2.1.6

Factors Affecting Listening Comprehension

Noise in Listening
According to Rivers (1981, p.154), noise in listening comprehension refers to
the irrelevant sound accompanied with the message received by the listener.
For example, when the tape recorder, language lab facilities, sound quality of
software programs, facilities in computer labs and so on are not properly
serviced, they may produce certain amount of irrelevant sound which will
bring the learner difficulties in decoding the meaning of the real message.

Type and Purpose of Listening
Nunan (1991) held the position that the type of the listening tasks and the
purpose of the listener had an impact in listening comprehension.

For

instance, listening to a single utterance, a monologue, or a dialogue involves
different listening skills. The listener will have to utilize different strategies
when they listen for the purpose of simply being aware of what is happening
around, understanding the broadcasted news, or participating actively in a
conversation.
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Approach of Listening Comprehension Teaching

Listening skill is the one that can only be obtained progressively. Language
teachers should not expect their students to grasp the skill and comprehend
well overnight.

To achieve that goal, a variety of approaches can be

employed in the light of different contexts.

The following method, the

systematical approach suggested by Byrne (1976, p.15), is one of the most
often used methods employed by language teachers.

By systematic

approach, Byrne suggested fifteen steps for practice in achieving the goal.
These fifteen steps were:
1. D istinguishing between key sounds, stress and intonation patterns;
2. Listening to material containing patterns and vocabulary known to students;
3. Listening to familiar material incorporating features o f spoken language;
4. Listening to fairly short sequences composed in language known to
students;
5. Carrying out instructions and directions requiring attention and retention;
6. Listening to an informal description that relates to a pictorial aid;
7. Listening to longer sequences in language known to student;
8. Listening to long sequences, not being divided up into sections as in (7);
9. Listening to long sequences as in (8), but without attention pointers so that
students are required to select the important information for themselves.
10. Listening to various types o f material which is not composed in language
adapted to the level of students;
11. Listening to material with high information content, such as news bulletins;
12. Listening to native speakers talking informally on familiar topics;
13. Listening to recordings or watching films containing various spoken
languages;
14. Listening to discussions, talks and plays for global understanding;
15. Listening to songs.

These fifteen steps were designed in progressive way, by following which the
teacher can train students systematically.

But these steps are following

bottom-up listening approach and may be appropriate in training L2 (second
language) beginners.

They do not take background knowledge into

consideration which is one of the key components in comprehension
according to the schema theory. Even in terms of the bottom-up approach, it
does not necessarily mean all those fifteen steps should be followed exactly.
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For example, the last step, Listening to songs, may be introduced at any stage
of the course provided that the songs are interesting to students and do not
contain too many language difficulties. This also apply to some other steps in
whole process.

2.2

Computer Assisted Language Learning

In recent years, the topic of computer assisted language learning (CALL) has
received increasing attention as becoming an important aspect of language
learning and teaching. CALL refers to the learner’s use of computer-based
learning materials in conjunction with conventional materials like lectures,
tutorials to enhance language learning. In this section, the review will focus
on the overview of CALL, CALL in listening comprehension, and
advantages and limitations of CALL.

2.2.1

Overview of CALL

CALL has been developed from theory to practice, covering most aspects of
language learning. Kenning and Kenning (1990) explored CALL theory
including areas as curriculum approaches and computer; methodology and
computer; communicative activities and the computer; language acquisition
and computers. Many of them have been used by program designers as
guidelines in generating computer assisted language learning programs.
Goodfellow (1994) put forward six principles for the design of adaptive
CALL programs for vocabulary because vocabulary teaching was considered
as the core of any language teaching. Greene, Kincade and Hays (1994) and
Muthmainnah (1993) explored the use of CALL in enhancing reading and
found that students performed significantly better with using CALL
programs with positive attitudes. McDonough, Strivens and Rada (1994)
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stated that they effectively applied computer-based programs to teach
English writing for academic purposes to students from overseas. In teaching
writing too, Atkinson (1989) said that students with elementary computer
skills could be taught English writing skills for functional use of language.
Corbel (1993) argued that computers might be well used in assessing
language learning achievement. Jamieson (1993) reported the results from a
study in which students’ notes and recall protocols of computerized reading
passages were scored by both people and computers and the results
indicated that computer programs could score as reliably as people, and in
less time.

Forrest (1993) stated the possibility of using optical disc

technology

like CD-ROM in language classroom through

improved

instructional strategies like collaborative learning.

2.2.2

CALL in Listening Comprehension

Computers are more and more imployed in listening comprehension learning
and teaching in recent years with availability of the modern computer
technology. In search of ways to enhance listening comprehension skills by
computers, Moses (1991) suggested the utilization of interactive multimedia
learning environment (IMME). Moses pointed out that what IMME offered
was one of the most needed features in listening over any other media -- the
interactivity. Students may only proceed in the completion of the task, that is,
having comprehended the material they also have the ability to interrupt,
rewind and forward a variety of tape and film software. However,
A good interactive lesson would offer tools, hints and general assistance to
break down the task further and insure its successful competion. It is crucial
that the IMME will not simply deliver stimulus-response tasks, but rather
provide an environment within which complex meaningful language
processing is requried and supported. The ability to view , listen, review, and
interact with non-linear material as many times as necessary and in a variety o f
ways makes the IMME conducive to the development and enhancement o f
listening skills. (M oses, 1991)
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But in order to use IMME effectively and obtain the optimal result in
listening, IMME lessons "need to be constructed so as to allow the learners to
predict outcomes, filter facts, organize and reorganize thought and events, to
mention but a few of the tasks needed

to

be accomplished for

comprehension." (Moses, 1991).

As early as in 1984, Wyatt asserted that "the main contribution of computerassisted learning in the area of listening is likely to be a change in the role of
the learner and CALL makes it possible to turn over much control and
responsibility to the student while providing very attractive course materials
with the desired curricular requirements built in." (Wyatt, 1984). Wyatt also
pointed out that one of the main advantages with computerization of
listening comprehension would be increased flexibility.
In a workbook approach, students check them selves by looking at the correct
answers. If they are wrong, there is obviously no further possibility o f
working toward the correct answer. With the computer, however, the correct
answer need not be revealed when students' answers are first evaluated. If
wrong, the computer can provide various 'help' materials on points o f rhetoric,
culture, and the like. Using these tools at their discretion, students can listen to
sections o f the passage again and contrinue to try ot work out the answers for
them selves. (Wyatt, 1984)

Wyatt further mentioned the CALL could offer advantages in more extended
listening activités, such as story listening, lecture listening, note-taking
listening and cloze-filling listening where the material listened could be
stopped at any point to check on students’ comprehension of general
understanding and important details. If the material is unclear on such any
point, they could be automatically be routed back to listen to the section
containing the information they missed before continuing with the material.

But on the other hand, Wyatt also pointed out that "the potential of CALL in
the area of listening skills depends very much on the type of hardware
available to the teacher." The effect will not be ideal if more advanced
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hardware equipment (for example, the computer with faster speed and larger
memory) is unavailable to the teacher and learner.

Grezel and Sciarone (1994) did an experiment testing second language
students listening comprehension through the means of the computer. They
played the text to the student first; they were allowed to listen to the same
text the second time and then tested them by filling blanks or doing cloze
items on computer. The student’s performing details, like name, beginning
time, ending time, items completed or uncompleted, items done right or wrong,
etc. were recorded and analyzed by the teacher. Then they came to the
conclusion "that the computer program that we used to test listening
comprehension is a powerful tool to promote L2 acquisition. For the student
who has to learn to cope with all kinds of L2 imput it is easy to use and for
the teacher who wants to dedicate all the class time to communication it is
efficient." (Grezel and Sciarone, 1994)

A search of the literature has revealed that only a few researches had been
done on computer-assisted instruction in enhancing listening comprehension.
This may indicate that there remains much for language researchers and
instructors to explore in the field with the help of rapidly developed
computer technology.

2.2.3

Advantages and Limitations of CALL

In terms of advantages in using computers in language learning, Russell
(1992) listed three typical advantages of CALL.

They were (1) the

immediate relevant and individualized feedback, (2) reported increase in
motivation and learning effectiveness, and (3) the lowering of the affective
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filter through minimizing of anxiety. Russell also mentioned that computers
had the ability to provide and store knowledge of expert teachers or other
detailed and structured information and could offer the student a high degree
of controllability, providing both the opportunity to model authentic
language in context and meaningful practice in an effective manner.

Swann (1992) stated four significant qualities in using computers to enhance
English learning - efficiency, motivation, individualization and interaction.
Efficiency provides immediate feedback to students and accumulates large
amounts of information of students' performing records for error analysis and
correction; motivation encourages students in several ways like setting
different "entry-level so that each individeual can find a starting point that is
closely matched to their current ability"; individualization offers students
with different study strategies, aptitudes, motivation, etc. the possibility of a
much closer fit between their individual needs and task characteristics, and
further provides individualized feedback according to students' responses;
and finally interaction which seems particularly significant allows students to
"communicate" with the computer.

Swann concluded that their English

learning system was "a remarkable success with its target users." and "the
objective evaluation of student performance confirms the effectiveness of the
system as a support for learning. " (Swann, 1992)

In terms of limitations in using computers in language learning, Ahmad et al
(1985) mentioned that some of the limitations stemmed from the nature of the
computer itself, while others related to the present state of CALL.

For

example, there is a limit to the range of activities to which the computer could
contribute. While the computer was able to accommodate a substantial range
of learning styles, it was certainly not a complete substitute for a teacher. The
material which could usefully be handled by a computer represented at best a
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tiny fraction of the linguistic knowledge which a teacher brought to bear in a
language class. In addition, each CALL program needed to be evaluated in
either the quality or the fitfulness for classroom use. Nwogu and Nwogu
(1992) investigated CALL in English as a second language classrooms and
found that the adequacy of materials available for CALL and lack of welltrained and experienced teachers were two constraints on the effectiveness
of CALL in this area.

In short, certain major issues can be seen from above review. Firstly, CALL is
still a developing area, therefore, the literature on CALL theory is still limited.
Secondly, when people, such as Ahmad et al (1985), Russell (1992),
considered the advantages and disadvantages of CALL, they listed more
advantages than disadvantages, which may indicate their positive attitudes
towards CALL. Thirdly, CALL has touched most of the language learning
areas like vocabulary, reading, writing, listening, but is still very limited in its
capabilities in comparison with the activities commonly carried out in
classrooms by teachers,. Fourthly, computer assisted listening instruction is
just beginning and research needs to be focused on the development and
evaluation of CALL listening programs. And finally, CALL holds a bright
future with the rapid development of computer technology.

2.3

Instructional Design Principles

In this section, the instructional design principles on feedback and learner
control will be reviewed.

2.3.1

Feedback
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In this part, the following areas of feedback will be reviewed: what is
feedback, importance of feedback, types of feedback, role of feedback,
effectiveness of different feedback.

2.3.1.1

What is Feedback

Feedback was the information given to students about the correctness of
their answers (Frayer & Klausmeier, 1971).

Feedback was defined by

Kulhavy & Wager (1993, p.3) as “any information that follows a response
and allows the student to determine the adequacy of their response.”
Barfield (1993, p.99) added that feedback was more than just communication
of information to the user, but “it is information specifically related to what
the user is doing.” Feedback could also be viewed as “information made
available to individuals that makes possible the comparison of actual
performance with some standard of performance” (Johnson, D. and Johnson,
R. 1993, p. 135). Therefore, feedback, in general, refers to any information
returned to the learner about his or her performance or response to a
particularly presented learning task.

In terms of feedback in computer-assisted instruction (CAI), Wager and
Wager (cited in Sales, G., 1993, p.161) stated that feedback in computer based
instruction was any message or display that the computer presented to the
learner after a response. They further stated that feedback in technology
assisted instruction, then, was information presented to the student after any
input.

Hence, feedback, in terms of instructional design, stands for any

information displayed by computer to the learner as a means of judgment to
their performance to a task.
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Importance of Feedback

Feedback has long been regarded as a crucial component of and fundamental
to the rationale for CAI (Cronbach, 1977, p.14).

Feedback is a critical

construct which can be found within many theories of learning and
instruction. By providing students with information about their performance,
feedback promotes learning during instruction.

According to Bangert-

Drowns et al. (1991), a learning activity accompanied by feedback could
maintain or adapt cognitive operation in the light of how new information
about performance matched the learner’s expectations about performance.
Bangert-Drowns et al. (1991, p.214) further suggested that:
any theory that depicts learning as a process of mutual influence between
learners and their environments must involve feedback implicitly or explicitly
because, without feedback, mutual influence is by definition impossible.
Hence, the feedback construct appears often as an essential element of theories
of learning and instruction.

2.3.1.3

Type of Feedback

Various types of feedback information have been studied by researchers in
the past years.

Schimmel (1988) put forward four types of feedback:

“confirmation feedback, correct response feedback, explanatory feedback,
and bug-related feedback”. Schimmel (1988) provided a further explanation
of each of these four different feedback.

Confirmation Feedback.
Confirmation feedback simply confirmed whether a learner's answer was
correct or incorrect. For example, after a question was answered correctly,
the program responded “right” “Yes”, “good job”, etc.

Feedback after

incorrect answers included “wrong”, “no”, or “try again”. Some programs
beeped or offered verbal feedback only after correct answers or only after
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incorrect responses. Ross and Morrison (1993, p.180) referred to this same
feedback as knowledge-of-response feedback (KOR or KR). (see Figure 2.1)

Figure 2.1

Chart o f Confirmation Feedback (Ross & Morrison, 1993, p.181)

From the flowchart it can be seen that after the question and possible
answers are presented, the student will give a response.

A correct or

incorrect feedback will be offered as a confirmation to the student's response.
Then the next question will be presented.

C o rre c t R espon se F eedback.

Correct response feedback presented the correct answer. The correct answer
could be joined with confirmation feedback, as in “You are wrong.

The

correct time is four thirty, it is not four thirteen.” At times correct response
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feedback was given only after incorrect answers. Ross and Morrison ( 1993,
P-180) refereed to this same feedback as knowledge of correct response
(KCR). (see Figure 2.2)

Figure 2.2

Chart of KCR Feedback (Ross & Morrison, 1993, p.181)

This chart illustrates that the correct answer will be displayed before moving
to next question after the student offers the response to a presented question,
no matter whether the response is correct or not.

E x p la n a to ry F eedback.

Explanatory feedback was regarded by Schimmel (1988) to have two forms the “specific-review” and “general-review” ones.

In specific-review

feedback, “a step-by-step solution to an incorrectly answered problem was
shown with the exception of the final step.” In general-review feedback,
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“summary statements of the instructional content that preceded the learner's
wrong answer” were contained.

Schimmel (1988) further explained this

point with an example. In a problem-solving program in marketing, a wrong
answer might indicate that the learner had failed to apply certain principles
that had been taught in the program.

He suggested that general review

feedback would present summary statements of these principles, perhaps by
reminding the student of the need to analyze market demand, technology
availability, and the company's product portfolio.

Specific review would

actually demonstrate how to perform these analyses, without presenting the
overall result of the analyses.

Bug-related Feedback
The term bug was used by Schimmel (1988) to indicate a systematic error in
the learner’s understanding of a procedure. “Bug-related feedback attempts
to correct the procedural error by providing not only the correct answer, but
also an explanation of the error.” (Ross & Morrison, 1993, p. 185). This might
be that “the computer is of the ability to vary feedback on the basis of
systematic and timely assessments of learner needs” (Ross & Morrison, 1993,
p.184). But the design and development of bug-related feedback is fairly
complex because large amounts of information have to be gathered for
analysis before and during the instruction. If a particular program is to be
developed, the required information must be available for all of the intended
learners.

Furthermore, other issues like the pattern of software, the

environment in which the software will be used, the desired learning
outcomes and so on have to be given a careful consideration. As Ross and
Morrison pointed out (1993, p.191) that “the idea of personalizing feedback,
however, is much easier to appreciate as a concept than to implement in
practice”. This feedback form is also know as adaptive feedback
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Other types o f feedback
Apart from these four types of feedback, Ross and Morrison put forward
another two types of feedback - answer-until-correct (AUC) and delayed
feedback.

AUC - currently it tends to be called multiple-try feedback

(Clariana, 1993) - was seen to be derived from KOR feedback which allowed
the learner additional tries following an error response item. One advantage
of this feedback was engaging learners in active processing and ensuring that
the last response was the correct one; but one likely disadvantage was
frustrating learners if they did not know how to answer the question in the
first place, yet had to continue responding until they selected the correct
answer.

Delayed feedback was seen to be modified from conventional

strategies which delayed the provision of feedback in place of KOR or KCR.
One benefit of this delayed feedback was that it repeats the item
presentational at the end of the lesson, thereby providing double the
exposure of conventional KCR (Kulik & Kulik, 1988). Research (Kulik and
Kulik, 1988) showed that immediate feedback was best for most learning
situations, but delayed feedback was superior in test-acquisition studies, i.e.
learning situations in which test questions were used as the instruction.

2.3.1.4

Role of Feedback

A search of the literature has revealed that few researchers had touched the
area of the role feedback played in enhancing learning. Examination of most
software programs indicated that the majority of them contained a generic
form of feedback which usually presented short statements like “Correct” or
“Incorrect”, i.e. confirmation feedback, or update a score displayed in
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response to student input. These feedback routines could only have the role
of informing. Sales (1993, p.163), however, argued that feedback could play
more roles than simply informing the learning with a short statement. Table
2.1 shows the roles feedback may have.
R ole

d ir e c t

Explanation

Exam ple

p r o v id e s in fo r m a tio n about an a c tio n to be

"U se the m o u s e to m o v e the p o in te r to the

ta k e n

item y o u w ish to s e le c t, th en p ress the
m o u s e b u tton ."

in fo r m

a c k n o w le d g e the a ccu ra cy o f input from the

"C orrect."

lea rn er

in s tr u c t

su p p le m e n ta l in fo r m a tio n in ten d ed to

"Incorrect, as y o u w a tc h the v id e o , n o tic e

im p r o v e the learner's u n d erstan d in g o f the

that the c e lls e n g u lf their fo o d sou rce."

c o n te n t b e in g ad d ressed

m o t iv a t e

s tim u la te

p r o v id e s a rew ard or in c e n tiv e d e sig n e d to

T h e n e e d le on a d ia l (co m p u ter gra p h ic)

cre a te a m o tiv e for c o n tin u e d effo r t

c lim b s h ig h e r w ith e a c h co r r e c t r e sp o n s e .

a ro u se the learn er to co n tin u e

A fter a p eriod o f in a c tiv ity , a b e e p from the
co m p u ter e n c o u r a g e s the u ser to en ter h is
or her input.

a d v is e

alerts the learner to the status o f his or her

"Y ou m u st an sw er three m o re ite m s

e ffo r ts in rela tio n to the required e x it

co rrectly to m o v e to th e n e x t le s so n ."

c r ite r ia

s u m m a r iz e

a c u m u la tiv e report o f the learn er’s

"Y ou correctly r e sp o n d e d to 18 o f 2 0

p e r fo r m a n c e

q u e s tio n s ."

Table 2.1 Role of Feedback in technology-assisted instruction Sales, 1993, p. 164)

It appears that Sales lists the roles of feedback in a sequence of simplicity to
complexity. The fundamental role of feedback is to “direct” the learner
when they are confused in the program, i.e. to provides necessary information
on what to do about an action. Then comes the role of “inform”, which
acknowledges the learner whether their performance or response is accurate.
The third role, the role of “instruct”, goes further, i.e. feedback should not
only inform the learner about his accuracy to the presented task, but also
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more

supplemental

information

to

understanding of the content being addressed.

improve

the

learner’s

The fourth role is to

“motivate” the learner so that they can have a motive to continued effort.
The role that follows is to “stimulate” the learner to arouse them to continue.
The sixth role emphasizes that feedback should have function of alerting the
learner to the status of their efforts in relation to the required exit criteria. The
last role suggests that feedback ought to “summarize” the learner’s
performance, i.e. to offer a cumulative report of the learner's performance.

2.3.1.5

Effectiveness of Different Feedback

Does feedback enhance learning or interfere with learning? In general, the
conclusion from research studies was that some feedback was better than no
feedback (Kulhavy, 1977; Schimmel, 1983). More specifically, KCR feedback
was superior to KOR (Waldrop, Justin, & Adams, 1986). Bangert-Drowns et
al (1991) reported that feedback with more information would result in better
performance, which implied that explanatory or bug-related feedback were
more helpful to the learner. But on the other hand, research studies indicated
that complicated feedback was not necessarily superior to simple feedback.
Clariana (1992) stated:
Evidence suggests that elaborative forms of feedback often produce no
significant improvement over knowledge of correct response (KCR), but
require a considerable development and implementation cost.
Park and Gittleman (1992) also suggested that knowledge of response (KOR)
feedback was equally effective and that explanatory feedback provided no
better results.

Linden (1993) carried out a research project relating to feedback and
computer assisted language learning and the result of students' reactions to
feedback was studied in two ways: the analysis of log files and the analysis
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of students’ think-aloud protocols. Linden reached the conclusion that from
a practical view of the utilization of feedback in CALL programs and in order
to be consulted, feedback had to be concise and precise. Long feedback was
not read and for that reason was not useful.

2.3.2

Learner Control

In this part, the following areas of learner control will be reviewed: what is
learner control, the importance of learner control, type of learner control, two
dimensions of learner control and effects of different learner control.

2.3.2.1

What is Learner Control

Learner control has been one of the instructional areas where researchers put
efforts most heavily in recent years (Hannafin and Sullivan, 1995; Freitag and
Sullivan, 1995; Goforth, 1994; Becher and Dwyer, 1994; Reeves, 1993;
Milheim and Martin, 1991). Becher and Dwyer (1994) stated that learner
control in computer assisted instruction (CAI) meant that the learner was
given some discretion over the order of information acquisition, its timing, its
pace, its quantity, or any combination of these factors.

Reeves (1993)

defined learner control as those design features of CAI that enabled learners
to choose freely the path, rate, content and nature of feedback in instruction.
Hence, learner control refers to the options in CAI that allow the learner to
make decisions about what sections to study, in what sequence, at what pace
and rate to study, and what paths to follow through interactive material so
that the learner can learn effectively. Researchers put forward a variety of
good reasons to provide control to the learner. Winser and Cheung (1995)
suggested the following reason,
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Since every user has his/her individual background which includes his/her
prior knowledge and attitude, learning style, level of difficulties, and learning
pace, learner control will give the user a way to tailor the learning environment
for himself/herself.
Some other studies were also conducted to compare the effectiveness of
programs that allowed the learner to control the amount of instruction they
received (i.e. learner control), with programs in which the amount and
sequence of instruction was fixed (program control) (Feitag and Sullivan,
1995).

2.3.2.2

Importance of Learner Control

The importance of learner control has been discussed much in last few years.
Small and Grabowski (1992) said that the learner, rather than the instructor /
program, should take control over the sequence, pace, because the learner
“knows best how long they need to spend on certain topics, how much
detailed explanation they need about them, the order in which information
makes the most sense, etc.”.

Stanton and Baber (1992) looked at the

importance from the viewpoint of individual learners. They pointed out that:
individuals approach the training medium with differing levels of ability,
experience, and insight, and therefore have different requirements. These are
not catered to by pre sequencingfprogram-controlled] instruction. It is felt
preferable to give control to the individuals who can go into as much depth as
they feel necessary to enable them to perform the task confidently.
Other researchers (Kinzie and Berdel, 1990, Kinzie and Sullinan, 1989,
Hutchins, Hollan, and Norman, 1986) found that the learner would like to be
in control of their learning and the learner appeared to prefer the learning
materials with more learner-controlled features. Becher and Dwyer (1994)
stated that learner control was even more important in hypermedia learning
environments because it allowed the learner the option to determine in what
way their learning may have the best result according to their level of interest,
their prior knowledge of the topics of study, their learning styles. Winser and
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Cheung (1995) stressed the importance from the point of view of language
learning.
Learner control is the essential motivation for language development and
learning themselves, according to the functional language model. Educators
using this model tend to support the idea to give control to learners to choose
their learning activities, and content domain. This is because they believe that
individuals will learn a language better if their own cultural context and relevant
social activities are built in to the model of learning.
'

2.3.2.3

1i .

Type of Learner Control

Learner control in computer-based learning can take different types.
Laurillard (1988, cited in Winser and Cheung, 1995) maintained three types
of learner control:
•
•
•

Control over type and sequence of learning activities.
Ability to manipulate content domain. That is control over what is being
learned and in what order it is learned.
Ability to construct an individual view of the subject matter, as opposed to
automatically assuming the presented view.

According to Sloane et al (1989, p.26), sequence referred to “the order in
which skills are taught, the skills required for the performance of other skills
should be taught first”. Sloane et al also indicated that the “skills should be
cumulative, that is, they should build logically on each other so that as
instruction progresses, skills learned earlier continue to be used and to
strengthen the foundation for learning increasingly more complex skills”
(Sloane et al, 1989, p.26). If the order of presentation of instruction was
incorrect or imcomulative, it might “negatively affect the instructional
outcome for students” (Sloane et al, 1989, p.26).

Learner control on the pace of learning was one of the major components in
constructing an individual view of the subject matter. According to Brownell
(1992, p.264), pace consisted of two aspects: the speed at which screens
were presented and the rate at which concepts and facts were presented.
Brownell (1992, p.264) held the view that the pace “should be controlled by
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the person using the program” and this could be done by “prompting the
user to hit a specified key when ready to move on to the next screen”. If the
pace was controlled by the machine rather than the learner, the program
would not “allow for individual differences among students in reading rates,
attention span, and so on” (Brownell, 1992, p.264). As a result, the learning
outcomes could not be as effective.

*

Aside from these three major controls, Cheung (1994) identified other
possible controls manipulated by the learner. They were the controls over
audio, visual, level of difficulty, type of feedback, type of report results.
Cheung (1994) held that “these controls may have certain effect upon
learners when they have different types of learning style.”
illustrated the point with two examples:

Cheung

“A field dependent individual

would need to have more positive feedback than a field independent student.
If the learner learns better in using the audio approach, he/she will learn better
when he/she is allowed to choose the audio type of input or feedback.”
(Cheung, 1994)

2.3.2.4

Two Dimensions of Learner Control

Research on the achievement of individual learners who are provided with
increased control over their instruction has indicated two-sided results. On
the one hand, researchers found that individual learners learn more effectively
under learner control; on the other hand, researchers found that the
individual learners perform no better under learner control.

Gray (1987) found that if the learner was provided with the control over the
sequence of their instruction, they usually had a higher score on one of two
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Again

concerning the control of the sequence of instruction, Stanton and Baber
(1992) stated that it has the potential benefit of creating the type of learning
environment which:
• allows for different levels of prior knowledge
• encourages exploration
• enables subjects to see a sub-task as part of the whole task
• allows subjects to adapt material to their own learning style.
Milheim (1989) stated that the learner would have continued motivation if
they could control the pace of learning. Carrier and Willians (1988) found
that the learner who controlled the amount of material that they saw learned
the most.

Kinzie, Sullivan and Berdel (1988) reported that the learner

obtained higher post test scores when given control of content review than
under program control. Ross, Morrison and O'Dell (1989) stated that the
learner would perform better if they had the control over the presentation
medium. Kinzie and Birdel (1990) made the studies on learner control over
contextual properties of instruction (thematic setting, medium, text density)
and found that students showed the increased levels of their achievement,
more positive attitudes and motivation, and decreased anxiety. Kinzie (1990)
did another investigation on the benefits of the learner control on self
regulation and continuing motivation and reported that the learner control
encourages self-regulated learning and enhances continuing motivation
while the learner is allowed to have the access of multiple-purpose features.
Becher and Dwyer (1994) investigated the effects of hypertext on learner
control and overall intrinsic motivation and found that students who had
used hypertext networks were more self determined and had higher levels of
overall intrinsic motivation in comparison to those students who had used
traditional text-style reading material.
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But on the other side, researchers also found that learner control had led to
decreased learning. Pollock and Sullivan (1990) reported that when they had
instructional control over the choice of receiving practice, the learner often
scored significantly lower than the learner receiving required practice. Ross
and Morrison (1989) concluded, “... research findings regarding the effects of
learner control as an adaptive strategy, have been inconsistent, but more
frequently negative than positive.” Steinberg (1989) noted that learner
control might result in greater task engagement and better attitudes, but not
necessarily in greater achievement. Carrier (1984) found that students made
poor instructional choices when they were faced with complex instructional
tasks or when they lack sufficient prior knowledge. Ross and Rakow (1981)
found that students given control but no guidance made worse instructional
choices and scored lower than students given guidance.

This literature

reveals that learner control sometimes leads to worse performance and less
achievement. There are many possible explanations for this ineffectiveness of
learner control. Becker and Dwyer (1994) put forward three possibilities for
this:
a. the nature of the control that was given to learners may not have been
helpful;
b. the students in these studies may not have taken advantage of the control
that they were given, and
c. the students in the study may not have realized that they had more control
over their learning environment.
The literature reveals a two-sided views on the learner control, but it is also
evident that it will do no good to the learner if the software program goes to
the extreme on either side, in other words, the learner may not learn well if
they control all the aspects of learning or if they are controlled in all aspects
by the program. Therefore, the question is what aspects of learning should or
should not the learner be given the control in order to have a better learning
outcome. Should the learner be able to control the sequence of learning or
the program control it? Should they be able to control the pace, content,
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pathway? Does learner control have anything to do with learners’ abilities,
learning styles, and attitudes? This is the areas this research attempts to focus
on, particularly in instructing listening comprehension with computer
programs.

2.3.2.5

Effects of Different Learner Control

Research studies indicate that the effects of learner control varies if the
learner is allowed to control different aspects of learning. Table 2. 4 reveals
this point.

Types

Effects
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• th e a m o u n t and th e c o n te x t o f

• m o r e p o s i t iv e a ttitu d e s

s u p p le m e n ta l p r a c tic e

( M o r r i s o n ,R o s s ,& B a l d w i n ,

1992)

• c o n te x tu a l p r o p e r tie s o f in s tr u c tio n

•

(th e m a tic se ttin g , m e d iu m , te x t d e n s ity )

p o s i t iv e a ttitu d e s, an d d e c r e a s e d a n x ie ty

in c r e a s e d

le v e l s

of

a c h ie v e m e n t,

m ore

( K in z ie & B ir d e l, 1 9 9 0 )
• p r e s e n ta tio n m e d iu m

• b etter p e r fo r m a n c e
(R o s s ,M o r r is o n and O ’D e ll, 1 9 8 9 )

• P a c in g

“

‘i

• c o n te n t r e v ie w

• c o n tin u in g m o tiv a tio n

( M ilh e im ,1 9 8 9 )

.

• h ig h e r s c o r e o n p o s t te st
(K in z ie , S u lliv a n and B e r d e l,1 9 8 8 )

• th e a m o u n t o f m a teria l to b e lea rn ed

• le a r n in g m o s t and fu lly
(C a rrier & W illia n s , 1 9 8 8 )

• s e q u e n c e o f in str u c tio n

• h ig h e r

score

on

a c h ie v e m e n t

m easu res

(G r a y , 1 9 8 7 )
• a d v is e m e n t *

•h ig h e r p o s t te s t a c h ie v e m e n t s c o r e
(J o h a n s e n and T e n n y s o n , 1 9 8 3 )

*

• a m o u n t and s e q u e n c e o f e le m e n ts o f an

• le s s tim e sp e n t o n the p ro g ra m

in s tr u c tio n a l p ro g ra m

o p t io n s c h o s e n ( T e n n y s o n .

and few er

1980)

Information provided about the students’ progress, suggestions for sequencing, or other meaningful learning advice.

Table 22

Effects of different learner control

Aside from the aspects which the learner have the control, we need to take
other issues into consideration of learner control. The learner's ability, for
example, is one issue which many researchers are of interest.

Chung and

Reigeluth (1992) stated that low-ability learners lacked the metacognitive
skills to manage their own instruction. Hativa (1988) found that high-ability
students in a learner-control treatment spent more time on task than lowability students. Ross and Rakow (1981) showed the evidence that lowability students benefited more from program control than from learner
control. Hannafin and Sullivan (1995) reported the result of an experimental
research on learner control in CAI programs which appeared to support to
the position advanced by above researchers that learner control may be more
appropriate for high-ability learners than for low-ability ones.
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It may be that the students with higher abilities ought to have more control
on the aspects of learning, while the students with lower abilities should have
fewer, or at least, with advice or guidance of how to perform those provided
controls on the program.

2 .4

Software Evaluation

In this section, the following aspects will be reviewed. They are: what is
software evaluation, importance of software evaluation, and type of software
evaluation.

2.4.1

What is Software Evaluation

Educational software evaluation could be defined as a systematic procedure
used to determine the extent to which instructional lesson objectives had
been attained (Hannafin and Peck, 1988). Stufflebeam and Shinkfield (1985,
cited in Gros and Spec tor, 1994) stated that evaluation involved the
systematic judgment of the value or the worth of an object. They proposed a
methodology for evaluation called CIPP (context, input, process and
product).

According to CIPP, evaluation is a process which has three

purposes: (1) to identify and describe the value of specific goals; (2) to design
a methodology for the development of products to achieve those goals; and
(3) to analyze the impact of products in order to uncover problems and
improve component products. Hence, a primary function of evaluation in
systems approaches to lesson design is to determine the extent to which the
expected outcomes has been realized and to identify potential problems for
possible improvements.
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Importance of Software Evaluation

Evaluation of software may help in the choice of curriculum, curriculum
materials, and policy and provide evidence to explain and justify such choice;
and may highlight problems and difficulties experienced by learners and
suggest solutions to such problems (Alexander and Blanchard, 1985).
Cheung (1994, p. 193) addressed the importance of educational software
evaluation as follows:
Most students use educational software packages as learning tools or tutors.
Selecting software for students means selecting tools and tutors for them.
Tools and tutors are part of the learning environment. Educators and scholars
believe the learning environment has a significant effect upon learning; thus, if
students have a poor learning environment, they may not learn as much as they
could or as fast as they should.
Therefore, proper evaluation of educational software is essential if a
confident, informed choice is to be made for purchasing and using sound
educational software programs as “a powerful tool and an effective
supplement to classroom instruction”. (Doll, 1987, p.4)

2.4.3

Type of Software Evaluation

2.4.3.1

Formative and Summative Evaluation

Software evaluation may take the form of formative evaluation or summative
evaluation. Although both formative and summative evaluation address the
issues of lesson effectiveness, there are some very substantial differences in
practice. According to Golas (1983), the formative evaluation process was
more or less ongoing, with the goal being lesson improvement based upon
the findings of the evaluation. Features were identified, modifications made,
and the lesson reevaluated to determine whether additional changes were
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According to Alexander and Blanchard (1985), summative

evaluation, on the other hand, was typically conducted for signature
purposes. This meant that some final decision was generally to be made
regarding the lesson, such as whether the lesson would be adopted or
purchased.

This evaluation was not conducted to identify features for

modification or revision. It was typically ,an end in itself and did not usually
result in subsequent modification of the lesson content.

2.4.3.2

Expert and End-user Evaluation

In the summative software evaluation, two major forms are often used. They
are expert evaluation and end-user evaluation. Expert evaluation refers to
the evaluation conducted by those who have either expertise in subject
matter or background in instructional design. Expert evaluation is usually
conducted by experts being asked to provide the first impression of software
packages and to give their judgments and comments on the subject matter
and the features of instructional design. This kind of evaluation is oriented
towards a specific product or object, and as a consequence, it may not be
necessary to use the courseware in a real situation in order to assess and
make an initial judgment concerning the product's specific features (Gros and
Spector, 1994). End-user evaluation refers to the evaluation by those who
are the target audience the software aims at so as to determine the effects of
the program on the user.

Gros and Spector (1994) stated that the main

objective of this type of evaluation was “to analyze the effectiveness of the
learning processes involved with student use of a courseware product”.
End-user evaluation is often done by the user being offered the software
packages and their interaction with the program is then observed and/or
recorded.

According to Gros and Spector (1994), the aspects like the
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interactions between the program and the learner, the levels of adaptation,
the learning effectiveness, etc. should be analyzed in this sort of evaluation.

These two forms of evaluation are frequently employed by software
developers and/or educators to evaluate educational software packages. For
example, Hedberg, Harper, Brown and.Corderoy (1994) used these two
methods to evaluate software package Investigating Lake Iluka. Jacques,
Nonnecke, Preece and Mckerlie (1993) did a pure expert evaluation on 16
hyper-system-based packages in six facets. Jefferies, Miller, Wharton, and
Uyeda (1991) also performed expert evaluations respectively on certain
aspects of instructional design. Voogt (1990) involved teachers as subject
matter experts in courseware evaluation.

Callison and Haycock (1988)

proposed a methodology for student (end-user) evaluation of educational
microcomputer software.

2.5

Conclusion

This literature review shows that computer assisted language learning is a
developing area where more research needs to be done, particularly in the
area of listening comprehension. The aspects which should be taken into
consideration in developing sound listening materials are word stress and
utterance intonation, information processing (separation of information units),
background knowledge and false recognition memory (true-false or multiplechoice exercises) elimination of noise. The literature review also reveals that
appropriate feedback and learner control are critical in learning and therefore
ought to be available to the learner. In feedback, the general conclusion is
feedback in any form is better than no feedback and the feedback with more
information is superior to that with less information. In learner control, the
majority of the research results indicates that it is important to provide learner
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control in computer-based programs and learner control on the different
aspects of learning have different positive effects, but some research also
indicates that learner control on some aspects of learning like practice of
learning may result in negative effects.

This chapter reviewed the related literature in principles of language learning
in listening comprehension, the overall view of computer assisted language
learning, and the instructional design principles in feedback and learner
control.
research.

The next chapter will describe the methodology utilized in this
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Introduction

The previous chapter provided a detailed review of literature relating to
language learning in listening comprehension, computer assisted language
learning and instructional design events.

This chapter will focus on the

description of the methodology utilized in this research.

This includes a

description of the software packages, the method of evaluation, facets of
evaluation, participants and sites of the research, the procedure of the
research, the method of data collection, and the method of data analysis.

3.1

Description of Software Packages

In this section, two software packages are described and the resean to select
these two packages as sample ones are discussed.

The description focuses on the following aspects: the title of package,
publishing year, storing medium, subject matter, age level and proficiency
level, aiming objectives and learning activities.

A range of software packages were considered to be used in this evaluation
before the final two was settled on. They were "Dynamic English", "Bailey’s
Book House", "All In One", "Kids Works", " Super Spell ", "Office English",
and "Studio Classroom". The reason to choose the following two software
packages as sample ones is that (1) they are subject-related -- both packages
are designed for training listening comprehension which is the subject area to
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be evaluated in this research, while other candidate packages are not so
closely related; and (2) these two packages are feature-abundant, that is, they
contain such instructional features as feedback, learner control, navegation,
etc. which make this research possible. The following is the description of the
two selected packages.
'

3.1.1

/

.

Software Package 1 - “Listen!”

Software package 1 is called “Listen!”, published in 1995 and stored in CD
format. The subject matter is English listening comprehension for beginners
of primary to intermediate levels. The objective of the package is to enhance
the learner’s listening comprehension of everyday English. The program has
ten learning activities and one quiz (see figure 3.1).

MENU

British English
American English

SCORE

V

%

■ Hiime
IH Prices

18

■

Parts of the car

■

Days of the week

77
3

[f ill

A t Home

25

111

Places

85

■

Town map

25

111

The Johnsons' House

60

m

At a Restaurant
A t the Park

30

Quick Quiz
Record Vourself

EXIT

..........vÿÿÿÿÿiXv.......... .-.❖ iSi!

igure 3.1 Menu screen of “Listen!”
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In the ten learning activities, Time, Prices, Parts of the car, Days of the week,
Places and The Johnsons’ House require the learner to match the recording
with on-screen pictures; Town map asks the learner to locate particular
buildings according to instructions; At Home, At a Restaurant and At the
Park require the learner to choose true or false in the light of statements.
Quick Quiz provides the learner with multiple-choice tests. Record Yourself
supplies an additional feature for the learner to record their voices for
speaking practice.

3.1.2

Software Package 2 - “TripIePIay-English!”

Software package 2 is called “TriplePlay-English!”, published in 1993 and
stored in CD format. The subject matter is English listening comprehension
for age nine to adult of intermediate level.

The program has six major

activities in three different levels of difficulty (see figure 3.2).___________

Figure 3.2 Menu screen o f ‘‘TriplePlay-English!”
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These six activities are, from top to bottom, Food and Drinks, Numbers, Home
and Office, Places and Transportation, People, and Activities. In each activity,
there are three levels of difficulty and two sub-activities in level one and level
three and one sub-activity in level two. Within each activity, the learning can
take the form of practice/exploring type or test type.
■

3.2

t

.

Method of Evaluation

The evaluation utilized in this research was expert evaluation (see 2.4.3.2 for
the description). The reason for using expert evaluation in the research was
that (1) the literature revealed that few similar researches had been done
relating to the utilization of experts to evaluate listening comprehension
packages, (2) since CALL (computer assisted language learning) in
enhancing listening comprehension was a new research area and relatively
few research results were available through the literature, the results of this
research may be more valuable if experts carry out the evaluation rather than
the end users because the expert is knowledgeable in the subject discipline
and could make sound judgments and to-the-point comments.

As in other expert evaluations reviewed in the literature (also see 2.4.3.2), the
experts were not introduced to the packages beforehand because they were
supposed to make comments based on their first impression of the packages.
The experts were asked to identify language and instructional design features
which would be appropriate in computer-based listening environment and
the features which could support the users well or the features which could
cause potential problems. Again, as in other expert evaluations, this research
did not attempt to identify all language and instructional design features or
problems. Rather, the intention of this research was to focus on one aspect of
language learning - listening comprehension because of its importance in
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communication and the subject matter of software packages; and two aspects
of instructional design - feedback and learner control because of their
significance in conducting

learning in the computer-based

learning

environment.

3 .3

Facets of Evaluation

Facets of evaluation conducted in this research consisted of two major
categories - the language facet and the instructional design facet.

In the

language facet, the focus was on the listening comprehension, including
aspects of word stress and intonation, separation of information units,
background knowledge, true-false statements or multiple-choice exercises as
assessments, and elimination of noise. In the instructional design facet, the
emphasis was upon two of the major components of instructional design
events - feedback and learner control.

3.4

Participants and Sites

Four experts were selected as participants of this research. The selection was
based on a continuum of experts, with one expert having language expertise
at one end and one expert having instructional design expertise at the other,
and two experts having both language and instructional design expertise in
the middle. Expert A was a language expert who was a lecturer and had over
15 years English language teaching experience. Expert D was a lecturer in
the field of information technology in education who had designed and
developed some educational software programs and had English teaching
background, Experts B and C were multimedia designers with English
teaching background for over ten years. The research was conducted in
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multimedia labs and experts’ offices where computers with CD drives
available because the selected software packages were in CD format.

3.5

Procedure of the Research

The procedure of this research was divided into two parts - the pilot research
and the main research.

3.5.1

Pilot Research

In order to explore the design of the research, a pilot evaluation was carried
out in advance.

The research was originally designed to be done by

providing software packages to experts in advance with related information
and a set of questions so that experts could have enough time to become
thoroughly familiar with the package and the areas they would be asked to
evaluate and then they would be interviewed by the researcher. This was
how the pilot research was conducted.

Three experts were offered the

software packages, related information and evaluation criteria seven days
before the interview and then they were invited together (so that they could
have interactive communication about the issues raised) to evaluate and
make their comments on the software packages. Then the researcher found
the following difficulties:

First, the researcher found that ninety percent of the one hour interview time
planned was spent viewing two software packages for their contents as
experts was too busy to view them before the interview as planned.
Therefore, the researcher was left little time to ask experts to offer their
thorough comments by the end of interview.
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Secondly, the researcher found that it was hard to control the situation once
experts began talking to each other although it was good for interactive
communication.

Listening to the recorded tape revealed that much

discussion was irrelevant to the evaluation of the software packages in the
areas this research aimed at.

Further, experts interrupted one another

frequently and they could not express their thoughts as a whole.

Thirdly, the researcher found that questions about the specific features of
software programs, e.g. particular type of feedback, should be asked on-line
rather than off-line, that is, the questions should be asked while the program
was running with that particular feature emerging, otherwise it was difficult
for experts to recall the specific details if the question was asked after the
running of the program.

Fourthly, the researcher found that the interview questions should be
designed clearly and adequately so that the experts could give relevant
response and comments relating to the aimed research objectives. In short,
the pilot research provided the researcher with fairly rich experience to
conduct the main research more fruitfully.

3.5.2

Main Research

With the experience and lessons from the pilot research, the main research
was carried out in the following way.

First, considering the concepts of having experts’ first impression of the
software packages and the situation of experts being extremely busy, they
were not provided with and introduced to the software packages in advance.
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Experts viewed the package, made comments on-line on specific features and
were interviewed at the same time.

Secondly, the interview was conducted individually with each expert. This
was done because (1) it was easy for the researcher to interact with the
expert on some particular features directly while the program was running,
and (2) it was easy for the expert to give their comments fully without
interruptions.

Thirdly, most of the questions on specific features in both language learning
and instructional design were asked on-line. This effectively avoided the
situation in which the expert could not give much comment on particular
features simply because that feature slipped out of their minds.

Some

questions which had no responses from the experts on line or some
unanticipated issues raised by experts were asked off-line. In addition, more
questions on listening comprehension were addressed to the language expert
and more questions on feedback and learner control were addressed to the
instructional design expert. Questions on both listening comprehension and
feedback and learner control were addressed to experts with both language
and instructional design expertise.

Fourthly, the researcher tried to construct the questions clearly and concisely
so that the expert responded directly to the point and relevant to this
research.

3.6

Method of Data Collection

For the purpose of this research, the interview was employed as the dominant
data collection method. The reason were (1) interview had the advantage of
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being flexible in comparison with other data collection methods like
questionnaires.

The researcher could ask follow-up questions about the

issues which emerged on the spot as the research proceeded; (2) the
interview enabled the researcher to note the expert’s interaction with the
programs, the incidental comments, the facial expressions so as to acquire 'all
angle* information which would not be, conveyed so well in written forms;
and (3) the interview was comparatively time-saving on the side of experts
since they were busy and had little time available for any written replies at
the time this research was conducted.

The interviews used in this research were semi-structured interviews. Certain
interview questions (see Appendix I) were prepared before the interview in
the light of the literature review in both language learning and instructional
design. These questions may be alternated in wording and order when they
were addressed to experts during the interview or may be alternated
according to experts’ response. Some other questions were also addressed to
experts according to their interactions with the program. All interviews were
tape-recorded and then transcribed by a professional. The interview with
expert A lasted 60 minutes. The interview with expert B lasted 90 minutes.
The interview with expert C lasted 120 minutes. The interview with expert D
lasted 55 minutes. Experts A and D were specialized in either language or
instructional design, therefore the interview time spent was less than expert B
and C who had expertise in both language and instructional design.

The experts were fully informed by the researcher about the purpose of the
interview and possible uses of collected data and provided with the consent
form to be signed.

The interview questions were strictly limited to the

research area set in advance and no personal questions were addressed to
them. The experts were also asked to give the permission to the researcher to
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taperecord the whole interview. The tapes and transcripts of interviews were
sent back to experts for them to check the accuracy.

3.7

Method of Data Analysis

The collected data was categorized according to three major facets of
evaluation - the listening comprehension in language learning and the
feedback and learner control in instructional design.

Subcategories were

further divided within each of the three major ones based on literature review
and research interview questions. In listening comprehension, the data were
categorized according to correct word stress and intonation, separation of
information units, supply of background knowledge, availability of true-false
or multiple-choice statements as assessments, and elimination of noise.

In

feedback and learner control, the data were classified according to their type,
effectiveness and possible improvements suggested by experts. The points
which were not planned but raised by experts concerning listening
comprehension, feedback and learner control were classified in the category
of further related issues respectively.

3.8

Conclusion

This chapter focused on the description of the methodology utilized in this
research. The chapter provided the description of the software packages, the
method of evaluation, facets of evaluation, participants and sites of the
research, the procedure of the research, the method of data collection, and the
method of data analysis.
evaluation.

The next chapter will report the result of the
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In this chapter, the results of evaluation will be reported. Further, the experts’
suggestions on improvements of certain features and the discussion will also
be added.

The evaluation of two software packages “Listen!” and

“TriplePlay-English!” was conducted separately and will be reported in the
same way in the areas of language learning - listening comprehension and
instructional design - feedback and learner control.

4.1

Evaluation of “Listen!”

Three areas of evaluation were reported in this section. They are listening
comprehension, feedback, and learner control.

4.1.1

Language Evaluation - Listening Comprehension

Five evaluation facets will be covered in this section. They are word stress
and utterance intonation, separation of information units, background
knowledge in assisting comprehension, true-false statements or multiplechoice exercises as assessment, and elimination of noise.

Evaluation Facet 1

Word Stress and Utterance Intonation

Three out of four experts commented that the stress of words and the
intonation of utterances were quite good no matter whether it was in British
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or American accent (Transcript A, p.6, Transcript C, p.32, and Transcript D,
P-3)- All the words in the program were stressed properly and the intonation
was used appropriately and naturally. For example, when the learner scored
differently in different activities the score reports were read out in different
intonations. If the learner scored over ninety per cent in any activities - e.g.,
ninety five per cent correct - the score report would be read out: “In that
i

‘

.

lesson, you scored ninety five percent.” with the word ninety-five
particularly stressed and a rising
congratulations. Expert B made no

tone at the end

to imply a sort of

comments on word stress and intonation

because she was interrupted by the recording voice and did not pick it up
afterwards.

Evaluation Facet 2

Separation of Information Units

As discussed in 2.1.4, long utterances ought to be separated into information
units - “what the speaker chooses

to present as one portion of message”

(Halliday, 1985, p.54) - so that the

learner could have a chance to repeat

listening to a particular part of the utterance. This program did not provide
any means for separation of long utterances into information units. It did not
have any facilities for separation of

long conversations into individual

utterance for each speaker, and further into information units. Some of the
utterances or conversation were long and complex. The following are three
examples from three different activities,
Example 1
• Start at the carpark. N ow go down the High Street until you come to the
first set o f light; turn left at these lights and keep going until you come to a
phone box. It’s the building straight across the road from the phone box.
(The activity “Town Map”),
Example 2
•
A: Hi, com e in. Good to see you.
B: I’m so glad you were able to com e over this evening.
C: Hi, It’s good to see both o f you, too.
A: It’s been a while since we last got together.
D: I haven’t been here since you redecorated; it looks great.
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B: Well, it took us a while but it’s finally finished.
D: Wow, that’s a new painting over the sofa, isn’t it?
A: Yes, we bought it when we were on holiday.
C: The colours in the painting really go well with your sofa, Is that
new, too?” (The activity “The Johnsons’ House”)
Example 3
•
A; Hi, can I help you?
B: I’ve got a bad cold, I’d like some cold medicine please.
A: Well, all of those over there are cold medicines. It’s a good idea to
see your doctor too if you find your cold is getting worse.
B: Okay. I’ll take this. I’d like some vitamin C too.
A: That will be five eighty-four all together please.
B: Here is six pounds.
A: Sixteen pence change. I hope you feel better.
B: Thanks.(The activity “The Places”)
Expert A (Transcript A, p.5), Expert B (Transcript B, p.12), Expert C
(Transcript C, p.14), and Expert D (Transcript D, p .ll) commented that the
utterance or conversation was too long for beginners to follow and
suggested they be separated into information units so that the learner could
listen to particular sections of the utterance. Let us take a close look at these
three utterances from above examples:
•
•
•

Now go down the High Street until you come to the first set of light; turn
left at these lights and keep going until you come to a phone box.
The colours in the painting really go well with your sofa, it that new, too?
It’s a good idea to see your doctor too if you find your cold is getting
worse.

These three utterances were rather long and complex linguistically. It was
much easier and helpful for the learner to follow if they are offerred the
additional opportunity to listen to the segments of the utterance according to
the pattern of its information units. According to Expert D (Transcript D,
p.15) it was possible and fairly easy from the point of view of instructional
design to integrate this feature simply by supplying a series of buttons on the
screen since the sound was already there. And this was exactly what the
other sample program did: providing a series of buttons to give the learner an
option to listen to it in separated units.
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Background

Knowledge

in

Comprehension

As the discussion of schema theory and top-down approach in listening
indicated (see 2.1.3 and 2.1.4), situational and cultural background
knowledge is important in listening comprehension. Expert A (Transcript A,
p.9) and Expert B (Transcript B, p.35) also considered it important for the
learner to know the background knowledge for understanding. This program
seemed to assume too much background knowledge on the part of the
learner. Experts made few suggestions on this. But it would be possible to
integrate a function into the program which could supply background
knowledge to the learner.

For example, the situational background

knowledge could be offered by having a button called “Context”.

The

learner was able to know in what sort of situation the utterance was emerging
by clicking on such buttons. Cultural background knowledge could also be
available for the learner to access in the same way. For instance, “Hot dogs”
and “Wellington boots” were mentioned quite a few times in the program.
The learner may understand the whole utterance if those pictures could be
highlighted and clicked to give a pop-up explanation of what hot dogs were
and what people wore Wellington boots. The learner may understand more
easily the utterance if the background knowledge was provided.

Evaluation Facet 4

True-False

or

Multiple-Choice

Exercises

The instruction of listening comprehension in computer-assisted learning
environment may involve true-false statements or multiple-choice exercises as
assessment as discussed in 2.1.5. This program provides true-false statements
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in three activities - At Home, At a Restaurant, and At the Park and multiplechoice exercises in Quick Quiz (see Figure 4.1 & Figure 4.2)

gure 4.1______ The activity At Home from “Listen!”
Quiz!

Question 4

Words
m
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gure 4 2

The Quick Quiz from “Listen!”
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In true-false exercise, the learner needs to click on ‘True’ or 'False’ buttons
based on the voice statement and the content in screen pictures. In multiplechoice exercises, the learner needs to click on A, B, C, or D buttons based on
the voice question and the content in screen pictures. But Experts thought
these two types of exercises were not used effectively to enhance listening
comprehension because of the following reasons.

Reason 1

Inaccuracy o f true-false statements

Expert C found that many statements were not accurate and did not match
the on-screen picture so that the learner found it difficulty to choose between
True or False. For example, in the activity At Home, one statement is “Cathy
is listening to music as she does her homework.” It was hard to interpret on
the picture: (1) who was Cathy because there were two females, and (2)
whether she was listening to music (see Figure 4.1). Expert C commented:
Y ou can ’t [decide w ho is Cathy]. W ell, presumably this one because sh e’s got
books on her lap and this one because sh e’s reading a newspaper and probably
isn ’t doing hom ework. But you can’t decide that for sure because this could be
hom ework that involves reading a newspaper. Go to a newspaper and find out
whatever. It’s also not a very good question about listening to music because
you actually can’t be sure whether sh e ’s listening to music or not. Simply
because there’s no record player or stereo or anything in the picture, it doesn’t
necessarily mean that she isn ’t listening to music. You would assume that she
is n ’t but, for instance, she could have a Walkman beside her. And I presume
that’s an earring. L et’s say it’s false. It’s not a very good question that one.
(Transcript C, p . l l )

Expert B (Transcript B, p.6) also noticed the inaccuracy of this question and
commented that it was hard to decide the true-false status of the statement
because two females looked the same age. Another statement in the same
activity was “The Martins like animals.” Again it was difficult to decide
whether it was true or false. The learner could not presume for sure whether
the whole family liked animals simply because there were a cat and a bird in
the picture. Other similarly inaccurate statements occurred in another two
true-false activities.
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Additional cognitive load in true-false statements

Quite a few statements in true-false activities were identified to be difficult for
the learner to give the true-false response because of the additional cognitive
load involved in the statements. This increased cognitive load would affect
the learner’s comprehension as a result. ,For example, in activity At the Park
(see Figure 4.3), one of the statements was “Cycling is not allowed in the
park.” The learner needed to think harder because (1) there were no any
signs or whatever to indicate cycling was not allowed in the park, (2) the
statement was in negative form, as Expert A said: “for a lot of people that
would be very difficult to process with the negative.” (Transcript A, p.12),
particularly together with true-false choices in listening comprehension. The
learner needed to reason that since a boy was riding a bicycle in the park, the
cycling should be allowed there. Again you could not be sure about this
reasoning because the boy might be just naughty to ride his bicycle in the
park although it was not allowed (Transcript A, p.10). And supposing the
reasoning was correct the learner still needed to match that negative
statement with the picture to decide whether it was true or false.

This

additional cognitive load undoubtedly made the exercise much harder for
beginners.

The same situation applied to the statement “Dogs are not

allowed in the park.” Expert A said, “the question is very poorly designed.”
(Transcript A, p. 10) and suggested that either the question ought to be more
appropriate or the picture should be more meaningful by putting a sign in the
picture like “No Dogs” so as to avoid ambiguity.

Expert B, C, and D made some other suggestions respectively.

Expert B

(Transcript B, p.8) suggested to break up the whole picture into its
components and relate true-false statements or questions individually to each
components of the picture. Expert C (Transcript C, p.9) suggested that in
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order “to be more helpful and more useful as a learning tool”, the program
should give more explanations to the learner’s response by “adding on an
explanation of why they are right or wrong” and this could be done by
having “another button that gave the user control explanation; when you
get it wrong you could show a button that said “explanation” and you
could click the explanation; you could highlight the graphic; you could have
a sound.” Expert D (Transcript D, p.4) also suggested that more explanations
should be available to the learner by flashing or highlighting the particular
part of the picture which related to the true-false statements.

Figure 43

The activity At the Park from “Listen!”

Reason 3
The multiple-choice exercises testing two abilities
The multiple-choice exercises in the quiz were testing two abilities at the same
time - comprehension and memorization. The following was one quiz
W hich is the only building with a spire?
A: The travel agency.
C: The library.
B: The police station.
D: The church.
(see Figure 4.2 for the picture).

In this quiz, the picture and the question were provided first. Then four
choices A, B, C and D were read out without displaying the written text,
meanwhile the four buttons labeled A, B, C and D flashing one by one when
each of them was read. The learner had to comprehend the whole meaning of
the question to match it with the picture. At the same time, they had to
understand the four choices and remember immediately which voice was
linked to which choice in order to make the correct response.

Expert A

(Transcript A, p.12) found it extremely difficult to do comprehension and
memorization simultaneously:
You have to be able to make the connection while that’s flashing and while I’m
reading all those things and while there are more o f these than there are o f
those. I have to be able to connect that fla sh in g ....................(?) with one o f
them. Oh m y god! (Transcript A, p.12)
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Expert A thought that there was too much cognitive load to the learner and
therefore suggested to focus only on comprehension in listening programs by
displaying written texts.

Expert B (Transcript B, p.12) and Expert C

(Transcript C, p.19) also found it difficult to cope with both comprehension
and memorization together and made the suggestions that comprehension
ought to be the focus in listening instruction.

Reason 4

The fact of multiple choices being interrupted

The voice of multiple choices could be interrupted by the learner’s guessing
through clicking on any of the four choices even before the learner heard the
correct answer. Take the same example to illustrate the point:
W hich is the only building with a spire?
A: The travel agency.
C: The library.
B: The police station.
D: The church.

while the voice was reading choice A T he travel agency’ which was
flashing, the learner could guess the answer by clicking on choice D The
church’ with no text and without hearing the voice, and then the learner
would receive a feedback from the program “Yes, you’re right”. This would
cause two problems.

One was the learner’s random guessing answers

without listening to the original utterance which resulted in failure of
improvement of listening comprehension. The other was the delay between
the voice of response from the program and the learner’s response. Expert B
noticed this and commented:
what happened it was breathing out the answers and say answer (b) w as
correct, so I hear answer (b) I click on it, it reads out answer (c) and then it
recognizes that I clicked to get the right answer and it says “correct” so it
sounds like it’s saying answer “c ” is correct. Again it’s giving me no feedback
o f w hich letter I ’ve chosen. (Transcript B, p.15)

Expert B made the following suggestion for solving this problem:
It w ould be good if instead o f just simply saying “correct” it should highlight
(b) and probably at that stage bring out the word that is hidden and that w ould
reinforce because the thing I’m getting reinforced is the w rong answ er all the
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time because of that time lag; it’s just by accident. But I mean this is running
on a fast machine so I don’t think it’s the machine. (Transcript B, p.15)
It was a good feature that the program integrated true-false and multiplechoice exercises as an assessment of listening. It was, however, not utilized
effectively according to experts. It could be a sound feature in the program if
experts’ suggestion could be adopted into the program.
Evaluation Facet 5

Elimination of Noise

Noise can affect listening comprehension as discussed in 2.1.6.

“Listen!”

was read in both British and American accents. All four experts (Transcript A
p.2, Transcript B, p.2, Transcript C, p.33, and Transcript D, p.3) agreed that the
speech sound was clear and there was no irrelevant sounds or technical noise
involved in either British or American accents.

4.1.2

Instructional Design Evaluation - Feedback

In this section, two facets of feedback evaluation will be reported. They are
availability and effectiveness of feedback and the other aspects of feedback.
Evaluation Facet 1

Availability and Effectiveness of Feedback

This program provided two types of feedback.

One was confirmation

feedback or KOR feedback (see 2.3.1.3 for description of this feedback)
when the response from the learner was incorrect, e.g. “No, you’re wrong”,
“No, Try again”, “Incorrect”. The other was correct response feedback or
KCR feedback (see 2.3.1.3 for description of this feedback) when the
response from the learner was correct, e.g. “Yes, you’re right. The time is
2:30”, “That’s right. You’re in the living room.”

All four experts Expert A (Transcript A P-4), Expert B (Transcript B, p.7),
Expert C (Transcript C, p.2) and Expert D (Transcript D, p.4) thought the
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feedback used in the listening activities was not effective as it could be.
Expert C particularly pointed out when viewing the activity Time where only
KOR feedback available:
The feedback d oesn ’t help me at all because it’s just telling me “y es” or “no”
and there’s no learning in the sense that if I get it w rong, there’s no
reinforcem ent to say “w ell, listen again” or whatever. (Transcript C, p.3)

Expert D had the similar comments when viewing the activity with KOR
feedback only:
The feedback it’s giving you is low level. It’s only very basic; it tells you if
you are right or wrong but it doesn’t tell you why. (Transcript D , p.4)

Expert D then gave a suggestion on how feedback should be supplied in this
situation to enhance listening comprehension:
N ow if it was very good feedback it would actually tell you why and it w ould
highlight, the picture w ould perhaps flash. Suppose you said there w asn ’t a
man reading the newspaper and you said false, then it should say ‘N o, the man
flashing is actually reading a newspaper’. So it show s you where you made
your mistake.(Transcript D, p.4)

Feedback provided in this way would be no doubt more meaningful and
helpful to the learner and they would learn more from the feedback.

Another example was from the activity Parts of the Car (the learner needed to
identify the correct part of the car according to the instruction on the picture,
see appendix III for the picture). One of the instructions was “If you want to
look at the engine or if you want to check the oil you must lift this.” When
the wrong part of the car was clicked, the feedback was “No, try again.” But
when the right part of the car was clicked the feedback was “Yes, it’s the
bonnet.” with written text displayed. Experts thought this KCR feedback
was better than KOR feedback which was merely “Yes, you are right.”
because this feedback not only informed the learner of their correctness but
reinforced their knowledge about the name of that part of the car. Waldrop,
Justin, and Adams (1986) also maintained KCR feedback is better than KOR
feedback because it played two roles.
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Apart from these two major feedback, a summary report of the learner’s
performance was provided at the end of each activity or whenever the learner
wanted to exit the activity. It was meant to supply the learner with a type of
feedback to play the role of summarizing, and reporting the learner’s
performance in that activity. But according to experts, this feedback was
utilized ineffectively in the following two ways.

a. The report was not based on the learner’s progressive performance, but
based on the assumption that the learner finished all questions in that activity.
Expert D commented on this and gave the reasons why this report was not
effective as a feedback:
What if the person decides not to finish. If a teacher is using this for a score,
it’s getting a score out o f the total at the end, it’s not getting the score o f thenprogressive total; it’s their progressive score you want, not the total at the end.
Because a very smart person suppose, for example, y o u ’re a student who
w ould be very smart doing this. So you might say “I don’t want to do all this,
I’ll just do a couple”. “I can’t understand this I w on ’t do every one”. Your
teacher com es along and says “oh you only scored seventeen percent, you ’re
not very good at that”. But you could be so good that y o u ’re not going to
waste your time. So it’s com petency w e ’re talking about rather than score. It’s
how competent you are. So progressive totals might be better. Attempted three,
got three correct. Attempted twenty, got twenty correct or three correct.
(Transcript D , p.8)

According to Expert D, this report should be supplied on the basis of the
learner’s progressive performance which could reflect the learner’s real
proficiency. Therefore the final score of each activity the learner had on the
menu screen (see Figure 3.1) did not actually reflect the learner competence in
activities and this type of feedback did not really help the learner to learn.
Expert A had the same feeling about this feedback and held that this mark
like summary feedback, even it were virtually based on the learner’s
progressive performance, “might be nice to kids if they’re competing against
their friends but in terms of teaching it doesn’t really tell you anything.”
(Transcript A P-5). Expert A further suggested that the summary feedback
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should be “more diagnostic than simply a mark” which should be “able to
say that I ’m making these sorts of mistakes or this is the sort of thing I need to
do” (Transcript A, p.5).

b. The summary report stayed on the screen for only a couple of seconds and
disappeared before the learner had time to finish reading the whole message.
■

.

* *>

.

The learner could never get it back and hence would be kept in dark how
they were scored. The report was meant to inform the learner about their
performance, but it would be no point if the learner had no chance to even
read the message.

Evaluation Facet 2

Other Aspects of Feedback

The program did not provide explanatory feedback, but experts thought it
was necessary and possible to put in explanatory feedback as Expert D
(Transcript D, p.16) maintained that it was not a problem to add in some
explanatory feedback in this type of software packages in CD format with
today’s technology and “it’s only a matter of a button, just a button that
says ‘provide detailed feedback’ or ‘provide minimal feedback’”. Expert D
tried 5 times to test what type of feedback was available in the activity Places
and found there was only KOR feedback supplied, namely “No, try again”,
then Expert D commented:
Here w e go again. D o n ’t say - No try again - Tell me something. Tell me what
to do. They should be able to record after three incorrect or two incorrect, listen
to the speech more slow ly or this is the one that it flashes, listen to the speech
again. H e ’s talking about oil, oil has got to do with cars and so on. (Transcript
D , p.6)

Expert C (Transcript C, p.25) also made the similar comments that there was
no problem in integrating explanatory feedback into it:
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In this type o f exercise that’s not difficult to do because there aren’t ... you
have a limited number o f correct responses, so you could easily say .. .
(Transcript C, p.25)

Expert C continued to explain how this feedback could be added in:
when I click on the wrong one, you could say “no, sorry, this is the right one”
and as I said you could have a button that said “replay the sound” and if
necessary you could have an on-screen button that says “explanation” or you
could even simplify it and say “w hy” and when you click that, you could either
have a voice saying “your answer is incorrect because” whatever; “or the
correct answer is because” and probably that’s the better way because you’re
reinforcing, you ’re doing a positive thing rather than a negative. (Transcript C,

P-25)
It was evident, based on experts’ comments and

suggestions, that

explanatory feedback was possible and should be supplied in this type of
listening comprehension programs so as to make the learning more
meaningful and effective.

When experts were addressed about what feedback was the most appropriate
one in listening comprehension programs they replied that it was the
explanatory feedback, or at least the correct response feedback. Expert C
said:
You must always give the right answer. The student must know what the
answer is, otherwise there’s no purpose to the exercise. If you let them walk
away without knowing the answer, then w hat’s the point. They must know the
answer. (Transcript C, 4)

Correct response feedback would serve this purpose to supply the right
answer to the learner. Expert D (Transcript D, p.6) claimed that it was
important for the program to provide correct answer to the learner, but better
to tell the reason why the answer was correct, which could be realized by
supplying explanatory feedback.

The program did not supply bug-related feedback.

This was probably

because this type of feedback was harder to design since computer had to
diagnose the learner’s performance before giving feedback. Expert A replied
as follows when being required why bug-related feedback was unavailable:
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Well, it would make it a much more difficult program to devise, to design a
program that actually give you diagnostic feedback and then give you the next
step of what you can do about it or further exercises or whatever. (Transcript
A, p.10)
Ross and Morrison (1993, p.184) also believed that the design and
development of bug-related feedback was fairly complex because large
amount of information had to-be gathered for analysis before and during the
*

instruction.

1^ .

Furthermore, other issues like the pattern of software, the

environment in which the software would be used, and the desired learning
outcomes had to be taken into careful consideration.

4.13

Instructional Design Evaluation - Learner Control

In this section, two facets of learner control evaluation will be reported. They
are availability and effectiveness of learner control and the other aspects of
learner control.

Evaluation Facet 1

Availability and Effectiveness of Learner Control

Supply of learner control on sound repeating and volume
This program allowed the learner to control only two aspects of learning, i.e.
repeating the sound by clicking on the repeat button and adjusting volume of
voice by clicking on a volume bar. Experts made no comments on these two
available controls.

However, it was considered by the researcher that

repeated listening to the same utterance may provide little help to beginners if
they were not supported by other means like separation of information units,
explanation of language points and so on in the utterance. The on-screen
adjustment of volume by the learner could be important in listening programs
because the learner needed to change the volume frequently since it was
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different in each activity. The learner would find it convenient to be able to
adjust it directly on the screen because most language learners had little
knowledge of adjusting them through the system control panel.

Evaluation Facet 2

Other Aspects of Learner Control
"

.

***

.

Learner Control on Type o f Learning activities
The type of learning activities in this research referred to the instruction either
by practice mode or by test mode.

This program did not supply learner

control on the type of learning activities because all its learning activities
were designed into one type, that is, the test mode. There was no practice
mode built into the program. Expert B thought it was better to offer practice
mode before testing mode:
This is not what I call instruction, this is like a test after the instruction; you’re
not learning anything from this you are testing that you already know
som ething. (Transcript B, p.4)

The learner had to go through the activities by testing themselves. For those
learners who would learn well by practising or exploring type, this program
might be the most inappropriate one.

Learner Control on Sequence of Learning
As discussed in 2.3.2.3, sequence referred to the order in which the skills or
knowledge were taught. This program was not designed on a sequence of
being from easy to difficult. All ten activities had the “equal value” or “they
all stand on their own.’’(Transcript B, p.20), and therefore there was no
sequence involved. It was true that the learner was able to choose any of the
activities to begin with, but according to experts, that was not learner control
of sequence in the real sense. Expert B commented:
This is not what I would really call “learner control”. The fact that I can choose
any one o f these is because they’re all o f equal value. Learner control to me is
if they were lessons that were getting proceedingly harder, actually went down,
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and I thought “I d on ’t have to start at the beginning, I know I’m about here”,
I ’d set m y level here, that’s what I would call “learner control” where they can
actually set the level that they think they’re at. And if I discovered that w as too
hard I could go back and I’d think “w ell, I should do the one earlier”
(Transcript B , p.20)
T h e o p p o r tu n ity o ffe r e d b y the program for the learner to d eterm in e w h ic h
le a rn in g a c tiv ity th ey w o u ld lik e to g o to w a s o n ly a “ c h o ic e ” o f d ifferen t
th e m e o f th e a c tiv ity , n o t the c o n tr o l o f seq u e n c e.

Learner Control on Pace o f Learning
As indicated in 2.3.2.3, pace referred to the speed at which screens were
presented and the rate at which concepts and facts were presented.

This

program did not provide learner control on the pace of learning. In its ten
learning activities and Quick Quiz, the pace of learning was controlled by the
program. Once a question or a statement was replied by the learner, the next
one would come in immediately, leaving the learner no time to rethink about
the appropriateness of their responses. While reviewing the activity At the
Part, Expert A (Transcript A, p .ll) stated that the pace of learning should be
controlled by the learner so that they could have the opportunity to pause
and check their results after they gave the responses. While reviewing the
activity Time and finding the learner had no control on the pace, Expert C
pointed out that the pace of learning should be controlled by the learner
rather that the program:
What I don’t like is that it goes on automatically. What I would like to do is, I
mean the whole thing is user control. They’re not letting me control when I’m
ready to go to the next sound. As soon as I get it right they go on. What I
would like is another button that says “Play the next time” so that I control, so
that when I’m ready I can hear the next sound rather than just rush straight into
it. (Transcript C, p.2)
In the above two situations the learner would learn much better if they were
allowed to determine when to go back to clarify the problems and when to
go to next item. This would eliminate the fact that the program ignored the
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learner’s learning ability and assumed that everyone could learn at the pace
the program had set for.

Learner Control o f Display o f Instructions
This program provided instructions at the beginning of each activity, but the
display of that instruction was controlled by the program. It stayed on the
screen for only a few seconds and was not retrievable once it moved away.
Expert B thought the learner should be able to control the display:
That’s not a good method to do that because it com es up quickly and it goes.
I’ve got no control over it. I can’t play that again because it’s gone now so if I
was distracted I’ve lost the instructions so it sh ou ld ..... It’s fairly obvious but
you should always have access to help. (Transcript B, p.9)

It was important for the learner to know exactly what tasks they were
required to perform and how to perform them so as to learn well. Expert B
continued to suggest how the instructions ought to be controlled by the
learner:
If it has text I ’d like that screen to come up and it has a button which says
“play” and then “continue” when I want to go on to the next screen. So ‘Play’
w ould play the sound if I needed to hear it spoken, if I couldn’t read it. Some
people w ouldn’t need to have it read to them. It’s like a play or if I simply just
wanted to have read it I can continue, it clears the screen and then com es up. I
mean it’s a very minor change but an important one. (Transcript B, p.9)

Expert C also perceived this problem and considered it important for the
learner to control the display of instructions “because if you’re a slow reader
and I’m a fast reader how do you judge how long to leave that [instructions]
on th ere...... otherwise you’re assuming that I can read that within a certain
amount of time but if I can’t, you can never get back to that.” (Transcript C,
p.9)

4.1.4

Further Related Issues Raised by Experts

The following issues were raised by experts while the evaluation was
processing.
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Clarity of Pictures

This program employed pictures as one of its main media of instruction. The
clarity of the picture, therefore, had great significance for effective learning
because learning could nof occur
" or ‘*at. least not as effective unless the
information was interpreted by the learner through the means of pictures.
The pictures provided in activities like Time, At Home, Town Map, The
Johnsons’ House, At a Restaurant and At the Park were not clear enough to
be read on screen and the learner had to supply the correct response based
on those unclear pictures. Expert A commented on this:
.......... it’s hard to read and this one particularly, to have three with roman
numerals is a bit odd. So if it’s for kids it’s difficult to read I find. This is
much too small; for the sake o f a bit o f novelty o f having a grandfather clock,
th ey’ve made this far too small. (Transcript A, p.2)

Another example from At Home was the statement “It’s a bright sunny day.”
(see figure 4.1). The learner had to determine whether this was a true or false
statement by reading the picture. But picture did not indicate anything about
the weather except some unclear spots on the window.

Expert B got

confused about this statement and found it hard to reason out the right
answer from the picture, “I have to assume the spots all over. It is actually
meant to be rain, but again it’s not very clear. I wouldn’t rate this one very
highly actually.” (Transcript B, p.7). Still another example came from the
activity Town Map (see Appendix III for the picture). The labels of buildings
in the picture were too small to be read and therefore it was difficult to follow
the lengthy instructions to find the right building. In a word, the pictures in
this program were unclear and consequently affect the learner to provide
appropriate responses to questions.

Issue 2

Use of Colours
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This program based some of its instructions and questions on colours, such as
“Click on the red door to begin.” as in the activity ‘The Johnsons’ House’,
“Which two colours are on this tie?” as in the activity ‘Prices’ and “What
colour is the balloon the little boy is holding?” as in the activity ‘At the
Park’. Expert C pointed out that instructions or questions based on colours
could be misleading or confusing to those learners who were colour-blind:
You have to be very careful about using colours. That one about the red door
and the fact that there were two red doors, is a problem, but people are colour
blind so to rely on colour as your sole source o f information is a real problem.
I mean it could have easily said ‘Click on the front door o f the house’ ..........
(Expert C, 14)

Expert C gave the further reasons,
There was no value in it being red. That had no relationship at all to the
exercise. ‘Click on the front door’, so then I would have known it was that red
door I was supposed to click, not that red door over there on the garage.
(Expert C, 14)

It was obvious that the colour could be critical to those learners in learning.
In addition, as Expert C referred to, even though the learner had no problem
in recognizing colours, using colours as the base of instruction would still
cause problems because “the machine can change the colour. It’s like your
television set, you can make it a richer colour or more towards black and
white. It’s really risky trying to rely on colour as the indication of a task.”
(Transcript C, p.20)

Issue 3

Lack of Systematic Instruction

According to one view (Byrne, 1976), listening comprehension ought to
follow a systematic approach in instruction so as to achieve better outcomes
(also see 2.1.7 for this approach). This program was not designed so as to
instruct listening comprehension systematically. There was no instruction of
sound, stress, intonation, nor did it follow the way of teaching short
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sequences as a start to longer sequences and to the whole of utterances. The
ten activities were not arranged in the logical way from being easy at the top
to more difficult at the bottom. For example, the first activity Time at the top
of the menu list was far more difficult conceptually than the fifth one At
Home and the tenth one At Park. Expert A (Transcript A, p.6) and Expert C
(Transcript C, p.14) noticed and commented on this illogical arrangement of
activities.

Expert C particularly pointed out the big “conceptual leap”

between activities while viewing the activity At home with easy short
utterances and the activity The Johnson’s House with long complicated
utterances:
Conceptually it’s more than just a step up, it’s a very big step up because it’s
tying physical things to a concept o f what you m ig h t......it’s a conceptual leap
to say “okay, w e’re having a discussion and you figure out from that, you
deduct from that discussion, where in the house that discussion is taking
place”. I think that’s a very big conceptual leap. (Transcript C, p.14)

These big illogical leaps of difficulty level of language between activities
would make it hard for beginners to follow and consequently the learning
could be ineffective.

Issue 4

Inconsistency of Linguistic Patterns

Linguistic patterns in the activity ought to be consistent. Frequent variation
in linguistic patterns within one activity would cause confusion to the
learner. Expert C (Transcript C, p. 12) considered it important to adhere to a
certain linguistic pattern within each activity when Expert C found an
inconsistent linguistic pattern in the activity At Home,
The interesting thing with that one is it’s a double barrel. All o f the others so
far have only been one action, watching the TV and doing the homework,
reading the paper. This one is a compound sentence. She is sitting down and
she is reading the paper. (Transcript C, p.12)

The learner was presented with simple-structure utterances from beginning of
that activity, but suddenly they were presented with complex-structure
utterances. This sudden shift from the simple to the more complex could
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increase the cognitive load and hence affect comprehension.

Expert C

continued to comment and suggest:
The linguistic design person has to say “in this exercise I am testing this” and “I
am testing it at this level” and if there are twenty examples, they must make sure
that they all fit in to those two components. (Transcript B, p. 12)
Other inconsistency of linguistic patterns were also identified in other
activities like Prices and At Park. -

Issue 5

•*..

A Built-in Competence Test

According to Expert D (Transcript D, p.18), the program should have a
competency test in it so that “if somebody comes in and they’re very good
like you, they should be able to say ‘Oh I can do this pretty easy, I’ll do the
test.’ Then you take the test and if you score say 90 percent in the test, you
can exit the program and they’ll continue and do something else, rather than
waste your time.” In this sense, the program shouldn’t “force the learner to
all go through the same process lockstep because they’re all different. So
that’s missing too. Modern programs tend to allow that to happen more. So
that’s built on an old design.” and then Expert D concluded “that way it
becomes more useful” (Transcript D, p.18).

4.1.5

Experts’ Overall Evaluation

The experts’ evaluation on listening comprehension, feedback and learner
control of this program was relatively low.

They held the view that this

program was poorly designed from both the language learning point of view
and instructional design principles although they mentioned a few good
features, such as good sound quality, correct pronunciation and intonation,
choice of British and American English accent, learner control of volume.
However, experts commented more on the negative side of this program.
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Specifically, they referred to the points which make this program poor. The
following is a summary of experts views of these poor points.

1. Listening comprehension

a. lack of means to separate long utterances into information units; b. Poor
utilization of True/False and multiplerchoice exercises; c. too much of
assumption of situational and cultural background knowledge to assist
listening comprehension on the side of the learner; d. lack of systematic
instruction approach; and e. lack of clarity of on-screen pictures

2. Feedback

a. supply of low level feedback and its ineffectiveness; b. poor use of result
report as feedback; c. unsuitableness of on-screen score as feedback to its
target audience

3. Learner control

a. lack of learner control on type of learning activities; b. lack of learner
control on sequence of learning;

c. lack of learner control on pace of

learning; and d. lack of control on instructions and result reports.

4. Other aspects mentioned by experts

a. Unclarity of on-screen pictures; b. Risking instructions on colour; c. lack
of systematic approach in instruction; and

d. inconsistency of linguistic

patterns.

Expert D expressed the overall impression about this program which
represented by and large other experts’ views on this program:
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So the big problem with this program is that the learner who uses this isn’t
getting feedback and it’s a very basic drill and practice which could be done on
any sort of machine. The picture is static so the whole thing is just a bit of
colour, it could be done anywhere. So it’s not a particularly good one.
(Transcript D, p.5)

Expert D then concluded,
To me it really isn’t going much further than what they did twenty years ago....
... All it’s providing is sound, that’s the only difference. Without the sound, if
you put all the words in and the text, in, just text with it and no sound, what
difference is there to twenty years ago? It was just pictures and it’s a bit
coloured. You can go to the CRC and get hold of Apple HE programs and
what you’ll see on them is pictures, a bit of text, choose the one that matches,
and it will tell you whether you are right or wrong. [I: You mean TWENTY
years ago?] Oh yeah, it’s just a.b.c. or d. You won’t use the mouse, you’ll just
use the keyboard but it’s the same principal, so this is not really very........
(Transcript D, p.16)
This program was produced in 1995 when “we’ve got quick time movies,
we’ve got all sorts of things” (Transcript D, p.16) in this type of CD
packages.

Therefore, this program, according to experts, left much to be

improved and was not highly recommended as a tool for instructing listening
comprehension.
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Evaluation of “TriplePIay-English!”

Three areas of evaluation were reported in this section. They are listening
comprehension, feedback, and learner control.
*

4.2.1

* *1

.

Language Evaluation - Listening Comprehension

Five evaluation facets will be covered in this section. They are word stress
and utterance intonation, separation of information units, background
knowledge in assisting comprehension, true-false statements or multiplechoice exercises as assessment, and elimination of noise.

Evaluation Facet 1

Word Stress and Utterance Intonation

This program was read out in American accent only. Experts thought that the
word stress and the sentence intonation were basically correct. All the words
in the program, particularly in level one - the instruction of individual words,
was pronounced clearly with a few exceptions.

For instance, Expert C

(Transcript C, p.37) noticed that all the words in the activity Food and Drinks
were read correctly except that a few of them were pronounced in rising tone
instead of falling tone which should be the correct one; and a few others
were stressed too much, e.g. the word Sandwich [sænwidg] was stressed into
[sændwidg] which sounded odd to the learner. Most of the intonation of
long utterances were pronounced appropriately and naturally, except when
they were read in slower speed by clicking on a button in level three. Expert
B (Transcript B, p.30) thought that the slowed-down voice was unnatural in
comparison with the normal speed and therefore might not have the effect of
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demonstrating and instructing the pronunciation and intonation of the
utterance.

Evaluation Facet 2

Separation of Information Units

According to the literature review, of the bottom-up approach in listening and
the information processing in listening (see 2.1.4), long utterances ought to be
separated into information units to give the learner options to repeat listening
to the particular section of the utterance.

The program provides certain

means for separating long utterances into short ones which makes
comprehension comparatively easy for the learner. Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5
from the activity Places and Transportation illustrate the point.

Figure 4.4 was from Level 2 of this activity. In this subactivity, the learner
was required to locate a particular state on the map according to a threeclause utterance. For instance, one of the utterances was “It’s east of the
Mississippi River; it’s on the Gulf of Mexico and it’s west of Georgia.”. It
was difficult for the beginners to catch and follow this long utterance, so the
program provides a series of buttons to give the learner the chance either to
listen to the whole message by clicking on the longer button or to listen to
each of the individual clause by clicking on the shorter buttons.

Figure 4.5 was from the same activity Level 3. In this subactivity, There are
nine dialogues. Each dialogue was separated into individual clauses, words
that were represented by the same number of boxes at the bottom. As Figure
4.2 shows, the first clause in the dialogue was “Good morning, may I help
you?” The learner was offered the opportunity to listen to the whole clause
repeatedly by clicking on the dialogue box in that picture or each individual
word of that clause by clicking on the small square box at the bottom.
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Figure 4.4 The activity Places and Transportation - Level 2 from “TriplePlay”

g u re4 .5

The activity Places and Transportation Level 3 from “TriplePlay”
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Expert A (Transcript A, p.22) thought that it was necessary to separate the
long utterances into information units: “I think you need to do that because
it was much too fast the first time.” While listening to another clause in the
dialogue “How much is a ticket to Mexico City?”, Expert A continued to
comment: “I think it’s important to have all those levels; there might just be
one word that you’re not sure of; they mightn’t be sure of Mexico.”
(Transcript A, p.23). In this sense, the learner could click on that individual
box just to listen to “Mexico” so as to make sure of its pronunciation.
Expert B (Transcription B, p.30) also thought it was better to have all
different separated units and leave the learner the choice to listen to a
particular piece of utterance.

While commenting on the positive aspects of the separation of information
units, the experts also mentioned something which should be kept in mind
when separating the utterance.

One thing they mentioned was the

inconsistency. For instance, Expert A noticed the sound of the clause “How
much is a ticket to Mexico City?” (one of the clauses in the dialogue
showing in Figure 4.5) was different from the sound when it was separated
into individual words. The former was read in falling tone at the end, but the
later was read in a rising tone at the end. Expert A commented:
T hey’re not actually breaking up the original one. With the first one we heard,
it sounded like they had just broken it up. It sounded weird because they were
trying to chop it up and it wanted to flow on. (Transcript A p.23).

In this case the learner could be confused about the same clause but different
intonation.

Expert B mentioned another inconsistency in separating the utterance into
individual words.

When listening to the utterance “That will be thirty

dollars.” Expert B noticed “thirty dollars” were put into one square box
which Expert B thought they should be put into two separate boxes.

Expert
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B particularly checked other clauses and found that each box represented
just one word. Expert B commented:
S o it d o esn ’t match how many words th e r e .........it did all those words but it
didn’t do all those words here. If it’s going to display the right number o f
w ords, then it should have done it for this chap [thirty dollars] as w ell.
(Transcript B, p.32)

Expert B also commented on-the negative effects of this inconsistency.
W ell, it’s interesting, isn ’t it? because you think it’s the number o f w ords.
Som eone would think that was one word, thirty dollars is like on word.............
So it could be misleading because I would think that was one word. If I was
hearing another language and I heard a sound like that I would assume it was a
single word, so that’s not very good. (Transcript B, p.32, 34)

For beginners this inconsistency could be confusing either in pronunciation,
intonation, number of words or the meaning.

Evaluation Facet 3

Background Knowledge in Comprehension

As discussed in 2.1.3 and 2.1.4, background knowledge plays an important
part in correctly comprehending the spoken language. Expert A (Transcript
A, p.21), also thought background knowledge was critical in assisting
understanding.

This program did not provide situational or cultural

background knowledge. For instance, in level two of the activity Places and
Transportation, the learner was required to locate the particular state in the
light of the utterance like “It’s west of the Mississippi River.

It borders

Canada and the Missouri River runs through it.” It is fairly hard for the
learner to locate that state (North Dakota) if the learner has no background
knowledge of where the Mississippi River or Missouri River are. With the
same activity, Expert B also mentioned the importance of background
knowledge in listening comprehension:
The problem with this and we had a similar problem when we were doing the
history project and we had a lot o f geographical questions like this, and we had
a lot o f American students; the reverse o f this. I’m sitting out in Australia
looking at an American map and I don’t know it. We had American students
and they had a lot o f problems and w e had much less place names and they still
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found it difficult because it meant nothing to them. The same as this, it means
nothing to me, but this might be alright for an American student. (Transcript B,
p.26-27)

Evaluation Facet 4 True-False statements or Multiple-Choice Exercises

The program did not provide true-false statements or multiple-choice
exercises as assessment which should be. a part of listening teaching process
according to the literature (see 2.1.5).

Evaluation Facet 5

Elimination of Noise

Expert B (Transcript B, p.40) and Expert C (Transcript C, p.62) thought the
sound quality was good. The speech sound was clear and there were no
irrelevant sounds or technical noise involved.

4.2.2

Instructional Design Evaluation - Feedback

Two evaluation facets will be covered in this section: availability and
effectiveness of feedback and the other aspects of feedback.

Evaluation Facet 1

Availability and Effectiveness of Feedback

The program provides confirmation feedback when the response was correct
and correct response feedback when the response was incorrect. Expert A
(Transcript A p.20) thought the variety of the feedback were helpful to the
learner. Expert B (Transcript B, p.25) thought the correct response feedback
was used effectively and was better than confirmation feedback in listening:
“It’s varied and it also tells me if I’ve clicked on the wrong thing, it tells me
what it is.” Expert C (Transcript C, p.40) considered that the use of this
feedback was effective and consistent throughout the whole program. For
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example, in the activity Food and Drinks - level 1, the program asked the
learner to identify individual words according to the pronunciation. When it
asked the learner to find “jelly”, and the learner clicked on “jam”, the correct
response feedback was offered, “No, that’s jam. Find jelly.”. Expert C
commented that this feedback was used effectively “because it’s teaching
you the vocabulary, even though you got the question wrong, it’s still
teaching you the vocabulary” (Transcript C, p.39-40).

Expert C further noticed that the feedback was provided by two means sound and picture.

When the response was correct, a voice feedback

together with a smiling face picture was supplied. When the response was
incorrect, a voice feedback together with a sad face icon was supplied.
Expert C commented that this type of feedback for correct response was
appropriate, but the feedback for incorrect response was not proper,
“because you’re getting a double negative; you’re getting “No,” and you’re
getting a sad face.” (Transcript C, p.39) This double negative might have a
negative psychological effect on the learner and discourage them from
continuing learning. Expert C (Transcript C, p.39) then suggested, “Maybe
what I would do is to make it a straight line [for the mouth], not a sad line.” A
face picture with a straight line looks neither happy nor sad and it serves as a
feedback

to the incorrect response

without

the

possible

negative

psychological effect on the learner.

Evaluation Facet 2

Other Aspects of Feedback

The program does not provide explanatory feedback. Expert B, however,
suggested that it was possible to integrate this type of feedback into the
program. Expert B used the American map activity to illustrate the point. In
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th is a ctiv ity , the learner w a s required to lo c a te th e particular state a c c o r d in g
to a th r e e -se n ten ce m e s sa g e (s e e F igu re 4 .4 ). E xp ert B co m m en ted :

What they could do for a start, that first question, they said east of the
Mississippi River. I suppose what they could do is if I put “west” of it, then
they could perhaps highlight the river and so then that would halve straight
away the number of choices. They could have degrees of clues and they could
actually grey out that section and so I know. So I might get less points or
whatever but it’s leading me to the question. I’m also learning secondary
information because by doing that, I know very clearly that is the Mississippi
river. So if I encounter it again, I’ll have that one in my mind. So they could
actually give explanatory feedback in this one and it would work very well.
(Transcript B, p.27)
E xp ert B co n tin u ed to g iv e so m e m ore su g g e stio n s,

It could elaborate even when I’ve got it right finally. It could go through and
highlight whichever one was Massachusetts. It would also be nicer, rather than
the pinpoint, if it actually colored in the map. That’s a very simple exercise and
it’s much better feedback. (Transcript B, p.28)
T h erefore e x p la n a to ry fe e d b a c k co u ld be integrated into the program .
fe e d b a c k w a s n ot n e c e ssa r ily based m erely on text, sou n d or v o ic e .

This

It c o u ld

a lso u tilize h ig h lig h tin g or co lo rin g curtain parts o f the screen to serv e th e
sa m e p u rp ose.

4.2.3

Instructional Design Evaluation - Learner Control

T w o ev a lu a tio n fa c e ts w ill be co v ered

in this section :

a v a ila b ility and

e ffe c tiv e n e s s o f learner control and the other asp ects o f learner control.

Evaluation Facet 1

Availability and Effectiveness of Learner Control

T h e program su p p lies learner control on the type o f learning a ctivities, th e
se q u e n c e o f learn ing a ctiv ities, and the p a ce o f learning.

Supply o f Learner Control on Type of Learning
A ll its learn ing a ctiv ities w ere d esig n ed into tw o typ es, the p ra ctice ty p e (or
e x p lo r in g ty p e as E xp ert B referred to) and test typ e.

T he learner c o u ld

c o n tr o l w h eth er th ey w o u ld lik e to learn by practice typ e or test typ e. E xpert
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B thought it was effective to give the learner this control and rated this
control highly:
This has got learning to it because it gives you that explore screen beforehand.
It allow s you to learn the material before you go in and test yourself and you
can do that for as m uch as you want, so that’s complete learner control. So I ’d
say I w ould rate this one very highly on that. (Transcript B, p.36)

Therefore this program was appropriate for those learners who would learn
‘

* *

.

well by means of either teaching/exploring or testing type.

Supply o f Learner Control on Sequence o f Learning
This program provided the learner with the control of sequence of learning
activities. In its six activities which based their difficulty level progressively,
the learner was offered the opportunity to determine which learning activity
they would like to go to first. The learner did not necessarily have to finish
the first activity before going to the second. Expert B thought it was good
that the program provides this control to the learner:
The learner control is a lot better in terms o f the levels, and as I said, I like the
idea o f being able to test m yself at a more and more harder level. I think there’s
a satisfaction in thinking, ‘Okay I can do all these ones at level one and now I
can advance to level tw o .’ You can jump about once you get used to that you ’ve got that red is taking you back a level and green is going down a level.
(Transcript B, p.35).

Thus the learner was provided with the opportunity to select freely whatever
was appropriate to their levels. But on the other side, Expert C noticed that
the sequence within each activity was controlled by the computer.

The

learner could not jump over from step one directly to step three or four and
the same way when the learner came back. The learner could not jump back
to the menu screen directly without passing all the explored screens. Expert
C commented on this:
You see if I want to change, if I ’m the way down there, it’s a pathway and the
only w ay back is back the same pathway. I should be able to jump from there
[deep down in the activity] to there [the menu screen]. That would be much
better. (Transcript C, p.41)
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Apart from this, Expert C also noticed that the learner had to go to the
teaching screen before they could go to the testing screen.

Expert C

considered that this control should be switched to the learner:
This is pathway thing. If I’ve used this program lots o f times before, then I
know all o f that vocabulary. I don’t need to go to that practise screen before I
can go to the test screen. I should be able to choose whether I want to practise
those vocal things or whether I want to go to a test. (Transcript C, p.41)

Supply o f Learner Control on Pace of Learning
This program supplies the learner control on the pace of learning. The learner
was able to decide at what time to move on to the next item when they feel
ready. Expert B (Transcript B, p.30) and Expert C (Transcript C, p.62) stated
that the learner control on the pace of learning in this program was “much
better than previous one” [the program Listen!] and it “doesn’t force you to
move to next item” when the learner was not ready for that. The learner
would not feel frustrated if they could set their own pace rather than being
fed with questions no matter whether they were prepared for.

Evaluation Facet 2

Other Aspects of Learner control

While reviewing the activity Numbers (an activity in which the learner was
required to select a number based on the recording; see Appendix IV for the
picture), Expert B noticed that the selected numbers could not be alternated
once they were put into the pre-set box.

After hearing the long number

“Ninety-nine thousand four hundred and forty-four”, Expert B selected
some numbers and dragged them in the box, but was not given the control on
the selected answer: “I couldn’t get a chance to fix up my answ er......and
that’s not very good either, not very satisfying.” (Transcript B, p.37). Expert
B then suggested that the learner should be able to control this by being able
to “drag it [the new number] and just put it on there and it would block it
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[selected number] out” (Transcript B, p.37). It would be preferable if the
learner had the control on the mediation of answers rather than that be
controlled by the machine.

When Expert B was asked to compare the learner control of this program in
general the other program “Listen!” Expert B said:
I think it’s a lot better. There really was very little learner control on the other
one.[Listen] Even though you had the choice on the menu, once you’re in it,
that was it, you couldn’t do anything else with it. This has got learning to it as
well because it gives you that explore screen beforehand. It allows you to learn
the material before you go in and test yourself and you can do that for as much
as you want, so that’s complete learner control. So I’d say I would rate this
one very highly on that. (Transcript B, p.36)

When noticing the linear structure within each activity, Expert C (Transcript
C, p.52) commented that the learner should be able to control that by
pressing certain button to move around quickly:
... you have to step through every single thing to get to the bit that you want
and worse than that, when you want to stop you have to step backwards
through each one. (Transcript C, p.62)

Expert C then suggested:
You should be able to j u s t ... like the other one had a menu button which takes
you back to this screen. You should be able to go back directly without having
to pass through all o f those other screens. (Transcript C, p.62)

The learner would be frustrated if they felt they were trapped within an
activity and could not exit quickly.

4.2.4

Further Related Issues Raised by Experts

The following issues were raised by experts in the process of evaluating the
program which were additional but related to those that were planned.

Issue 1

Display of Written Texts

Expert B (Transcript B, p.31) thought it was better to provide a means to
display written texts representing the sound in listening programs: “I would
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imagine you’d want to see the text, I suppose if it’s listening skills, perhaps
that’s appropriate.” The learner, particularly the beginners, would be most
likely to see the text in the cases in which they cannot code the meaning only
by the sound. Expert B continued to comment:
It w ould be nice to have an alternate to click, so you could put the words up if
you want to, if you wanted to view the text you could, because if this program
were being used by say at a primary school, they would need to have the
words as well; and I would imagine the same for non-English speaking.
(Transcript B, p.35).

It would be helpful to the learner if they were supplied with this choice.
Expert B continued to suggest that a text button could be added for the
learner to click on to view the written text whenever they feel necessary.

Expert C, however, expressed the opposite view in displaying written text in
listening programs:
I don't think you need the text because obviously as soon as you have text
there, you turn the focus back to reading rather than listening, and the idea with
this is that you listen to what’s being said and then respond according to what
you hear. (Transcript C, p.61)

It was probably appropriate for native speakers or advanced learners who
were using the listening program not to have the written text displayed, but it
would be quite useful and helpful if the program had a option to display the
written text so that the non-native speakers or beginner could view it
whenever they felt necessary in the process of learning.

Issue 2

Reinforcement with Different Format

While viewing level 2 of the activity Numbers, Expert B noticed that the
program used a different format (font) of the number text to reinforce the
learner, which could be misleading to the learner, particularly the school
children (see Figure 4.6). Expert B explained this:
W ell, this [type o f numbers] has sort o f like hand drawn characters; see the
‘n in es’ are different. That’s a foundation style o f drawing, that’s the current
w ay they draw in primary schools now. They don’t do it that way anymore,
that’s the old fashioned way. (Transcript B, p.37)
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Expert B indicated that the hand-draw style numbers were the way children
were taught at schools rather than old fashioned ones. When being asked
whether the school children had any difficulties in reading those different
formats, Expert B said, “they might not have difficulty but one of the things
they’re trying very hard at schools is to teach them the correct w ay.”
(Transcript B, p.37)

Expert B continued to illustrate the point with an

example of number ‘Nine’ in old fashioned style which looked much like the
letter “g” (see Figure 4.6), which may cause confusion:

And they do have problems because they get confused with letters, that’s like a
“g” [Expert B pointing to the number nine in old fashioned style]. There are
very good reasons why they stopped doing that. So to reinforce them with the
wrong font would in fact be very bad.......... You and I might see very clearly
but some children might not recognize those two as being the same thing if
that’s all they’ve ever seen. They could be totally different. You have to watch
out for things like that. (Transcript B, p.37).
Therefore, it was better for the learner, the child learner in particular, to be
reinforced with the same thing they had practised.

Figure 4.6 The activity Numbers Level 2(1) from uTriplePlay -English! “
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Culture Bias

When noticing the accent and the learning content of this program were
purely about American culture, Expert A commented that “it would be
culturally biased

(Transcript A, p.21) if the software program forced the

learner to learn something concerning, a particular culture.

Expert A

continued to comment:
If the person is going to live in America, fair enough they would need to know
this [American states, map, geography...]. If this is an EEL program then I
w ould say that this is a form o f cultural imperialism where y o u ’re forced to
com e to America. (Transcript A, p.22)

Even though the program is not used as EFL (English as a foreign language)
as Expert A referred, it still has the problem of culture bias when it is used in
English speaking countries like Britain, Australia, New Zealand.

Issue 4

Difficulty of Navigation

Navigation is “the user interface design that defines how the learner can
move through the system” (Morariu, 1988).

Expert B found that the

navigation in the program was difficult:
I think the navigation is difficult and it would be hard for a student to do this by
themselves; they would need some assistance the first time through to know
what to do because it’s not clear.” (Transcript B, p.34).

Expert C also thought the navigation was difficult:
This navigation is painful. It’s one o f the things that will stop students from
using it because they can’t go quickly to where they want to be. (Transcript C ,

P-44)

Apart from this, Expert C thought the navigation buttons should be arranged
on screen in the way familiar to the majority of users. Expert C (Transcript C,
p.38) considered that the arrangement of the navigation buttons was
significant for the learner to learn effectively.

For instance, people were

usually accustomed to the “Quit” button being arranged at the bottom right
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hand comer. When the “Quit” button was placed in other positions without
clear text or icon indications the learner may be confused and hence the
effect of learning would be affected by ineffective navigation.

Expert C

commented:
You see this is the problem when people come up with interface things. We
talked before about, you -would expect a Quit button in the right hand comer
because that’s what people expect, that’s what they’re used to seeing. When
people com e up with these things [the different button arrangement], they don’t
know what they m ean.......... I don’t know what it’s going to do; and I ’m not
sure if I do it, whether I’ll lose what I’ve got here. (Transcript C, p.38)

Expert C clicked on the button at top right hand corner and the program
quitted without any reminders, which was considered very undesirable.
Hence, the arrangement of the navigation buttons may have an impact on
effective learning.

Another possible reason which made the navigation difficult was the
inconsistency of navigation button functions. Expert C (Transcript C, p.41)
emphasized that the function of the button should be consistent throughout
the program, otherwise the learner would be bewildered.

In “TriplePlay-

English!”, there was one red button with an arrow whose function was not
consistent throughout the program. In some cases it took the learner out of
the program and in other cases, it took the learner just one step back to the
previous screen. Expert C noticed and commented on this:
The first time it took me right out, so I would be worried that it’s going to take
me right out again. To change the same button’s function is a problem because
now I ’m not sure. When I click that am I going to go back to the desktop or am
I going to go back one step or where am I going to g o ?......... you have to be
consistent. You have to have a button that quits and a button that goes to the
menu. (Transcript C, p.41)

4.2.5

Experts’ Overall Evaluation

The experts’ evaluation on listening comprehension, feedback and learner
control of this program was relatively high. They held the view that this
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program was properly designed from both language learning point of view
and instructional design principles although they mentioned some weak
points, such as lack of display of written text, supply of mere American
accent, no supply of means to assess the learner’s achievements. However,
experts commented more on the positive side of this program. Specifically,
they referred to the points which make this program sound. The following is
a summary of experts views of these sound points.

1. Listening comprehension

a. little noise involved; b. correct word stress and utterances with a few
exceptions; c. supply of a series of buttons to give the learner the access to
listen separately to the information unit in long sequence utterances;

d.

utilization of systematic instructional method

2. Feedback

a. supply of confirmation feedback, b. supply of correct response feedback,
c. the effective utilization of both available feedback
3. Learner control

a. learner control over the type of learning, b. learner control over sequence
of learning, c. learner control over pace of learning,

In comparison of the two programs, Expert A thought “TriplePlay-English!”
was better than “Listen!”:
I like this best for everything I’ve seen. I didn’t particularly like the earlier one.
[L isten !]....... I actually liked that [the activity], there was a lot to do, a lot o f
different things; they exploited it well, which is what they didn’t do with the
other. (Transcript A, p.24-25)

Expert B rated “TriplePlay-English!” higher than “Listen!”:
I think the range o f activities is better, better structured and more interesting
and more potential.... I’d think this one is much better although the navigation
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buttons are just a bit quirky and that could do with improvement.” (Transcript
B, p.34, 36).
Expert C gave the impression of this program when being asked to make
comments on the whole program,
Each activity that we’ve looked at there as a listening activity, I think is fine.
The reinforcement is good because it tells you, when you get something wrong
it tells you what that is,..so that is reinforcing the language of that item, even
though you got it wrong, so. that wLen you hear it next you will remember
what it was. (Transcript C, p.62)
Expert D made no comments on this program because he had not enough
time to review it.

4.3

Conclusion

In this chapter, the experts’ evaluation of the two software packages were
reported. The experts reviewed these two programs from both a language
learning point of view and instructional design principles. The evaluation
focus was on the five major facets in listening comprehension: word stress
and utterance intonation, separation of information units, supply of
background

knowledge,

true-false

and

multiple-choice

exercises

as

assessments and elimination of noise and two major facets instructional
design: feedback and learner control.

The experts rated the program

“TriplePlay-English!” much more highly than “Listen!” because it was well
designed in most of the above-mentioned features evaluated, and therefore, it
was more recommended than “Listen!” as an instructional program for
improving listening comprehension skills.

In the process of evaluation, the experts made some valuable suggestions on
improvements of certain features. The main suggestions were supply of more
meaningful feedback in listening programs to facilitate comprehension; more
learner control over the type of activities, pace, content and navigation.
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Further relevant issues which were not planned but raised by experts added
more value to this research, some of which were inconsistency of linguistic
patterns, clarity of pictures and graphics as an instructional media, displaying
of written text in assisting understanding, use of colour, inconsistency of
button functions.
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Introduction

This chapter will conclude the report"of this research by discussing the
significance of the research, discussing the relationship between the results
and the research questions; providing language educators and instructional
designers with a set of guidelines, based on the results of the research, for
their using and designing language software packages; putting forward
certain issues raised by both the experts and the researcher; discussing the
limitations of the research; and supplying five suggestions for further study.

Listening comprehension skill is treated as a skill which is difficult to learn
even in a face-to-face teaching environment. It is even more difficult in a
computer-based learning environment because of the inherent limitations of
CBI (computer based instruction). If the listening program is poor in both
language learning principles and instructional design principles, then this will
exacerbate the problem. This research evaluated and identified what were
the most appropriate features in both language learning and instructional
design in the sense of most effectively enhancing listening comprehension in
a computer-based learning environment. Language educators and language
program designers may refer to the findings of this research in either selecting
and utilizing proper listening programs in their teaching, or designing and
developing quality listening software programs. It is also hoped that the
findings may help the related professionals realize the impact of computerbased listening programs on the improvement of listening instruction, and as a
result, an increasing number of language teachers would be willing to
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integrate computer-based programs in their regular teaching activities of
listening comprehension.

5.1

The Results and Research Questions

This section will discuss how the results relate to research questions.

Research Question 1
What language features are appropriate and effective in computer-based
instruction of listening comprehension?

This question was designed to find out what language features in the
program were appropriate for instructing listening comprehension. From the
evaluation results and suggestions of experts, the following features were
found to be appropriate in computer-based listening instruction:

•

Correct word stress and utterance intonation. Stress and intonation plays
a vital part in conveying meaning carried in an utterance to the learner.
Incorrect word stress and improper intonation may increase the learner’s
processing time and difficulty considerably in comprehending the
utterance.

•

Supply of means to separate long utterances into information units. Long
utterances often appear to be difficult for the learner to process mentally.
Listening programs are supposed to provide certain means to separate
long utterances into shorter information units so that the learner may have
the chance to listen to the details of the long utterance.

•

Supply of means for the learner to access background knowledge in the
sense of situational context and cultural issues since they are very
important and helpful in correct comprehension of listening tasks
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according to schema theory and top-down

approach in listening

comprehension.
•

Supply

of true-false

achievement.

or multiple-choice

exercises

to

assess

the

Any sort of complete learning process should involve

assessment on the learning outcomes.

True-false or multiple-choice

statements or exercises are considered to be one of the appropriate
assessing forms in listening comprehension instruction in a computerbased learning environment. Therefore, certain types of these exercises
should be involved in the program, otherwise the learning may not be as
effective. The language instructors or designers, however, may keep the
idea in mind that in order to be effective these exercises have to be
extremely well thought out and designed to provide appropriate
disturbing alternatives to the correct interpretations.
•

Clear sound quality with no technical noise involved. Sound quality has
the primary importance in computer-based listening programs. Learning
will not occur unless the message is clearly transmitted to the learner.
Technical noise will affect decoding of the original message.

•

Utilization of systematic instructional method of listening.

Listening

programs, particularly those claimed for beginners, ought to present
teaching materials in a systematic approach, that is, to integrate the
instruction of pronunciation, stress and intonation, phrasal expressions
and the whole utterance since the beginner needs to build their learning
of language step by step.
•

High quality pictures or graphics. The clarity of the graphics or pictures
has great significance for effective learning because the learning cannot
happen unless the information is interpreted by the learner through the
means of pictures or graphics. If the pictures or graphics are not clear
enough to be interpreted, the learning will not occur, or not as effectively
at least.
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Accurate questions to match pictures. Questions as teaching or testing
means are used frequently in nearly all activities in the listening programs.
As a result, the accuracy of the questions to match the on-screen pictures
or graphics becomes important since the learner will depend on them to
provide proper answers.

•

Randomizing assessment items to avoid the answer being guessed by the
learner. Assessment items like true-false or multiple-choice ones ought to
be randomized so that the learner will not be able to assume the pattern to
guess the answer. Otherwise there is no point in having the assessment in
the program.

•

An option to display written text of the sound/voice. Listening programs
should include a feature that displays written text of the sound so that the
learner can turn to for help if they cannot decode the meaning from the
sound only.

•

Accuracy in grammar, capitalization and punctuation. Listening programs,
or any language programs in fact, ought to be accurate in grammar,
capitalization and punctuation since the program is supposed to serve as a
tutor or teacher to the learner and hence should provide standard model
of language.

Question 2
What type of feedback is appropriate and effective in computer-based
instruction of listening comprehension?

This question was designed to find out what type of feedback was employed
in the program and whether they were used effectively in enhancing listening
comprehension and what could be the possible improvements. The results of
the research show that confirmation feedback (also known as KOR feedback,
see 2.3.1.3 for the description of this feedback) and correct response
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feedback (also known as KOR feedback, see 2.3.1.3 for the description of
this feedback) were employed in the two sample programs. The confirmation
feedback (i.e. yes/no feedback) was considered not to be used effectively in
the program because it simply informed the learner whether their responses
were correct with no supply of correct answer or further explanations, while
the correct response feedback (i.e. yes/no feedback together with the supply
of the correct answer) was thought to be utilized effectively in enhancing
listening comprehension because it not only informed the learner about the
correctness of their responses, but also provided the standard right answer to
facilitate comprehension.

It was considered, however, that explanatory feedback which was not
available in the two sample programs was the ideal feedback in listening
programs because it both informed the learner of their responses and
explained why their responses were correct or incorrect so that the learner
was aware where they were right and where they needed to put more effort.
As discussed in previous chapter (see 4.1.2 & 4.2.2), the experts suggested in
detail how this feedback could be included in the programs to enhance
listening by giving examples while reviewing the sample programs. At the
same time, the experts also claimed that feedback supplied in listening
programs, whatever feedback it was, ought to be concise and precise because
the learner may not have the time or patience to read long feedback messages
on screen with their concentration on the understanding of the oral message
and in this case the long feedback may not have any effect on the learning if
it was not read. This point matched well with the literature (Linden, 1993,
also see 2.3.5).

Bug-related or adaptive feedback were not available in the sample programs
probably because the difficulty in its design and development as two experts
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(Transcript A, p.10; Transcript B, p. 18) and the literature (Morrison, 1993,
p. 191, see also 2.3.1.3) indicated. Other types of feedback forms like the on
screen score and result report in the program “Listen” may have the effect of
motivation or summary, but were poorly used due to various reasons as
discussed in 4.1.2.
'

1^ .

Question 3
What type of learner control is appropriate and effective in computer-based
instruction of listening comprehension?

This question was designed to find out what type of learner control was
employed in the program and whether they were used effectively in
enhancing listening comprehension and what could be the possible
improvements. The results of the research indicate that learner control on
type of learning, sequence of learning, pace of learning, sound repeating and
volume were employed in either of the two sample programs. Experts held
the view that learner control on the type, sequence and pace were
appropriate and effective in enhancing listening comprehension in computerbased learning environment (see 4.1.3 & 4.2.3). This discussion was certainly
based on the assumption that the learner was willing to learn in the first place.

Among the controls, it was found that the learner control over the pace and
volume was particularly important. The learner needed to control the pace so
that they could have enough time to think about their responses to the
questions, especially when they got the feedback from the program. They
needed to review why their responses were correct or why they were asked
to try again before they moved to next item. Therefore the learner would feel
confident and motivated if they could decide at what point to move forward.
Expert C (Transcript C, p.2) particularly stressed that a button labeled “Play
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next item” ought to be available to the learner when they were ready to go
to the next one rather than being rushed straight into it.

Otherwise, the

learner might feel frustrated if they were fed with the questions without being
able to ‘digest’ them. The literature also indicated that if the learner can
control the pace of learning, they would have continuing motivation
(Milheim, 1989).

The reason that the learner needed to control the volume was that they
needed to adjust the volume when they entered different activities because
the volume was quite different in each activity, particularly when the learner
had to use headphones. The learner may be upset or even give up learning if
the volume was too loud to bear or too low to hear clearly. It was also found
that it was helpful if the learner could control the volume through an on
screen volume bar rather than through system control panel because most
learners had little knowledge about adjusting the volume through the panel.

5.2

Guidelines for Teachers and Designers

Based on the results of research, the following set of guidelines concerning
listening comprehension, feedback and learner control were presented for
both language educators and instructional designers either in selecting sound
listening software packages for their students or in designing and developing
appropriate listening programs.

5.2.1 Listening Comprehension
Sound listening programs ought to: (1) provide correct word stress and
utterance intonation; (2) provide certain means to separate long utterances
into information units; (3) supply background knowledge; (4) supply
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true/false or multiple-choice exercises as assessment of learning; (5) eliminate
noise, including technical irrelevant sound and the unfamiliar linguistic
elements; (6) provide high quality pictures or graphics if they intend to use
them as instructional media; (7) be accurate and free from any mistakes in the
areas of grammar, capitalization and punctuation; and (8) use clearly-can-beseen-on-screen font, size and style of text because it can be difficult for the
‘

■ f.

.

learner to read it clearly and properly on screen if the font is inappropriate,
the size is too small or the style is too fancy.

5.2.2 Feedback
Explanatory feedback (see 2.3.1.3 for the description of this feedback) was
found to be the most ideal form of feedback in improving listening skills.
Listening programs, therefore, ought to supply explanatory feedback which
provides both confirmation of the learner’s correctness and further
explanation or reason why the learner’s response is correct or incorrect. At
least, the listening program should supply correct response feedback if
explanatory feedback is not available.

5.2.3 Learner Control
Listening programs ought to have the feature that allows the learner to
control type, sequence, pace of learning and volume because they all have
impact on proper comprehension of listening tasks. It is certainly desirable if
other controls like the control of sound repeating could be available to the
learner.

5.3

Further Issues Raised by Experts
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Through the process of research, quite a few unplanned but related issues on
both language learning and instructional design emerged from the experts’
comments and suggestions. These issues include: (1) the clarity of pictures as
an instructional medium, (2) the use of colours in computer-based learning
environment, (3) the lack of systematic instruction in listening teaching, (4)
the inconsistency of linguistic patterns in learning activities, (5) the built-in
competence test for the learner to examine their language competence before
using the program (see 4.1.4 for detailed discussion of above issues), (6) the
display of written texts in listening programs, (7) the confusion caused by
reinforcing the learner with different format/style of figures, (8) the culture
bias embedded in learning contents, and (9) the difficulty of navigation from
within the program ( see 4.2.4 for detailed discussion of above issues).
Experts gave the reason why these issues were significant and made certain
suggestions on the possible improvement of them like clarity of pictures and
use of clours. Some of these issues like the culture bias and navigation which
the experts raised but made no suggestion on the improvements will be
recommended for further studies.

5.4

Further Issues Raised by the Researcher

During the process of the research, there were quite a few issues, some of
which were discussed in literature but were not commented on by experts for
the reason of the time limit. These issues are presented in the following
section.

Issue 1

Speaking feature in listening programs
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According to Anderson and Lynch (1988, p.16), a necessary part of any
program to develop listening skills was a task that makes the relationship
between success in listening and speaking clear to the learner, since these
two skills are closely related. Although the evaluated programs had sound
recording features, it was not clear how the learner could recognize why
those features were involved because they were not well designed to closely
relate to the listening tasks. Further, the instruction on how to use the sound
record feature was not clear so that the user (the experts in this situation) was
observed to be confused in using them. In listening programs, one possible
integration of speaking features is to design it as an assessment to test the
achievement of the learner after they use the program, but its content should
be closely related to the listening tasks which have been practised in the
program. This feature should also be accompanied by clear instructions on
how the feature ought to be operated.

Issue 2

Role of feedback

According to Sales (1993, p.163, also see 2.2.1.4), feedback could play more
roles than simply informing the learner with a short statement. Sales listed the
roles of feedback as to direct, inform, instruct, motivate, stimulate, advise and
summarize. In listening programs, it was thought that as many as possible
with one major form of the feedback with different roles should be included
For instance, if explanatory feedback, which the experts suggested to be the
most ideal feedback in improving listening skills, was employed as the major
one, feedback with other roles should also be available to the learner, for
example: feedback to direct the learner when they were confused about how
to begin or what to do next; feedback to motivate the learner for continued
effort; feedback to stimulate the learner to continue after a long inactivity;
feedback to advise the learner how to complete the task or in what effective
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and efficient way; and feedback to summarize the learner’s performance. The
feedback forms with all the above roles would be no doubt more useful to the
learner.

Issue 3

Learner control or program control

The literature on learner control indicated a two-dimension result (see
2.3.2.4), some researches showed that more learner control would result in
better outcomes, while some researches showed that more learner control
would decrease the learning.

It was considered that certain aspects in

listening programs should be controlled by the learner like sequence, pace,
content, volume as the experts indicated, but some aspects should be
controlled by the program. For example, in the activity The Johnson’s House
in the program “Listen!”, the researcher noticed that the aim of the program
was to require the learner to listen to the structured conversation before
doing exercises, but the learner could interrupt the conversation as soon as
they recognized some single words by clicking on the answer without
finishing listening to the whole conversation.

In this case, the program

should have the control rather than the learner, in other words, the learner
could not do the exercise by guessing unless they finished listening to the
whole conversation.

Other aspects like required practice should also be

controlled by the program rather than the learner because when they had
instructional control over the choice of receiving practice, the learner often
scored significantly lower than they received required practice (Pollock and
Sullivan, 1990).

Aside from this, the learner’s ability should also be taken into consideration
when learner control is discussed because low-ability learners lacked the
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metacognitive skills to manage their own instruction (Chung and Reigeluth,
1992) and low-ability students benefited more from program control than
from learner control (Ross and Rakow, 1981).

Issue 4

Instructional methodology in listening programs
*

1^ .

Keegan (1993) identified four major instructional methods in general. They
were didactic, socratic, inquiry and discovery methods.

Didactic methods

required that the teacher provide both questions and answers.

Socratic

methods had the way that the teacher would provide the question but
require the learner to supply the answer. Inquiry methods demanded that the
learner generate the question while the teacher is asked to give the answer.
Discovery methods were just opposite to the didactic method, namely, the
learner would generate questions and find the answers.
The method employed in the two sample programs was socratic method, i.e.
the teacher (the program) generated the question, and the learner (the
program user) supplied the answer.

It was considered that this teaching

method treated the learner as the passive receiver of knowledge rather than
the active participator of the learning.

The inquiry method could be

employed in listening programs by providing certain means (like certain
buttons which the learner could click on) for the learner to generate
questions and the programs supplied the answer. In this way, more thinking
from the learner would be involved in the process of learning so that they
could participate actively.

Issue 5

An on-line dictionary as help facility
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It was thought that it would be very useful and helpful to the learner if they
could access an on-line dictionary in the process of learning in using
computer-based listening programs. This is because the learner would often
find it difficult to decode the meaning of an utterance if they could not
comprehend the meaning of the key words or phrases in that utterance. The
learner would feel it was helpful if they could have the dictionary to rely on
'

* b

.

whenever they felt necessary.

Issue 6

Expert evaluation versus end-user evaluation

In the process of this study, it was found that experts could identify the
weakness or flaws in either language learning or instructional design in the
program easily although they were not introduced to the program in
advance. Their evaluation might not reveal the problems an end user would
meet. In this case, the evaluation of the program would be more valuable and
convincing if the program was also evaluated by end users (see 2.4.3.2 for
the description of end-user evaluation).

The results of evaluation from

experts and end users could be compared and contrasted and as a result, a
more complete view of the program could be presented.

5.5

Limitations of the Research

This research was limited in the following aspects: (1) it covered only one
component of language learning activities assisted by computers, i.e.
listening comprehension; (2) only expert evaluation was employed in this
research and some of experts’ views might not be quite to the point. This
had the result of leaving out valuable data from the end users who might
contribute different views to the evaluation; (3) this research merely focused
on two aspects of instructional design - feedback and learner control which
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have been heavily studied recently in the area and which the researcher
considered as important components in instructing listening comprehension
skills. The consequence of this decision was to exclude other events of
instructional design such as recalling prerequisites, assessing achievements,
promoting retention of knowledge and so on, which were also significant in
learning; (4) only two software packages of listening comprehension were
available to the researcher at the time of study, which may exclude some
good features in both language learning and instructional design which were
available in other similar programs; and (5) computers are still quite limited in
listening comprehension instruction, particularly in terms of the computer’s
evaluation of human voice input. Hence, the utilization of computers in
teaching listening comprehension should be closed integrated with the
teacher’s tutoring.

5.6

Recommendations for Further Study

This following five points relating to this research were raised but not
covered in detail in this research. They need to be further studied.

1

Speaking feature in listening programs

The literature (Anderson & Lynch, 1988, p.l 6) showed the close relationship
between listening and speaking. Further study needs to be done on how to
integrate and evaluate speaking features in listening programs. For example,
if the speaking feature is integrated as an additional assessment of the
listener’s comprehension, then should the program raise questions and
require the learner to input their sound as an answer; or should the learner
give the response in a full grammatical form or a brief answer; and how shall
the program assess the learner’s input?
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Role of feedback

As discussed previously (see 2.3.1.4), feedback can play different roles in
facilitating learning and “software designers and developers devote little time
and attention to the role of feedback” "(Sales, 1993, p.163). Further study
needs to be done on the effective way of integrating and evaluating the
feedback with different roles in listening programs.

3

Use of media of feedback

As expert C noticed (Transcript C, p.39), one piece of feedback could be
delivered by using different delivery media - sound and visual picture. Sales
(1993, p.162) also stated that with today's more typical instructional
technologies it was possible to utilize any of the following media, or
combinations of media, as channels for feedback: visual (text, computer
graphics, computer animation, digitized still images, video); auditory
(computer-generated sounds: beeps, clicks, simple melodies, digitized audio
effects, and digitized speech); tactile (pressing keys and buttons, rolling track
balls, moving joysticks, touching the monitor screen). The variety of these
media used as a means of delivery optimizes the effectiveness of feedback in
computer assisted instruction.

Further study needs to be done on what

particular medium or combination of media are most appropriate to be used to
deliver feedback in computer-based listening comprehension.

4

Learner control and learners’ abilities

As discussed in literature review (see 2.3.2.5), learner control had much to do
with the learner’s ability. Low-ability learners liked more activities to be
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controlled by the program while high-ability learners preferred more activities
to be controlled by themselves. Further study needs to be done on how to
integrate and evaluate learner control in listening programs when dealing
with learners’ abilities.

5

Navigation

The difficulty of navigation was one of the unanticipated issues raised by
experts while evaluating the program. Further study needs to be done on
effective navigation means in listening programs, such as what structure
should be employed since the difficulty may arise because of “the result of
too complicated structure of the package” (Cheung, 1993), what interface
design strategies be employed, and what navigation tools should be utilized.
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Appendix

Appendix I

Interview Questions

Interview Questions
These questions are primary and structured according to the literature review in listening
comprehension, feedback and learner control. They may be alternated in wording and order when they
are addressed to experts during the interview or may be alternated according to experts’ response. Also
in the light of experts’ response, the follow-up questions will be addressed to them accordingly.

Listening Comprehension:
- What do you think of word stress, are they stressed properly? If not,
how should they be pronounced? What do you think of intonation?

- What do you think of the utterance sequence? Are they too long for
the target learner to comprehend?
What improvement do you
recommend if it is not proper?

- How do you think the program should provide the background
knowledge if not provided?

- What do you think of the true-false exercises, if proper or not
proper, how? What recommendations do you make to improve it?

- What do you think of the multiple-choice exercises? Are they proper
or not proper, how? What recommendations do you make to improve
it?
- What do you think of the sound quality of this program? Are there
any noise involved?
- What other features do you think in this program are appropriate in
listening instruction?
- What other features do you think can be added to this program
relating to improving listening effectively?

Feedback:
- What type of feedback do you think is available in this program?

- How do you think the available feedback is used, effective in
enhancing listening?

- What improvements can you suggest for this available feedback if
any?

- What type of feedback do you think are most appropriate in
improving listening?

- What other suggestions can you make relating to feedback?

Learner control:
- What type of learner control do you think is available in this
program?

- How do you think the available learner control is used, proper and
effective in enhancing listening?

- What improvements can you suggest for this available learner control
if any?

- What aspects of learning do you think should the learner have the
control and what should the program control?

- What type of learner control do you think is most appropriate in
improving listening?

- What other suggestions can you make relating to learner control?

Appendix II

Transcript of Interview
(Additional volume)

Transcript of Interview

Expert A

Transcript o f Interview with Expert A
Length of Interviewing Time: 60 minutes
Software Packages: Listen? and TriplePlay English!
I = Interviewer
E = Expert
[...] = Contextual information

A British recording announces:
Listen from Eurotalk and Heinemann.
I
Here you have to type in your name.
[on the first screen, the learner is asked to input their name]
E
Should we swap places?
[change seats with the interviewer so that E sat near the computer]
Where do we go to?
I
Here are ten lessons, [on the menu screen]
E
One of the things about the content there I would have to look at all of those,
wouldn’t I?
I
It depends, just some of them.
E
So what will we start with? Does it matter?
I
The middle one or the last one.
Recording intervenes:
Choose the clock that matches the time you hear,
What time is it?
It’s one twenty.
Pardon?
One twenty.
Yes it's one twenty.
I
Have you got problems?
What time is it?
It's twelve minutes to three.
Pardon?
Twelve minutes to three.
E
Goodness me this is hard.
I
Why? Why hard?
E
Well, a mixture of analogue for a start, which I guess they've got to be able to
deal with but usually we wouldn’t call that twelve minutes to three, we'd call that
two forty-eight with digital. So that's very confusing for a start. Kids would

Transcript of Interview - Expert A

never call that twelve minutes to three; they would on these clocks [pointing at
the analogue clocks] but not on that, [digital clocks]
I
So this you really call it twenty-four hours?
E
Even if it said two forty-eight, these days kids talk in terms of one forty-five not
quarter to two, because they read what they see. Whereas this is so easy to see
that it’s ten minutes to seven [pointing at an analogue clock] but on that it would
be six fifty. My kids would never say ten to seven, they would say six fifty.
I
What about the roman numerals? I mean for the kids it's hard to read that?
E Again, hard to read and this one particularly [pointing to a small clock with
roman numerals], to have three [clocks] with roman numerals is a bit odd. So if
it's for kids it's difficult to read I find. This is much too small; for the sake of a
bit of novelty of having a grandfather clock, they've made this far too small.
I
What about the sound quality?
E
The sound quality, that's fine, from what I've heard so far. Should I listen a bit
more? What do I press to hear the next one?
I
You have to choose the correct one before you can go to the next one.
E I thought I did that.
Recording intervenes:
No, try again.
E Alright, what was it
I
So you have to listen to the same message again.
Recording intervenes:
What time is it?
It's a quarter to two.
Pardon?
Yes, it's a quarter to two.
What time is it?
It's twenty past twelve.
Pardon?
Yes, it's twenty past twelve.
[E clicking the right answer before the sound finished]
I
See, before the sound finished you can click the correct answer.
E
Yeah,
Recording intervenes:
It's eight-thirty.
Pardon?
Eight-thirty.
Yes, it's eight-thirty.

2
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I

And also this is the repeat button and the students can listen as many times as
needed. So what do you suggest? When they cannot hear clearly they can click
once or do you think there should be some limits to once or twice?
E
It depends if you're testing or if you’re doing that for increasing proficiency. I
mean if it’s a teaching process then they ought to be able to hear it as many times
as possible. If it’s testing then I think you would need to give them a cut off.
But it’s not much help there for beginners because some of these are too long,
they need to listen to some details of them.
Recording intervenes:
Yes, it’s a quarter past five.
What time is it?
It’s a quarter to six.
Pardon?
Yes, it’s a quarter to six.
What time is it?
E
Again if you're testing...........if you're testing, again, you wonder whether
you're testing their ability to listen and understand or their ability to read the time
and with younger children in particular who aren't used to this type of face, then
you're not testing their listening ability at all; they can hear perfectly well, it’s a
quarter to five but...........
I
It's hard to recognize all that.
E
Yes, you're testing another skill all together, which is how to read a clock face.
My kids can't read these, they can only read these ones.
I
Does that mean the kids must have a prerequisite knowledge?
E
Yes, it's testing something else other than listening; which is fine if it's a
teaching program and if they think that it's important to teach these clock faces,
then that’s fine, but if it’s testing, it's not testing the right thing.
E
Okay what was the last one?
Recording intervenes here:
No, try again.
—
What time is it?
It's four-thirty.
Pardon?
Four thirty.
Yes, it's four thirty.
What time is it?
It's three o’clock.
Yes, it's three o'clock.
What time is it?
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It’s ten fifteen.
Pardon?
Ten fifteen.
E
Now have they also given, if they're teaching not testing, have they given a
variety of ways of saying it? Like it's ten-fifteen, it's a quarter past ten or more
likely it's a quarter to ten, it's nine forty-five.
I
So they have actually different forms?
E
I don't know whether that is built in as another level. You might want to start
with a fairly regular form and then give alternatives.
Recording intervenes:
What time is it?
It's ten-fifteen.
Pardon?
Yes, it's ten-fifteen.
What time is it?
It's five past eleven.
Pardon?
Yes, it's five past eleven.
What time is it?
It's ten to seven.
Pardon?
Ten to seven.
Yes, it's ten to seven.
I
Also the score is different; the first time you chose the right answer and the
second time you choose right
[E clicking the Menu button]
Recording intervenes:
In that lesson you scored ninety-six percent
I
So what do you think of this summary report? Can it give students motivation?
E
More alternatives. Which summary?
I
Just now they give you a summary report after you finish this lesson.
E
Well, hang on, hang on, can we go back to that or not? Well, as a summary, it
really only gave a summary report of a mark, didn't it? It made no comment
about the sorts of mistakes you made or what you could do about them.
I
More information you mean.
E
Yeah. Did I not press a button or something? If I wanted feedback is it able to
say that I'm making these sorts of mistakes or this is the sort of thing I need
to...............
I
No, no, they should give you a summary report and also tell you why........
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E

More diagnostic than simply a mark. To kids a mark might be nice if they're
competing against their friends but in terms of teaching it doesn't really tell you
anything. So we'll go to the middle one now. This one?
[E clicking the activity Places]
Recording intervenes here:
Listen to each conversation, choose the correct picture.
E
I might put the volume down a little bit. Can I do that? Oh too late, no, can't do
that?
I
You can click here.
E
Alright, so what do we do, we listen? What's the menu?
I
The menu means give you the score but before you finish the lesson if you want
to see the score, it's okay.
E
So I click on a picture do I?
I
No.
E
Just click on this one [a button with a speaker]. Listen again. That's a bit
misleading isn't it?
I
Yeah.
Recording intervenes here.
Hi can I help you?
I've got a bad cold, I'd like some cold medicine please.
Well, all of those over there are cold medicines. It's a good idea to see your
doctor too if you find your cold is getting worse.
Okay.
I
So what about this?
Recording intervenes:
111 take this. I'd like some vitamin C too.
That will be five eighty-four all together please.
Here is six pounds.
Sixteen pence change. I hope you feel better.
Thanks.
I
Very long, do you think it’s necessary to separate them into sections?
E
Yeah, iti’s too long. It’s better if it were in clauses.............What are you
meant to do with it? [E not sure how to answer the question]
I
You can try.
E
Try just to see if I get the right box? [boxes of pictures on screen]
I
Yeah.
[E clicking the right answer, the box of picture]
Recording intervenes:
Yes, they’re at the chemist.
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I
E
I
E

So there's no clear indication what you should do?
No.
There should be some.......? [interrupted by E]
Yeah, Yeah. I think they need an introductory thing, rather than listen again, they
need another button saying "introduction to task".
Recording intervenes:
How long has it been since the last oil change?
Almost a year I think.
You’d better get the oil changed every six months, better for the car.
Yes, you’re right.
I
Especially for young kids, he or she will get confused.
E
Oh yes; I mean to us it's obvious that we're supposed to match the conversation
to the picture and they might work that out eventually. It seems like it's a fairly
long conversation and a lot of pictures to do only one thing with. From their
point of view it's a shame to go to all that trouble and all I have to do is click
Recording intervenes here:
Yes, they're at the garage.
I
So for this kind of conversation what year group do you think is proper for?
E Well, in terms of the difficulty level, in terms of the content it would be adult
because kids aren't interested in this sort of thing; they don't need it. In terms of
the difficulty level, this one is obviously a lot more difficult than the first one, so
I would say it's meant to cater to different efficiency levels. This one would
seem sort of not advanced but a little bit more than intermediate, upper
intermediate and you could use it with high school students. This is what we
always used to do with high school students, is give them stuff when they go
overseas, and of course they never remember it because a few years later when
they might get to go overseas it's too late.
I
So what about word stress and sentence intonation and....?
E
Try again.
Recording intervenes here:
No, try again.
Yes, they're at the airport check-in.
E
Intonation is fine, there's no problem with that. I don't know about speed.
Recording intervenes here:
- Good evening, can I help you?
- Yes, a reservation for Peterson.
- Just a moment please.
[the sound of tying]
- That’s for one person.
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-Yes.
- Your reservation shows you'll be here for two nights. Is that correct Mr.
Peterson?
- Yes, that's correct, I'll check out the day after tomorrow.
- A single room for two nights. How would you like to pay for that sir?
- Credit card, please.
E
If they wanted it to be a more interesting or complex task, all they're doing is
providing the minimal cues here with a lot of clues on the actual text, on the
sound. There should be more clues in here I would have thought rather than just
things like checking; like they used clues like Mr. Peterson and a single person
which really don't come up on there. So there ought to be something that can
confirm, by listening further you ought to be able to confirm that yes, well it’s
obviously got a computer in it. We heard the computer but that could have been
this one, so we've got two possibilities there although that's probably a cash
register.
I
So you mean the listening content should be closer to the picture?
E
Yes depending on............. I think as a teaching activity that would be better
because then they're able to link the text with the visual cues.
Recording intervenes here:
No try again.
Yes, they're at the hotel check in.
Recording intervenes here:
- Hello can I help you?
- 1 was wondering if I can get some German money here? I'm going to Berlin
next week and I'd rather change my money here instead of waiting until I'm over
there.
- Yes I can take care of that for you. Would you like the money in traveler’s
cheques or German Marks in cash?
- I’ll take traveller's cheques please, they're safer aren't they?
- Definitely. Now let me check the exchange rate for the German Mark. How
much in pounds would you like to exchange?
E
Also the funny business of who's doing the talking. Now that one matched with
a male's voice and a female as the customer. The first one didn’t, at the chemist,
I think it was a female voice with a male customer instead of male/male and that
can be confusing for kids. But then again, if it does match in terms of gender
then you automatically rule out that one. We're not sure about that one..
I
So this one actually is meaningless, right? I mean students can easily get rid of
that, two females.
[two females in the picture, but the sound is one male and one female]
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E

Yeah, yeah and that’s got nothing to do with listening comprehension, it's just
got to do with listening to the gender of the voice. But they haven’t really
followed that as a rule because the first one wasn't like that.
Recording intervenes here:
No, try again.
No, try again.
Yes, they're at the bank.
E
I wouldn't have said that was a bank.
I
The clue is not that clear.
E
No.
Recording intervenes here:
- Good morning what would you like?
- I'd like an almond coffee cake and a loaf of wholemeal bread please.
- Alright, anything else?
- Can I have some donuts too?
- What kind would you like?
- two jams, two......
E
You’ve got two females.....
I
So clearly these can be got rid of.
[pointing to two pictures with one female and male on each]
E
Exactly, if they're following that consistently.
Recording intervenes:
-Will that beah?
- Yes I think so.
- How much is that?
- Let’s see. ...that will be four pound fifty.
I
Actually this item hasn’t much value at all.
E Well, not a lot, I think by listening to that they could probably pick up on one
clue and then all of the rest of the thing is redundant. So you just wonder how
much value they're getting out of an exercise which had the potential to do a lot
more. Okay next one?
I
You have to click whatever.
Recording intervenes:
No, try again.
Yes, they’re at the bakery.
I
So for this question at the very beginning when the students listen to the two
females they can click directly even without finishing listening?
E
Yes.
Recording intervenes:
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- Do you have anything to declare, madam?
- No, nothing at all.
- No perfume, alcohol or cigarettes?
- Well, I have two hundred cigarettes, that's all.
- No alcohol or perfume?
- No.
- Open this bag, please, madam.
E
Now that had another clue in there "please open this bag" so you could have
picked up on that. It's confusing having those two, .................... (?) and
customs, so again it comes back to background knowledge to know have you
been on a flight? Do you know this is one of those things that checks through
your stuff? That could have easily been recent 'Til have a look at that bag". In
fact I'll listen again.
Recording intervenes:
- Do you have anything to declare madam?
- No, nothing at all.
- No perfume, alcohol or cigarettes?
E
It’s customs. You've got to know that they're at customs. You've got to know
what the role of customs is.
I
And also you have to know what "declare" means. So you think background
knowledge is important in listening?
E Yeah, Yeah.
I
How to have background knowledge.............. ? [interrupted by recording]
Recording intervenes:
Well, I have two hundred cigarettes that's all.
No alcohol or perfume?
No.
I
So still by gender voice you can get rid of this one. [a picture with two females]
E
That’s right
_
I
No distractions.
E
Yeah.
Recording intervenes:
Yes, they’re at the customs hall.
[going on the next question quickly once the correct answer is chosen]
E
See they don't then ask you to go back and do anything.
Recording intervenes:
- Hello, I'd like to send this package please.
- How would you like to send it?
- First class, please. How long will that take?
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- One day.
- That's good.
E
Confusing because this is a package, that's a letter. It looks like...
Recording intervenes:
- Anything else?
- Yes. I'd like to send this letter airmail to Greece.
E
Oh, yes. Right. Okay, so she's got a package and an airmail. So we rule out
that, we rule out that, it could be either of those two.
I
Yeah, and the pictures are always these four.
[indicating the pictures remain the same no matter which piece of dialogue]
E
So it also relies then, these two situations are almost identical except for the
letters and the packages but otherwise you have to be able to recognize what the
writing says.
[E clicking the right picture]
Recording intervenes:
Yes, they’re at the post office.
[E clicking the Menu button]
In that lesson you scored seventy percent.
E
Oh dear!
I
So you mean here there should be more information, why.....[interrupted by E]
Well, it would make it a much more difficult program to devise, to design a
E
program that actually gives you diagnostic feedback and then gives you the next
step of what you can do about it or further exercises or whatever. So are we at
the park?
[E clicking the activity At the Park]
Recording intervenes here:
In the picture you will see people in a park. After you hear each sentence choose
true or false.
Dogs are not allowed in the park.
E
I’ve got these pictures. They've taken them from a book that I’ve got.
I
What do you think of the true-false exercises......?
E
[thinking about the above question] So dogs are not allowed in the park. Well,
there’s a dog in the park. Does that mean that he's in the park but he’s not
supposed to be?
I
So that means that's not quite clear?
E
Mm, he could just be naughty but the boy could be saying "go away go away
you're not supposed to be in the park". Just listen again.
I
[laughing] Oh, yeah, yeah.
Recording intervenes:
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Dogs are not allowed in the park.
I
So there's not other signs to say.........[interrupted by E]
E
No, there's nothing else that can confirm that.............. [reading a writing on a
stand] Hot dogs ...........no, that's a very ambiguous one. Dogs are not
allowed in the park.
I
So basically the question is not designed that well?
E
No, it's very poorly designed because it might say "dogs are not allowed"
I
Oh, a sign or something like that.
E
Yeah, but the dog can't read. Or the master might just be very naughty and let
his dog in.
I
Yeah.
Recording
You are right.
People are allowed on the grass in the park.
E
Dogs are not allowed........[thinking]..... hang on, hang on, hang on. Let me
. go back, how can we go back?
I
No, you cannot go back.
E
See that's a problem too isn't it?
I
You mean that the learner cannot control...... ?
E
Yes, because I wanted to go back and confirm. Having listened to the answer I
want to go back and see because it said "dogs are not allowed in the park".
I
And you chose "false".
E What did the original one say?
I
Dogs are not allowed in the park.
Recording intervenes:
People are allowed on the grass in the park.
E People are allowed..........[murmuring]
Recording intervenes:
You’re right.
There are no benches to sit on in the park.
You’re right.
E
That's better phrased.
Recording:
A couple of people are playing football on the grass.
E
That could almost be a ........ (?) in English football that could look like a
football whereas the Europeans play soccer.
Recording:
No, you’re wrong.
Cycling is not allowed in the park.
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E

Well, we must say that’s false.
You're right.
There are a lot of people jogging in the park today.
E
For a lot of people that would be very difficult to process with the negative
"cycling is not allowed in the park" - false.
I
It’s hard to decide. So do you think "true or false" questions should be
always........or how do you suggest?
E
I don't know. Again you wonder what you're testing there. If you're testing
their logical reasoning, the ability to see double negatives and things
Recording:
There are a lot of people jogging in the park today.
E
That's false.
Recording:
You're right.
A man is sitting and reading the newspaper.
You're right.
It's a sunny day but there are a few clouds in the sky.
You're right.
Some people are buying food at the hot dog stand.
You're right.
Some people who work in the city come to the park to eat their lunch.
You're right.
E
There's a lot of true ones aren't there?
I
Do you mean there should always be some true some false.
Recording:
In that lesson you scored ninety percent
E
Well, it's supposed to be random.
I
So what do you think of that "true/false" in these kind of lessons? Is that proper
to use true/false questions to test?
E
I think it's fair enough.
I
Here is another one.
Recording intervenes:
Which is the largest building?
Pizza Place. The cinema. The gift shop. The department store.
E
You have to be able to make the connection while that’s flashing and while I'm
reading all those things and while there are more of these than there are of those.
I have to be able to connect that flashing............. (?) with one of them. Oh
my god! And what does words mean? [a button to display text of A, B, C, D]
I
That means you can display text
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E
I

Ah, right
But you can put it here and then you see. “Click to see the question and you will
only get one point.” So each question you can get two points. If you want to
see the text, you can only get one point.
Recording intervenes:
Which is the largest building?
Pizza Place. The cinema. The gift shop. The department store.
E
Gosh, what does it have?
I
In this way it's not testing comprehension but the memory, so you have to link
all that's flashing.
E
At first I thought we were going to have to say which is the largest, which is the
second largest, which is the smallest etc. Well, in that case it was a lot easier.
Recording intervenes:
Wrong.
E
Oh! [laughing] [surprising to get wrong]
Recording intervenes:
This clock is five minutes fast What time is it really?
E
Don't I get a second chance?
Recording intervenes:
Ten past eleven. Eleven o'clock. Five past eleven. Five past six.
E
Oh, again, this is not testing listening!
Recording intervenes:
No.
E
What?! [surprising to get wrong again]
Recording:
Which is the only building with a spire?
The travel agency. The police station. The library. The church.
That's right.
E Oh, [releasing] I’m fine.
Recording intervenes:
Where is this park?
Beside a motorway. In a village. By the sea. In a city.
Correct.
What game is this man playing?
Tennis. Croquet. Squash. Football.
Correct.
E
Again it depends on your background knowledge, doesn't it?
I
Yeah.
Recording intervenes:
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Where are these women?
At a supermarket. At an airport At the doctor's. At a hospital.
Correct.
E
That comes down to knowledge of one word; not a lot of redundancy in that one.
I
In this one. So this is the quiz. All the ten lessons ought to be lessons to teach
and this is supposed to be the test.
E
Yeah.
Recording intervenes:
What is the waitress doing?
Collecting empty dishes. Taking the food order. Collecting two plates of food.
Wiping the tables.
You're right.
My flight leaves at six-thirty. How many hours do I have to wait?
Thirty hours. One and a half hours. Three and a half hours. Three hours.
That's right.
What colour is the balloon the little boy is holding?
Yellow. Red. Green. Blue.
I
So what about this question, "what colour is the balloon"? What about students
who are colour blind? The question is hard for those kind of students to answer?
E
Well maybe. I think most colour blindness is the difference between blue and
green, isn't it? I don't know that red comes into it. But even so, what I don't
understand, if the person who is colour blind has always seen that colour as blue
and associates the name blue with it; even if they see it as blue and we see it as
red, they've always associated that same name with it, they don't see it as red
like we do. I don't know, I don't understand about colour blindness, but I don't
that that's a huge problem. I’d be more concerned with, I guess the level of
these questions. If this is meant to be a summary, then it's a very low level
summary isn't it? Compared with some of the much more complex things that
we had further on, this has come down to identifying colours, and ...you know
pretty....[interrupted by I]
I
You mean the test and the ten lessons are not going well together.
E
No.
Recording intervenes:
Which two colours are on this tie?
Black and orange. Red and brown. Yellow and black. Yellow and blue.
E
Again we're just up to colours.
Recording intervenes:
That's right.
What game are the two boys playing?
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Football. Cricket. Snooker. Chess.
E
Again, it's repetitive. We've had two on colours, two on sports.
Recording intervenes:
You’re right.
E
And that just comes down to a straight vocab.
Recording intervenes:
What colour is this car?
Yellow. White. Blue. Red.
That's right.
I
They still testing color.
E
Yeah.
Recording intervenes:
How many customers can you see in this picture?
Seven. Ten. Nine. Twelve.
E
So we're now up to numbers.
I
So very basic actually the test is.
E
Mm, yeah.
Recording intervenes:
Wrong.
How many pieces of hand luggage are you allowed on an aeroplane?
None. One. Two. Three.
E
This is straight into numbers.
Correct.
I
How do you know that? it ask you about prerequisite knowledge. If you do have
any knowledge about flight, you can not answer that.
E
Well you can simply by saying, well, there's one thing there,[the displayed item
on screen] when I hear one I'll press one, it doesn’t matter if I haven't
understood the rest.
I
So again the question is not designed that well.
Recording intervenes:
The trains leave every twenty minutes. One left five minutes ago. What time is
the next train?
Five past six. Ten to six. A quarter to six. Six o'clock.
E
Oh dear, I thought it said "five to six" and it wasn't there. They leave every
twenty minutes; one left five minutes ago so the next one leaves in twenty
minutes; it's five to six.
Recording intervenes:
The trains leave every twenty minutes. One left five minutes ago.
What time is the next train?
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Five past six. Ten to six. A quarter to six. Six o'clock.
That's right.
E
You see there again it’s very complex mathematically for younger kids, but in
terms of the language it's not at all.
Recording intervenes:
Where is this woman?
At church. At a bakery. At the post office. At the doctor's.
(recording repeats same question)
E
This is boring.
I
So how do you think they should be.....? [interrupted by recording]
Recording:
Sorry, you're wrong.
What are these?
Gym shoes. Tennis shoes. Climbing boots. Wellington boots.
E
I don't know, they look like cowboy boots to me. I don't know, Wellington
boots?
Recording:
You're right.
How many cars are there in the garage?
None.
E

That was a cultural thing; w e don't call them Wellington boots.

Recording.
One. Two. Three.
E
This is ridiculously easy. If we were right in saying that each lesson is getting
progressively more difficult, but then by the time.........this is up to about
lesson six or seven by now, isn't it?
I
Yeah.
E
This is ridiculously asking how many cars. They'll probably ask the colour
next.
Recording:
Wrong.
What is the man selling in the park?
Chestnuts. Soup.
E
They've taken it off. [means the Hot dog sign on the hog dog stand]
I
How do you know that?
E
So that’s for memory.
I
Yeah, it should be based on the lessons; on the lessons you have, so that there's
a hot dog sign here and now in the test they take it out.
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E

Then again it’s not really clear enough. For some people that could be an ice
cream or whatever or soup, but again it's cultural. In Australia we would never
have this.
I
So this is the British way?
E
No, it's an American thing, hot dogs in the park.
Recording:
Correct.
The film starts in fifteen minutes.
What time is it?
Twenty to eight. Eight-twenty. Twenty past seven.
Eight o’clock. Incorrect.
In the quiz you scored seventy percent
E
What does that mean?
I
You can record your voice.
Recording intervenes here:
Use the microphone to record your answers.
Speak in complete sentences.
Listen and compare your answer with the answer from the CD.
What colour is the waitress's blouse?
E
He said ”what colour is the waitress's blouse" didn't he?
Recording intervenes:
What colour is the waitress's blouse?
E
That doesn't match what he said. Listen.
Recording again:
What colour is the waitress's blouse?
I
You mean the displayed text doesn’t match the sound?
E Yeah, it doesn't match.
Record your answer then go on recording, recording, recording.Another
question.
Recording intervenes:
What is this man doing?
E
Listen to the question, record your answer. He's playing tennis. Compare your
answer.
I
There's no microphone here.
Recording intervenes:
What are these boys playing?
E
Same question again?
I
Same question, yeah. So here you are supposed to record your voice of the
answer and compare with the CD voice.
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Recording intervenes:
They’re playing pool.
I
For example, you can answer pool but the standard answer is "they are playing
pool". So it could be right if you say "pool".
E
That's the whole problem, that’s the limitation of these, isn't it, that they can't
cope with variation?
I
Yeah.
E
To a certain extent they can. Okay is that it, is that the whole thing? Is that the
entire program? Can you go back? So that's the entire program.
I
Yeah, that's the ten lessons plus the quiz. When do you have to go back?
E We might have to do another one another time, [means another CD program]
I
Or you just go through another one and you can do this later.
E
Can we do the other one really quickly or should we come back and do it
properly?
I
How many minutes do you have?
E
Not long. I've got a meeting at four and I have to be there at about ten to. I've
got to welcome the guest speaker and I should do something before that. Is it
worth having a quick look at it?
I
Okay have a quick look for say ten minutes.
Pause here while installing the program.
E What's this one called?
I
It’s called TriplePlay.
Pause here, [waiting to be run]
I
So this is supposed to be for age nine and above.
E
Mm.
I
It’s slow.
E
I think you really need unless you've got it somewhere else; you need another
category here. Have you got level of proficiency?
I
No.
E
Because that's not the same as age group. In terms of proficiency it could be
handled by a primary school child, but in terms of interest and topics and
content, I’d say that it was aimed at adults.
[indicating a checklist to Listen]
Pause here, [waiting to be run]
I
Yeah. That’s OK, finished installing.
Recording intervenes:
Welcome to Triple Play.[music coming up]
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I

This is the manual [menu] and here are the six activities and the three different
levels. Click here and see different levels. Each activity you have different
levels.
E Yeah, OK.
Recording intervenes:
Food and Drinks
Numbers.
Recording intervenes:
Numbers, home and office.
Places and transportation.
I
Each activity you have different levels.
Recording:
People. Activities.
Recording intervenes:
Places and transportation.
Concentration.
E
So what's this one called?
I
Concentration.
E
The activity is concentration.
I
Places and travel.
E
So what do we have to listen to.
I
This is a practice mode. So by clicking
Recording intervenes:
Farm...Library...
I
So as the mouse moves the squares are highlighted, and by clicking here, we're
going into the test mode. [E clicking the button which toggles between practice
and test mode] This is the test mode. Then by clicking here you can have the
test.
[E clicking the button which toggles to test mode]
Recording intervenes:
Find the bank.
E
What's it got to do with the library?
Recording intervenes:
No, that's the farm.
E
So it's pure luck.
I
Or you have to remember which one is the library.
E
I still haven't worked out what the relationship between the library and the bank
I

is?
It's individual, there's no relationship at all.
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Recording intervenes.
.
No, that's the library.
I
So this one is teaching individual words.
Recording intervenes:
Find the bank.
End of side one.
Side two continues.
I
So you have to remember where is where.
Recording intervenes:
Airport Island.
E
Oh I see.
Volcano. Waterfall. Train station.
I
So this is a practice; you can click and practise and then by clicking here you can
listen to the voice and try to match the picture.
E
Oh, OK.
Recording intervenes:
Find the waterfall.
Okay.
Find the train station.
Great.
Find the library.
E
I like the way they vary the response there. Library, was that there?
Recording intervenes:
No, that's the volcano.
Find the library. Correct.
Find the island.
I
So what about the word stress?
Recording intervenes:
Okay. Find the airport.
I
It’s an American accent so it doesn't give you the choice of British or American.
Recording intervenes:
No, that's the volcano.
Find the airport
I
So what do you think? Do you think they should give the learner that option or
just one kind of mode? [indicating British and American options]
E
Well, it’s always nice to have the options but really you've got to get used to a
variety of accents.
I
So that’s the basic activity, it’s only the vocabulary.
Pause here.
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I
Is it too late? [E looking at the watch again]
E
No, I'll hear another one.
Recording intervenes:
Where is it?
E
It wouldn't be culturally biased would it?
I
It's purely American.
E
Have you got anything here about cultural bias?
I
No.
Recording intervenes:
The Ohio River.
I
Do you think the background knowledge is very critical in understanding?
E
Sure.
Recording intervenes:
The Atlantic Ocean.
The Mississippi River.
I
So this is practice.
E
That’s the teaching part is it?
Recording:
The Gulf of Mexico.
E
So we're still at the level of vocabulary aren't we?
I
Yeah.
E
Vocabulary items matched to pictures.
I
Yeah.
Recording intervenes:
It's west of the Mississippi River.
It borders Canada and the Missouri River runs through it.
E
So it depends a lot on memory or your knowledge......
I
Of America.
E
I wouldn't have a clue.
Recording intervenes:
It's west of the Mississippi River.
It borders Canada and the Missouri River runs through it.
E
It's west of the Mississippi; it borders Canada and the other one runs through it
So by elimination, it's got to border Canada, it's got to be one of those two. I
don't know which one is the Mississippi. It would have to be one of these two.
Recording intervenes:
Yes, that's North Dakota.
E
Why can't it be that one?
Recording intervenes:
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It's east of California.
It borders Utah and it’s west of New Mexico.
E West of New Mexico? Borders Utah?
Recording intervenes:
No, that's Iowa.
No, that's Illinois.
I
The problem is with fifty states, you can just try going on and on and on with no
feedback. So this is very hard.
E No. No.
Recording intervenes:
No, that's Delaware.
I
And by clicking here you can listen to the first sentence.
[E clicking the three separate buttons which play three sentences respectively]
Recording intervenes:
It’s east of California. It borders Utah. It's west of New Mexico.
I
So this is a clue, it's supposed to be a clue.
[pointing to a button with an eye on it]
E
Oh, so it tells you what east is.
Recording intervenes:
East, not east.
I
Do you think this is helpful or not?
E
Yeah, it's good. It's demanding for young kids.
I
So what do you think if Australian kids doing this?
E
I get annoyed with Americans; well no, I don't get annoyed, sometimes. If the
person is going to live in America fair enough they would need to know this. If
this is an EFL program then I would say that this is a form of cultural
imperialism where you're forced to come to America.
I
So what do you think here, they separate sentences into three parts. By this one
you can hear three sentences......[interrupted by E]
E
Yes I think you need to do that because it was much too fast the first time. So
that's it is it?
I
Level two, yeah. That’s it.
[E clicking to quit level two, and to level three]
Recording intervenes again:
Visiting a friend.
I
This is dialogue so you click here.
Recording intervenes:
Good morning may I help you?
Yes, I need a taxi.
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Where are you going?
I’m going to the train station.
How much is that?
That will be five-forty.
How much is a ticket to Mexico City?
One way or roundtrip?
Roundtrip please.
That will be thirty dollars.
Excuse me is this seat free?
Yes, please sit down.
Maria, over here.
Hello Karen. How long was your train ride?
It took three hours.
Have you had lunch yet?
No, I'm very hungry.
I
If you click here it will give you very slow speech. This one you can listen to
individual sentences and here you can listen to individual words.
Recording intervenes with space between individual words.
Good / morning. May/1 / help / you ?
I
So they separate the whole sentence into individual words. If you click
here...................
Recording intervenes:
How much is a ticket to Mexico City?
I
So why do you think they want to separate?
E Yeah, let's listen to that.
[E clicking each separated word]
Recording intervenes with separate words.
How / much / is / a / ticket / to / Mexico / City ?
I
Is that good?
E
She had a different intonation on that one. [indicating City] The first one was
"How much is a ticket to Mexico City" [falling tone] and this one "How much is
a ticket to Mexico City"? [rising tone]
I
So they read it twice actually?
E
Yes, they're not actually breaking up that original one.
I
But they read it again.
E
Because with the first one that we heard, it sounded like they had just broken it
up; it sounded weird because they were trying to chop it up and it wanted to flow
on. Oh, well.........
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I

So do you think the listening part is good, separating the information units for
the students?
E
Yeah, I think it's important to have all those levels; there might just be one word
that you’re not sure of; they mightn't be sure of Mexico.
I
So you can listen to that particular information.
E
Yeah.
I
So it is basically practice, you can practise any of them.
E Mmm.
I
By clicking here you can have the test. So here is the dialogue, you have to put
this back. By clicking here you can listen to the dialogue and you can play this
icon back to the proper picture.
E That's nice.
I
So in comparison with these two programs, you mean this one?
E I like this best for everything I've seen. I didn't particularly like the earlier ones,
but this level, it's a big jump from those single vocabulary items in the first two
levels. If this is the next level this is a big jump.
I
Here it gives you a time limit, do you see?
E Where do you click?
Recording intervenes:
Maria over here.
Hello Karen.
Maria over here.
Hello Karen.
I
you can drag.....\
E
OK
Good morning may I help you?
Yes, I need a taxi.
I
So which one?
Good morning may I help you?
Yes, I need a taxi.
^
Where are you going?
I'm going to the train station.
I
This time we’ll put it in the wrong place.
Have you had lunch yet?
No, I'm very hungry.
I
It gives you feedback and they come back again to the bottom.
Recording intervenes:
Have you had lunch yet?
No, I'm very hungry.
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How long was your train ride?
It took three hours.
How much is a ticket to Mexico City?
One way or roundtrip?
I
You mean this one? So time finished. Nothing happened. It means you have to
finish within the time limit, so when you finish you have to go to the next one.
E
I actually liked that, there was a lot to do in that one, a lot of different things;
they exploited it well, which is what they didn't do with other ones.
I
Actually you can control that, the learner can control all the learning content at
different levels; it means the learner can choose this level. In comparison with
the first one, this one is........
E
Well, it’s hard to tell, this one has certain elements that are good; the other one
had a couple of elements that were good. But I particularly liked this one
exercise out of all of them.
I
You mean the dialogue ones?
E
Mm.
I
So there's no score; the student can feel free to explore it, to really learn it
E
Well yes in a sense this [time limit] pushes you. So it's still a sort of a test
situation. Anyhow I had better go. I'll take these back.
I
Thank you very much.
E
That’s alright 111 leave you with it then. It was very interesting.
End of interview.
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Transcript o f Interview with Expert B
Length of Interviewing Time; 90 minutes
Software Packages; Listen! and TriplePlay English!

I = Interviewer
E = Expert
Q = Recording questions
R = Recording respondence
[...] = Contextual Information
A British recording announces:
Listen from Eurotalk and Heinemann
I

This has a new feature; the old version does not have this feature.... You have
to, the learner has to type in the name.
Pause here. [E typing the name in to start the program]
I
You have to choose one of them.
[indicating the British or American mode by clicking British or American flags]
[E choosing British one, and the program going to the Menu screen]
So now here is the main menu and then there are ten lessons plus a quiz based
on these ten lessons.
E OK
I
You can click and have a look at some of them.
E
Does this do anything? [clicking graphics]
I
No.
E
They look like buttons.
I
Yeah, they look like..........[interrupted by recording]
A recorded lesson intervenes here.
Choose the clock that matches the time you hear.
Q What time is it?
R
It's four-thirty.
Q Pardon?
R
Four-thirty
[E clicking the right clock]
Yes it's four-thirty.
[E earning five points indicated by on screen score and du-du sound five times]
I
Here they give the score report [indicating the score on screen]
Q

What time is it?
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R It's twenty past twelve.
Q Pardon?
R Twenty past twelve.
Pause here. [E trying to find the right clock and couldn’t, then clicking the repeat
listening]
Q What time is it?
R It's twenty past twelve.
[E clicking the right clock]
R
Yes, it's twenty past twelve.
Q What time is it?
R
It’s a quarter to six.
R
Yes it's a quarter to six.
Q What time is it?
R
It's ten fifteen.
Q Pardon?
R
Ten fifteen.
I
Is the sound clear enough?
E
Yeah, its sound’s clear enough.
Recording intervenes here.
R
Yes, it's ten fifteen.
Q
What time is it?
R
It’s three o'clock.
I
See, for the first time you choose right and second time you choose right and the
score is different. You can get a different score; the first time you choose and
it’s right it's about five points. The second time or third time the score is
different; you can get three or two, the more you choose,.....[interrupted by E]
E
You get less, oh, if you get it wrong, suppose I get it wrong.
Recording intervenes:
No, try again.
No, you can try again.
E
OK.
I
So that’s a kind of feedback ‘No, try again’, very simple.
E
It’s the confirmation feedback.
I
Yeah.
E
I can't see that one anyway.findicating a digital clock the on the screen]
I
It makes it difficult to see?
E
The diagrams aren't as clear as they could be.
Recording intervenes:
What time is it?
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It's three o’clock.
E
I thought it said three fifteen.
Recording intervenes:
Yes, it’s three o'clock.
What time is it?
It’s ten to seven.
Pardon?
Ten to seven.
Yes, it’s ten to seven.
E
And how many of these do you get until you stop?
I
You can stop any time by clicking here, [pointing to the Score button]
Recording intervenes:
What time is it?
It’s twelve minutes to three.
Pardon?
[E click the right clock before the sound finished]
Yes, it’s twelve minutes to three.
I
You can interrupt actually.
Recording intervenes:
What time is it?
It’s a quarter past five.
Pardon?
[E click the right clock before the sound finished]
Yes, it’s quarter past five.
What time is it?
E
Does it just keep going?
I
Yeah.
E
It doesn't stop?
I
Not until the last one. There’re about..... [interrupted by E]
E
Until you’ve got through all of them?
I
Yeah.
Recording:
What time is it?
It's quarter to two.
Pardon?
It's quarter to two.
E
It ought to have an indication of how far you are through the exercise as well,
because it can be very frustrating for a student if they feel like its endless, if there
is no instruction beforehand to say....... [interrupted by recording]
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Recording intervenes:
What time is it?
It's quarter to two.
Pardon?
A quarter to two.
I
If you click on this button you can listen to it as many times as you can. So
what do you suggest here so the student can always listen to it as many times as
he can, is that better, or you can only listen to it once or twice or at most three
times, so you cannot listen to this question more and go on to the next one.
E
I would give probably two times because after that they're probably not going to
pick it up. So you've got one here initially where you may be distracted because
it comes up without your inviting it so you could be distracted for whatever
reason, talking to someone. So you can easily miss the first one but if you had
two more times then it's completely under your control, so I can do it when I
want to, so when I know I'm not going to be distracted, I ought to be able to
hear it. If I can’t get it, then I ought to get the knowledge of correct response. It
ought to then say which one was right, because it's also presenting these in all
different ways; it's digital, it's roman numerals, ordinary numerals; all different
formats.
I
Oh, you mean it can make different sense with the roman numerals and also
these Arabic numerals?
E
Yeah, maybe they know the time, they understand it but they don't understand
the roman numerals or they may not even understand a twenty-four hour clock.
So you've got four different things on this one screen. That's a good test but
you're not really necessarily picking up.
I
What do you think of this kind of simple feedback. Just say "try it again".
E
For this exercise I think it's appropriate. From my understanding of reading and
feedback, the shorter the amount the better, because you're not going to teach
students............. by feedback alone you won't teach them, you haven't given
them any instruction here. This is not what I call instruction, this is like a test
after the instruction; you're not learning anything from this you are testing that
you already know something.
I
So you mean the feedback should be as concise as possible.
E
Yeah. As a general rule, they should do that.
Recording intervenes here:
What time is it?
It's one twenty.
Pardon.
One twenty.
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E
I want to see what it does when it finishes. One twenty.
I
So actually there is no time limit.....[interrupted by recording]
Recording intervenes:
Yes, it's one twenty.
What time is it?
It’s five past eleven.
Pardon?
Five past eleven.
E
Yeah, that’s the thing you can...It’s not timing how long you take to respond
either.
I
So you mean the program should control it?
E
Yeah, you could have that as another control bar here, [pointing to a space on
screen]
I
Say ten seconds?
E
Yeah, if you did it overall and you could get a time bonus; that’s what a lot of
games do; if you complete a level in so much time then you get extra points for
being quicker. Again it depends what your focus is, it depends what your aim
is; you can't just do that as a matter of fact.
I
Yeah.
Recording intervenes:
What time is it? It's five past eleven.
Pardon?
[E click the right clock before the sound finished]
Yes it's five past eleven.
E
And then click that? [pointing to Menu button]
I
Yeah.
Recording intervenes:
In that lesson you scored ninety-eight percent
I
What do you think of this summaiy report? It seems it gives a final report
E
Oh, I see, right. Mm, it's not so bad to feedback; I.... it's not terribly
meaningful though because again if doesn't pick out the fact that there were four
different clock styles and in this case I should have got a few more wrong for it
to pick up where I had the problem areas. It could have said "you got all the
ones with the normal clock right or the one with the digital clock you had
problems". But again I'm not really sure what the emphasis is for this particular
product... [reading the names of activities] Anything else I should try?
I
OK, try another one. [another activity]
[E clicking the activity At Home]
Recording intervenes.
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In the picture you will see Mr. and Mrs. Martin and their two children Cathy and
Dave. After you hear each sentence choose "true or false".
Dave is watching TV.
E
So what age group is this aimed at?
I
What do you think if this program is used for the students of English as a
foreign language. What do you think it should be? For the primary level or for
the intermediate or advanced level?
E
It's not really an area I'm experienced in so I can't really judge that. It would
seem to me at primary school level here, it would be suitable for us.
I
Do you mean the native speakers?
E
Yes for native speakers it would be suitable for primary, maybe even lower
primary because it's fairly, a bit of mixture because that time one, that would be
much older children, something like this....[interrupted by recording]
Recording intervenes:
No, you’re wrong.
A window is open in the living room.
You're right.
Cathy is listening to music as she does her homework.
E
How do I know which one is Cathy as there are two females?
I
Yeah, so that means the question is not that clear?
E
No, the question is not clear because I don't know which one is Cathy. I could
guess if Cathy is the one meant to be doing her homework that might be her.
[pointing at a female at the back of the picture]
I
Yeah, by homework that always indicates young children or it can be adult?
E
She doesn't look older to me [pointing the other female sitting in the armchair];
she doesn't look any older than her; they both look the same age.
I
So that means there’s a flaw in this picture. It could be very confusing?
E
Oh, it would be. It would be quite distressing, especially for..............oh, in
fact for anyone, if an English native speaker; for a young child they would find
that upsetting; they don't like to get things wrong. Especially if they're keeping
a score and they know everyone else is going to see their score.
I
Especially if this score will come out as final.
E
At the front as well; that could be embarrassing.
Recording intervenes here.
Nobody in this family is interested in books.
E
[laughing] That's a funny question.
Recording:
You're right.
It’s a bright sunny day.
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I
E

It's a bright sunny day. How can you see that from this picture?
I assume the spots all over it is actually meant to be rain but again it's not very
clear; I wouldn’t rate this one very highly actually.
Recording intervenes:
No, you’re wrong.
Mr. Martin wears glasses when he reads.
E
The only reason, if you actually took away the glasses, his face [Mr. Martin - the
father] looks no older than that person's face.[Dave - the son] It’s not a very
good drawing.
I
Do you think that is a design error or an artist error?
E
Partly but partly I don't think the questions are accurate enough. You need to
have more accurate questions.
Recording intervenes:
Mrs. Martin is sitting down reading the paper.
E
By inference I could guess that is her. [pointing to the female sitting in the chair]
Recording intervenes:
You're right.
They like plants.
E
They like plants. It's a very subjective thing; you don't know; for me I wouldn't
know whose place the plants are at because it said they like plants. Mrs. Martin
might have put the plants there but it doesn't necessarily mean he likes them.
It's a silly question. I don't really like the style of this one.
Recording intervenes:
No, you’re wrong.
Mr. Martin is reading a book.
I
So what do you think of this kind of test by ‘true and false’?
E
Yeah, ............ [hesitating]
I
Actually after you choose true or false you do not have another chance, you’ll
have to go on to the next question.
E
Yes, you're not getting much feedback on.................it's just telling me I'm
wrong, it's not telling me in this case why I'm wrong.
I
So you suggest............... ? [interrupted by E]
E
I mean it could do because I find the questions very misleading for whatever;
visually I think the picture is not appropriate but also the text is not very clear.
True/false is ......[thinking] not very meaningful.
I
So do you suggest that the program should supply some kind of feedback to tell
you why you are true, why you...... [interrupted by E]
E
Yes, either that or they change the format and if they were giving a variety of
pictures that just asking........instead of just relying on it, perhaps and then
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they could make them clearer, so they could just have one with that person and
separate them out
I
So you mean............ [interrupted by E]
E
In fact, yeah, if they introduce them, did they get introduced earlier on?
I
No, no.
E
No they don’t. Then they could use............. by breaking it up they could ask
a question about Mrs. Martin then Mr. Martin and then Cathy and then whatever
the boy's name is; and then maybe they could lead up to a group. It would be a
much better build up than to just plot this on and [interrupted by I]
I
But in that way, do you think it will be much more difficult from the point of
view of design?
E
No, not a lot, it's just loading up a picture. They could leave all this exactly the
same. What would be really nice would be if you could zoom in on details; this
is going off the point [laughing] but it would be nice, for example, if you could
ask questions about what does Mrs. Martin read again. You could click on and
zoom up and you could actually see that the picture was more alive, you could
interact more with the picture; and it could ask you questions where you have to
click on the right part; click on the cat in the picture and that would be good for a
non-English person because that would be testing and it's not simply just
true/false, because true/false you have to be so careful with the wording that you
don't ask.....if you don't ask very clearly, this is for English speaking, then
you can have a lot of problems, so I would.....[interrupted by I]
I
You mean if the question is not that clear, it could be the fault of the question
itself and not the learner?
E Exacdy yes;
I
But the final report is reflecting the learner's ability.
E That’s right, I'm the one ending up with the poor score.
I
Yeah, that’s a good point.
E
Yeah, so .......I’ll go to another^ne.
[E clicking the Menu button]
Recording intervenes here:
In that lesson you scored forty-one percent.
E
You see now that's not correct because it should say "twenty-five out of
however many I attempted, because (1) it gave me no indication of what the full
number of questions were, so it's not truly forty-one percent. If I only chose to
do five questions and I got four right then that should be eighty percent, because
that's misleading. So in fact it shouldn't score as a percentage, it should score
how many out of............ five out of ten, so you know how many they got
right and how many they attempted because that’s really.....[interrupted by I]
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I
E

Oh, yeah. So you mean the final score is misleading?
Yes you see it says forty-one percent but in actual fact I probably only got one
question wrong or something and that's not very good for a person. Again, also
it would be nice if it gave them feedback. I realize that lines up; I always have
problems lining these things up.
[the scores of different activities line up on the Menu to indicate the completed
activities]
It would be nice if it actually coloured that in to indicate that I had looked at that
particular module. It's just something I like, lots of feedback on a screen
because this [lining up the scores] is taking up an awful lot of the screen. Are
there any other ones that you like?
I
What about the last one.
[E clicking the activity At the Park]
Recording intervenes again:
In the picture you will see people in a park. After you hear each sentence choose
true or false.
I
What do you think of this, you can hear the sound and also it gives the visual
text. Why they want to do that? [Voice instructions together with the text
displayed]
Recording
The dogs are not allowed in the park.
E
Yeah, that's not a good method to do that because it comes up quickly and it
goes. I've got no control over it. I can't play that again because it's gone now
so if I was distracted I've lost the instructions so it should.........oh, let me see
if I can play it now.....[clicking the button with a speaker on - it’s a sound
repeat button]
Recording intervenes again:
Dogs are not allowed in the park.
E
Oh, no. It's just replaying the question it doesn’t give me a chance to replay that
instruction. It's fairly obvious but you should always have access to help. It
would be very simple because the screen is already there. I don't really like text
that comes up and starts talking straight away.
I
It could be frustrating you mean?
E
Yes, if it has text I'd like that screen to come up and it has a button which says
"play" and then "continue" when I want to go on to the next screen. So play
would play the sound if I needed to hear it spoken, if I couldn't read it. Some
people wouldn't need to have it read to them. It's like a play or if I simply just
wanted to have read it I can continue, it clears the screen and then comes up. I
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mean it's a very minor change but an important one; that's the instruction which
I just missed out on.
I
This one is basically the same with that one, just true and false.
Recording intervenes here:
Dogs are not allowed in the park.
E
Dogs are not allowed in the park. There's a dog but it doesn’t mean that they're
allowed. Again I can't answer that question because just it means there is a dog
there doesn't mean they're allowed. But on the other hand there is no sign up
saying "no dogs allowed". But I know myself that dogs are generally not
allowed in parks. So that's a cultural thing for me because I'm saying "well, no
they're not, but I see one". There are "hot dogs" there, [a sign on a stand]
[laughing] Again I can't really answer that one. Say false. [E clicking False]
Recording intervenes here:
You’re right.
There are a lot of people jogging in the park today.
E
It's a static picture. That person there might be about to go jogging, I don't
know. These people here may have been jogging and they're having a rest I
just really don't like that style. I think it's very hard to get true/false questions
accurate, so again I wouldn't like that.
Recording intervenes here:
You’re right.
There are no benches to sit on in the park.
E
I'd have to question what level this is being aimed at. There are no benches in
the park is also treating you like you’re silly or something. Do you know what I
mean? It's not very good........ it's like saying something i s ..........there are
obviously benches in the park; I can see them there. It’s not a very testing, it's
not a sensible question, it's not a, I don't know, it's a hard one to put my finger
on that one.
I
So we'll choose another one, so basically this one is the same, true or false.
E
Yeah it's very similar.
[E clicking Menu button]
Recording intervenes here:
In that lesson you scored twenty percent.
I
That is what you said just now. You only chose.......[interrupted by E]
E
Yeah, you see I had no idea that there were fifty questions. It would be nice if
there were some sort of progress bar which was coming through, so I’d know,
because otherwise I could be going from question to question and I don't know
when I'm getting to the end. And if I'm the sort of person that likes to get in and
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do everything, I’d find that frustrating to know, well, will I finish this off now
or this going to go on forever. I’ve got no way of telling.
I
If somebody doesn’t know the details, he only by looking at the score, it could
mean two things. It could mean that you have only got a few questions out of
fifty questions. It could mean you go through all those fifty questions but only
get a few right The final score doesn't mean that much really.
E
It's fairly meaningless actually. In fact probably what it should do is only put
the score up if you complete the whole lot. That might be another alternative.
Recording intervenes here:
Follow the instructions to find the correct building on the map, you always start
at the carpark.
E
Now see that one [Town map] if you miss that instruction you’ll
be....[laughing]
I
Oh, yeah. You’ll be in trouble because you don’t know how to do that. You
mean there should be a button somewhere here and when you click it the
message’ll come out again to tell you how to do and what to do.
E
Yeah, either that or as I said it actually pauses and stops at that screen until
you're happy that you’ve read it.
Recording intervenes here:
Start at the carpark. Go straight on the High Street until you come to the stop
sign. Turn right at the stop sign and it's the second building on your right.
I
Well, the reader, I mean the message said that you have to follow the car to get
here and then turn right. Does that mean that.......... [interrupted by E]
E
Something go to the stop light. I guess this one [pointing at the street in the
picture] here must be the High Street; it's not labeled though so I'm not sure
how I know that's the High Street.
I
It seems like a railway, [laughing]
E
Yeah, [laughing] it’s also like a barrier in the centre I can't cross, and I’m not
supposed to click, but maybe.....is that.....? [clicking a building]
Recording intervenes here:
No, that's the restaurant.
E
I suppose that’s the right thing?
I
So what do you think, what do you think...... ? [interrupted by E]
E
I thought it said I go through the lights and then I turn to the second house on the
right. Let’s listen, [clicking repeating button]
Recording intervenes:
Start at the carpark, go straight along the High Street until you come to the stop
sign;
E
Oh, it’s the stop sign.
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Recording intervenes:
turn right at the stop sign and it's the second building on your right.
Yes, you've arrived at the supermarket.
E
I should have said "stop light, stop sign"; a very close sound.
I
Yeah.
Recording intervenes:
Start at the carpark. Now go down the High Street until you come to the first set
of lights; turn left at these lights and keep going until you come to a phone box.
It's the building straight across the road from the phone box.
Yes, you've arrived at the police station.
I
What do you think of this feedback?
E
Oh, yeah,........... [interrupted by recording]
Recording
Start at the carpark. Go straight up the High Street until you come to the second
set of lights; turn right here and keep going until you come to the sign of
shopping centre. Enter the shopping centre here. It’s the first building on your
right.
E
I like the activity; I......... [listening to the instructions] you can only do this
one if you listen very carefully so it probably might be better with headphones.
It's a lot of instruction and it's like, you know, there might be three or four
instructions in there and I might miss................yeah I suppose it might be
nice if they could offer some buttons to listen to each instruction..... I'd have to
keep playing. I suppose if you can keep playing. I like the idea of this one and I
like the fact that it tells you where it is that you've got when you've got there;
that's nice. It’s a little bit confusing but I still think it's quite innovative.
I
Yeah.....Have a look at the last one the quiz. What do you think of the quiz.
Quit this program [means this activity].
E
OK. [clicking the Menu button to quit]
Recording intervenes here:
In that lesson you scored twenty percent.
E& I [laughing]
I
You can click here. Go on. [a button on result report with a pointing finger on
it]
E
And it goes on anyway.
I
So this is a quiz based on these ten lessons.
E
So there's no logical order to those lessons?
I
No.
Recording intervenes here:
The film starts in fifteen minutes. What time is that?
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Twenty to eight; eight twenty; twenty past seven; eight o'clock.
I
This is the multiple choice.
E
Alright.
[clicking the repeat button]
Recording intervenes here:
The film starts in fifteen minutes. What time is that?
Twenty to eight; eight twenty.
[E clicking the right answer before the sound finished]
Recording
Correct.
What colour is the front door?
[E clicking the right answer before the sound played]
Good.
Recording
Which are there the least of? The jackets, the gloves, the skirts, the sunglasses?
E
Oh.......It ‘s the same? there's one, two, three, four and there’s one, two,
three, four. It doesn't say. It must have said pairs of those ones.
I
So by this one you have to ......... [interrupted by recording]
Recording
Correct.
I
But if you click on this text you’ll get less points.
E
Oh, I see.
Recording intervenes:
Where are these women?
At the supermarket, At the airport, At the doctor’s, At a hospital.
I
So what do you think of this kind of multiple choice? Is it testing memory or
testing comprehension?
E
Mm......well, it’s a sort bit about..... it’s comprehension I'd say.
Recording intervenes:
When are these women?
At a supermarket? At an airport? At the doctor’s? At a hospital?
You’re right.
How many cars are there in the garage?
None. One, two;
[E clicking the right answer before the sound finished]
You’re right.
What animal can you see?
A dog, a mouse, a cat,
[E clicking the right answer before the sound finished]
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That's right.
I
So you can interrupt
Recording
What game is this man playing?
Tennis.
[E clicking the right answer before the sound finished]
Correct.
Where might you take this suitcase?
To the shops, to the office, on holiday, on a bicycle.
Correct.
E
Ah, you see, there’s a delay.
I
Oh?
Recording
What's the weather like in the park?
The sun is shining; it's snowing;
[E clicking the right answer before the sound finished]
that's right.
E
You see, ‘It’s snowing.’ ‘That’s right.’
I
Yeah.
E
I clicked on A. [laughing]
[E suggests there’s a delay between the sound and the flashing answer. To the
above question “What’s the weather like in the park?” the correct answer should
be A “The sun is shining’ according to the picture. But when E clicked A the
sound said ‘That’s right”, however it flashed the B ‘It’s snowing’. It seems that
it’s saying B is correct.]
Recording
Where are these men?
At the bus station, at home, at a garage, at the bakery.
Correct.
I
So that means you can guess without listening to.....? [interrupted by E]
E
No, no, I'm getting it right, there's a delay, I'll show you.
Recording intervenes here:
What are these two doing?
Catching a bus, Sitting on a park bench. Walking by the sea. Walking in the
park. That's right.
E
Oh, it’s right. I'll show you the next one when it does it
Recording intervenes:
What game are the two boys playing?
Football, cricket, snooker, chess.
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Correct.
E
That's snooker? See chess. Correct.
It's because.......[interrupted by
recording]
Recording intervenes:
Half an hour ago my aunt called me. What time was that?
Ten minutes to twelve. Twelve o'clock.
Good.
E
111 answer it now you see because I can answer it at any time.
Recording intervenes:
What time do I finish work?
Half past five.
E
We had better stop this, [indicating the sound which interrupts E’s talking]
E
Alright, what's happening is........ [interrupted by recording]
Recording intervenes:
In the quiz you scored sixty percent
E
Yes, what happened it was breathing out the answers and say answer (b) was
correct, so I hear answer (b) I click on it, it reads out answer (c) and then it
recognizes that I clicked to get the right answer and it says "correct" so it sounds
like it's saying answer "c" is correct. Again it's giving me no feedback of which
letter I've chosen. It would be good if instead of just simply saying "correct" it
should highlight (b) and probably at that stage bring out the word that is hidden
and that would reinforce because the thing I'm getting reinforced is the wrong
answer all the time because of that time lag; it's just by accident But I mean this
is running on a fast machine so I don’t think it's the machine.
I
That is a bug in the program itself?
E
Yes, I'd say so.
I
So the last feature is recording yourself. Do you have a microphone here? a
built-in microphone?...... no? oh, that’s alright, you just have a look
E
Alright. I probably have one back at my desk.
Recording intervenes here:
Use the microphone to record you answers. Speak in complete sentences.
Listen and compare your answer with the answer from the CD.
How many children on bicycles are there?
E Does that compare my answer?
I
Yeah you have to record your answer by this button.
[E clicking the recording button]
I
That is the time you’re allowed to. [indicating the filling bar on screen]
E
Right.
E
So that’s the answer now.
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Recording intervenes here:
There is one child on a bicycle.
E
So what you mark yourself basically.
I
Yes, actually there's no feedback at all. Do you think there should be some kind
of feedback here. If you click your (voice?) you can compare your voice with
the original voice?
E
Well, except............ [interrupted by recording]
Recording intervenes here:
There is one child on a bicycle.
[this is supposed to be the answer the learner should speak]
E
I wouldn't say "there is one child on a bicycle". The question was "how many
children there were on bikes" and I would say "one". I wouldn't say "there is
one child". It asked me a simple............... so I'm not sure what I'm
comparing there.
I
You mean basically the instruction is not that clear or it means you just repeat his
............[interrupted by E]
E
I'm not sure how useful it would be; it would need to give me a structure in
order to record. It should have said "your answer should be, there are or is"
because there are single or plural and then a space, because I can't see how else
you can compare it. If I had answered "one" it’s answer is................
Recording intervenes:
There is one child on a bicycle.
E
So how would I know that I'm correct. Well, if I’m a non-English speaker that
would be even worse because you might not pick up..............cause you
know how when different parts of a sentence, the intonation changes, you
mightn't pick up that key word. So it would be better to structure it as a single
word answer or a structured answer so that you can really compare your voice
with that voice. Do you think?
I
Yeah.
E
It's a tricky one.
Recording intervenes here:
Where is this man?
E
Where is this man?
I
So you have to judge where this man is from this picture, right?
E
Okay, so I would say he is at a hotel, say for example.
[E then clicking the Compare button]
Recording intervenes here:
He's at a hotel.
E
I was right [laughing] in this case.
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I

But in this case if you say "hotel" there's nothing wrong with the meaning, but
as you said you don’t know what there is for you to compare.
E
Yeah, that's right.
I
The meaning or.........[interrupted by E]
E
That was just dead lucky that it came with the correct answer.
Recording intervenes here:
Which building is opposite the school?
E
Which building is opposite the school? That must be the high school. Now you
would either say ‘the church’ or you would say ‘the church is opposite the
school.’
I
So that's structured.
E
We'll see if that's correct.
[E then clicking the Compare button]
Recording intervenes here:
The church is opposite the school.
E
So it's wanting you to construct a full sentence so it probably needs to give you
more instructions to help you build that up because....well again I'm not sure
but I think it would be difficult to compare two different wordings.
I
So that is a basic structure and also the basic things in the whole program; some
other activities are quite similar to these few activities. So the feedback is only a
confirmation feedback?
E
Yeah.
I
Do you think there is any other feedback there?
E
Well, it's correct or incorrect, yeah.
I
Correct response?
E
No, it's just confirmation.
Recording intervenes here:
Where is this book?
E
Why didn't that first one......did that tell me the correct......[interrupted by
recording]
Recording intervenes:
Choose the clock that.......
What time is it?
It's twelve minutes to three.
Pardon?
Twelve minutes to three.
Yes it's twelve minutes to three.
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E

But that one gives me.............. that one is giving me the actual........ all the
other ones I've tried having confirmation feedback but this first one gives me
further feedback; it tells me "yes, that was correct, it is twelve minutes to three".
I
So do you think there’s no explanatory or adaptive feedback?
E
No.
[E clicking Menu button]
Recording intervenes above other voices
In that lesson you scored eight
I
Why do you think they don't have this kind of feedback here?
E
Urn......
I
Not necessary or it'stoodifficult to design?
E
It's difficultto work out. I think why people get things wrong and so you
would be hard put to risk, to put your response in the correct.......... to frame
it in the right way, to know why they've got a question wrong. But they could
get better feedback in terms of which questions you got wrong. That's different,
it’s slightly different. It's more than just knowing what you got right, it’s also
what you got wrong and that can equally be as important to know which ones
you got wrong if there's a pattern to it; then to know which ones you got right I
wouldn't try and explain because it's always better if you go back to someone
and say ......... they can see which ones you got wrong and which ones you
got right and if there's a pattern there, then it's better for a tutor to pick that up
than a computer because it's hard to explain to a computer "well, I got that
wrong because somebody distracted me" or whatever.
I
Do you mean that it has something to do with artificial intelligence?
E
Yes.
I
It's more difficult?
E
I think it’s very difficult and inappropriate to this because it's meant to be a very
quick, you know, .......it’s not meant to be a heavy and in depth sort of
program.
I
So in this kind of listening program do you think that the confirmation or correct
response feedback is appropriate?
E
It's appropriate, it's just that I think they've got a few things that they could
improve, that they've left out in this particular program. They could do a bit
better.
I
So this confirmation or correct response feedback, what kind of role can they
play? Just inform or reinforce?
E
Mm, yeah, it's reinforcement really for yourself to test your own knowledge.
It's just saying "good, good, good, I'm getting the hang of this". You have to
be careful though that the student knows......... it's very important to let them
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E

I
E
I
E

know how many of these questions that they’ve got coming up because you
have this feeling that it's going on endlessly and you'd like to come to a point
where they feel like they have achieved something, and I felt with the fact that it
didn't let you know how many questions there were, can be detrimental to the
student's learning; they could find that frustrating.
Is that possible, I mean, for one piece of feedback to play more than one role,
for example, it’s reinforced or it can play some other roles like stimulate or
motivate, or something like that?
Again there's a whole lot of things at play here depending on the age range and
how confident the learner feels about the information they're being tested on. If
it's something they're very confident on, they don't need a lot of reply; in fact
the quicker the better; they just want to get through it and come to end and see
their score. If they're less confident then feedback is very important. They'll
not only want to know which one is right, they'll want to know if they get it
wrong, they'll want to know which one was right. That's why.......... where
it's listing you have to give them a chance to replay for the reasons I said before,
but if it weren't that sort of style, in a sense it's better just to quickly say, rather
than to give them additional goes, it's better just to say "no, the correct answer
was dot dot dot" and keep moving rather than................. it's almost like
exaggerating the problem. It's like "well, can't you get it you dummy, come on
keep trying, keep trying". So that can be very negative and feedback can end up
having quite the reverse effect to what you wanted. But in this case it's
appropriate to let them read because they've got to listen and listening is quite a
difficult skill.
What do you think of the learner control in this program? What kind of learner
control........? [interrupted by E]
Oh, I would rate it fairly low because (1) for the instructions at the beginning;
it's very poor that you can’t catch and (2) that you have no idea where you are
within that particular unit that you’re in and that's again a very poor design. And
as for within the lesson well, you've got............ they're not lessons are they
really? They're all really just sort of.................I'm not sure how much
learning would be going on here. It's got no structure to it. Did they come up
in a random order if you do the questions again?
Yeah........?
So I guess that's the two main points; really the main thing you have no idea
where you are within that unit.
So here you can control the learning content if you want to learn this first or
learn this first, so a learner can choose? [pointing to the different activities]
Yes, there's two; there’s an element of that.
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I

But does it make any difference, I mean if the learner can choose the activities or
the machine can choose these activities. You have to finish this first activity first
before you can go on to the next one?
E
You mean it's not structured in the sense that it's telling you to do top to bottom.
Is that what you mean?
I
Yeah.
E
Again, well because of the nature of it that’s appropriate because they all stand
on their own. In fact they could all be quite separate couldn't they, because they
really bear no.............. as I can see, no relationship one to the other, apart
from they have a similar theme. I guess that's one thing; I mean the buttons are,
again a design thing, but the buttons are very easy; you can figure out the
controls very easily. I'd prefer better feedback when you've actually done a
unit; that it's sort of stamped as being done or something. But
perhaps............... that was ninety-eight percent wasn't it? That’s because I
went in and did it so it wiped out my original...............
End of side one.
Side two continues.
E
This is not what I would really call "learner control". The fact that I can choose
any one of these is because they're all of equal value. Learner control to me is if
they were lessons that were getting proceedingly harder, actually went down,
and I thought "I don't have to start at the beginning, I know I'm about here", I'd
set my level here, that's what I would call "learner control" where they can
actually set the level that they think they're at. And if I discovered that was too
hard I could go back and I'd think "well, I should do the one earlier".
I
Do you mean there is no learner control at all here?
E
Not really. I mean it's just that they have got a lot of choices which is a certain
amount of control but it's not really what I guess I would.............
I
Some literature says that learner control has something to do with the student's
curiosity. Do you think that?
E
Yeah, I agree with that and I would do the same thing with all these different
units. I probably might try and make them a bit more interesting and perhaps
give a bit more about what each unit was about or something. The way it's set
there, they're all identical but maybe that's appropriate because that's how
they're viewed, they are fairly similar.
I
So what do you think of the navigation? Hard, easy?
E
It's fairly straightforward. The one with the town was a bit confusing but then I
liked that exercise. I thought that was a much better exercise than the ones with
the pictures.
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But the navigation from one screen to another seems quite straightforward,
right?
Yeah, they’re all single screens, so you can't really get lost in it. In any case it
keeps taking you back even if you don’t want to anyway.
Yeah, that’s about this program, shall we have a quick look at this one
[TriplePlay} so you can compare it in some way?
OK
So this is the final, [means the possible awarding medals the learner can win]
you can get some scores, medals, bronze medal, silver medal......... What do
you think of this design? Can it be a kind of motivation?
Yeah, I don’t have a problem with that; I think that can be quite good, it makes
students aware that that is coming up, they can try for it. Do you get a
certificate?
Yeah you get a medal.
You get your name on it
Yeah, it gives you something like a medal with your name and score on it
Can you print that out?
Yeah.
I think that's good, I like that.
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TriplePlay - English
I
This is called the TriplePlay English, it's a little bit different
Pause while listening to recording, however recording is inaudible.
I
Do you need to set it up? Actually you can.
E Run it off.
I
Go down a little bit yeah this one, try this one.
E
OK. It’s got an icon also.
I
Yeah, last time I tried to run directly from this CD.
An American recording intervenes here:
Welcome to triple play. Music.
I
So this is the first screen and then there are six different kind of activities here.
E
We've got three levels.
I
How do you know that there are three levels?
E
Because there's one, two, three, [laughing]
I
Some people say it's very hard to read the roman figures.
E
I don't have that problem.
I
So this one is different, I mean there were some difficulties. It is very explicit,
right?
E
Yeah. What’s this about? [clicking the red button on top left comer] Hoops, it
took me out. (laughs)
[E clicking the red button on top left comer and accidentally quit the program]
I
So what do you assume about that button?
E
I thought it might have given me information, I didn't know, I didn't recognize
the symbol. So.....
[E clicking to start the program again]
Recording intervenes here:
Music plays. [E clicking once to stop the introduction]
E
So let’s try that one. [the first activity Food and Drink]
Recording
Food and drink.
E
So they're all activities?
I
Yeah, in different levels.
[E clicking to try to listen to different activities]
Recording intervenes here:
Numbers, home and office. Places and transportation. People. Activities.
I
Basically they are the same. So we’ll go through one activity in each level and
see what do you think about them?
[E clicking the activity Places and transportation]
Recording intervenes:
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Places and transportation.
E
Mm. [interesting]
Recording intervenes:
Concentration, [one of the activities in level one]
E
Concentration, [murmuring]
I
So by this one [this screen] do you know how to begin?
E
Well, I guess after a while I suppose I would click, (laughs)
Recording
dessert
I
This is supposed to go into the test and if you click on any square it will give
you the pronunciation.
[E clicking on the square boxes]
Recording intervenes:
Post office. University. Museum. Police Station. Volcano.
E
and what happened? (laughs)
I
It's a little bit confusing? Do you mean they should give you some instructions
or help or hints?
E
Give you a hint, I have no idea (laughs).
[E clicking the test mode button on the bottom]
Recording intervenes:
Find the bank.
E
Find the bank. Oh, I was supposed to be looking at the pictures?
I
Yeah.
E
Oh.
I
So that is a little bit confusing?
Recording intervenes:
No, that's the park.
I
So what do you think of this?
[pointing at the sad face on screen when “No” feedback is given]
Recording:
Find the bank.
I
serve as a feedback?
Recording:
No, that's the farm. Find the bank. No, that's the train station.
E
Yeah, that’s.........[interrupted by recording]
Recording
Find the bank. No, that’s the university. Find the bank. No, that's the post
office. Find the bank. Great. Find the post office.
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E

(laughs) [got one wrong again] Oh no, I wasn't paying attention still. What
does this do? [an step-like icon] That's harder or easier?

I

Yeah, harder or easier.

E

But it also let me get out o f that and get into another exercise. I presume that will
take me back up to that menu w ill it? How did I get there?

I

You mean to the menu?

E

That took me down to the exercise. That’s sort of activity mode. Alright.

I

B y clicking here, you..........[interrupted by E]

E

OK.

Recording intervenes:
Find the restaurant. Find the restaurant. N o, that's the library.
E

The restaurant, I don't know.

Recording:
Find the restaurant. N o, those are the mountains.
E

I'm not very good at this exercise.

Recording:
Find the restaurant.
I

You mean this w ill give you som e, after once or tw ice tries, they should give
you som e kind o f feedback or hint?

E

Ah, not so much; it's okay, it's an activity.

Recording:
That's right.
Find the museum.
E

Oh, that’s restaurant, that’s bathroom. I didn't know what it meant by rest room,
it's a bathroom.

Recording:
Okay,
Find the island.
E

So it gives you different...........[interrupted by recording]

Recording:
N o, those are the mountains.
Find the island.
I

So it’s just confirmation feedback, right?

E

It's

g iv in g

m e m ore than

that b ecau se

different..........[interrupted by recording]
Recording:
Find the mountains. That's right.
Find the library. N o, that’s the stadium.
Find the library. Good.
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Find the stadium.
E

It is different.

I

You mean the feedback?

E

It’s varied and it also tells me if IVe clicked on the wrong thing, it tells me what
it is.

I

So that is called correct response feedback?

E

Y eah. So it's a bit............. [interrupted by recording]

Recording:
Find the police station.
E

Oh that's the wrong thing. Okay, keep going. A lright and this was just like a
discovery screen. So what were these things? [the icon with 1 and 5 on]

I

I think to give you more choices.

E

What's it doing there? I don't follow .

Pause here.
I

Can you sense from one and five? What do they mean? Actually it means one
colum n; when you click here it w ill turn over for five columns; when you click
here it w ill turn over one colum n more, one new column more.

E

Oh I see!

I

So, that's to there.

E

I don't follow .

I

You see that?

E

Yeah, that's that one; that's m oved one and this is m oving five columns and so it
m oves the w hole new screen. I see.

I

It's a little bit confusing; you need a bit o f time to realize that

E

Y eah, a sim pler thing would have been to just have one o f those and you could
set the number, you could set it from, type in one, so you could do it yourself
and then it would be obvious.

I

Y eah, yeah, so that it's not so confusing.

E

It's very confusing; I'd say unnecessary too. I don't see the benefit o f having
....... it's an unnecessary com plication. So w e'll go to this one. [the activity in
level two]

Recording:
Where is it?
E

The next level.

I

L evel two.

E

And this is explore screen?

I

Yeah.
[E clicking on each geographical items]

Recording:
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M exico, the G ulf o f M exico. The Pacific Ocean. The Colorado River. The
R ocky M ountains. Canada. Lake Superior. The Great Lakes. The Mississippi
River. The M ississippi River. Lake M ichigan. Lake M ichigan. The Missouri
River.
E
I
E
I

D oes this do anything?
N o, you’ve to click this one.
They make you noise.
So the noise serves as a kind o f feedback to say you are clicking in the wrong
area.

E

Yeah, the wrong area. So this is getting you to the test there.
[E clicking the test mode button]

Recording intervenes here:
It’s east o f the M ississippi River; it’s on the G ulf o f M exico and it's west of
Georgia.
I

It's hard to find where it is.

E

So east o f M ississippi?......... what all these? [indicating a set o f repeat buttons]

Recording:
It's east o f the M ississippi River; it's on the G ulf o f M exico and it's west of
Georgia.
E

I don't know where Georgia is.
[E clicking on the states on the US map]

Recording:
N o, that's Florida.
N o, that’s M ississippi.
Y es, that's Alabama.
Recording: [next question]
It borders M assachusetts, it borders Canada and it doesn't border Lake Ontario.
E

(laughs) I don’t know, I have no idea.

I

So if you don't know you have to try all the tim e a n d ............[interrupted by
recording]

Recording:
N o, that's N ew York. N o, that's Pennsylvania.
I

So what do you suggest? What kind o f feedback should they give here? If you
have three or four tries you still cannot get the right answer because there are
fifty states.

E

That's right and the other problem with this and w e had a sim ilar problem when
w e were doing the history project and w e had a lot o f geographical questions like
this, and w e had a lot o f American students; the reverse o f this. I'm sitting out
in Australia looking at an American map and I don't know it. W e had American
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students and they had a lot o f problem s and w e had much less place names and
they still found it difficult because it meant nothing to them. The same as this, it
means nothing to me. But this might be alright for an American student.
I

For the students o f other countries it would be very hard.

E

Y es, because that's a lot. It's not a bad exercise and I could have spent more
tim e exploring. I don't know if I would have picked up that degree o f subtlety
o f left o f this river, south o f here.

I

So how can you suggest if after two tries and you cannot get the right answer,
highlight a certain part?

E

W ell, what they could do for a start, that first question, they said east o f the
M ississippi River. I suppose what they could do is if I put "west" o f it then they
could perhaps highlight the river and so then that would halve straight away the
number o f ch oices. They could have degrees o f clues and they could actually
grey out that section and so I know. So I might get less points or whatever but
it’s leading m e to the question. I'm also learning secondary information because
by doing that, I know very clearly that that is the M ississippi River. So if I
encounter it again I'll have that one in my mind. So they could actually give
explanatory feedback in this one and it would work very w ell; whereas in the
other one it w ould not have been appropriate, but this one it would be good.

E

W hat are all these? That's to listen again.

Recording intervenes:
It borders M assachusetts.
E

That's exactly w hat I'm saying. Probably what it could have is like a hint;
maybe it does have a hint; probably it does.

Recording intervenes:
It borders M assachusetts.
I

It only tells you what a border means; if you click here.

Recording intervenes:
France borders Switzerland.
I

France borders Switzerland. Something tells you what border means.

E

Okay and the pink one is France and the yellow one is Switzerland, but if I
wasn't very good at Geography, I wouldn't know that.

Recording intervenes:
France doesn't border Austria.
E

That's not very usefu l at all.

It's very confusing.

separate repeat button]
Recording intervenes:
It borders M assachusetts.
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E

And if I got any hint, it should actually.................if it gave m e the hint there,

[when clicking on the separate repeat button] that would be really good. Instead
of that, [the hint about what border means] when I did that one, I could do it to
listen to a particular clue but when I get that one it actually shows me.
I

Shows you where it is. Oh, that’s a good idea.

E

That would be very good.
[E clicking on another separate repeat button]

Recording intervenes:
It borders Canada.
E

So that one. It ought to........

Recording:
It doesn't border Lake Ontario.
E

W hich is one o f these lakes, I don't know which one.

Recording:
N o, that's W ashington.
N o, that's Montana.
N o, that’s North Dakota.
I

So this is the correct response feedback?

Recording:
N o, that's M aine.
N o, that's N ew Hampshire.
Y es, that's Vermont.
The M ississippi River borders it. It’s north o f Arkansas and it's w est of Illinois.
E

Yeah, it could get better feedback and it could elaborate even when I've got it
right fin ally; it could go through and highlight y e s, w hichever one was
M assachusetts, w hich I don't know . It w ould also be nicer, rather than the
pinpoint, if it actually colored in the map. That's a very sim ple exercise and it's
much better feedback. I don't mind the pins, they're quite clear but I like to get
more direct sort o f feedback. It's interesting.

I

What about level three. Let’s one activity at level three.

Recording intervenes here:
It borders the M ississip p i R iver, it's north o f A rkansas and it borders
W isconsin.
I

So there is no button for you to...............[interrupted by E]

E

So how com e this one didn’t have all those places on here anyway?
[indicating no state borders and names on the practice mode screen]

Recording intervenes here:
The M issouri River.
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E

Surely you can get a different version o f this map because it didn't have all the
state nam es, so how w as I supposed to find out the state names?

I

N o, you can only find it by clicking that................ no, I mean that map. [the
test map]

E
I
E

So this has only got the geographical place, it doesn't have the names.
N o.
That's a fault as w ell. That's a bit strange.
[E clicking an activity at level three]

Recording intervenes here:
V isiting a friend.
E

So it is designed for.................[looking at the screen]

I

So what do you think this button is for? [indicating the new repeat button]

E

I really have no idea (laughs).

Recording intervenes here:
G ood morning, may I help you?
Y es, I need a taxi.
Where are you going?
I'm going to the train station.
H ow much is that?
That w ill be five forty.
How much is a ticket to M exico City?
One way or roundtrip?
Roundtrip please.
That w ill be thirty dollars.
E xcuse me, is this seat free?
Y es, please sit down.
Maria, over here.
H ello Karen.
H ow long was your train ride?
It took three hours.
Have you had lunch yet?
N o, I'm very hungry.
I

So that's finished, the w hole dialogue. Just now you clicked here and it read out
autom atically from the beginning to the end. So this one.......... [interrupted by
E]

E

Reads it slower? maybe?

I

Yeah.
[E clicking the repeat button for speaking slowly]

Recording is now a slow er speed.
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Good morning, may I help you.
Yeah, I need a taxi.
I

W hy do they want to do this? [supply slow speed] for the beginners to imitate?

E

Yeah. I suppose so.

Recording is now a slow er speed
Where are you going?
I’m going to the station.
I

If it is slow ed down do you think the voice is natural?

E

W ell, the better thing w ill be to ........... Can you ju st......... [interrupted by
recording]

Recording:
H ow much is that?
E

Can you just click?

I

Yeah.
[E clicking the dialogue boxes in the picture]

Recording is speeded up. [normal speed]
Good morning may I help you.
Y es, I need a taxi.
Good morning may I help you.
I'm going to the train station.
E

Yeah, I think that’s a better control, [indicating clicking to listen to any of the
dialogue]

I

So the learner can control where they want to listen to.

E

Yeah and that one as you said is a bit unnatural.
[E clicking slow speed button again]

Recording is slow ed down.
I'm going to the train station.
E

[laughing]

I

It is very unnatural, it is slow but unnatural.

E

Yeah, And that's picked up from where I left off, has it?

I

Yeah........... What do you think o f the learner control over the pace?

E

It’s much better, I mean, the learner can decide when to m ove on. It’s better than
the previous one.

E

Is it still playing?

I

N o, you have to click.

Recording is speeded up.
Good morning may I help you.
Recording is slow ed down.
Good morning may I help you.
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E

And it just plays the single one?
[single sentence in the dialogue by clicking the dialogue box]

I

Y eah, yeah.

E

Okay. And then that records does it? [pointing at a icon button with microphone
on]

I

Y eah, records. And so by this one, [the word pronunciation button] you can
split the sentence down to individual words. W hy do they want to do that?
[E clicking the word pronunciation buttons]

Recording:
M ay / 1 / help / you?
E

W ell, can I see the text as w ell?

I

Y ou m ean there should be som e text pop up if you click this; [the word
pronunciation button] that would be better?

E

W ell, I w ould im agine you’d want to see, but again I don't know its design. I
suppose if its listening skills, perhaps that's appropriate.
[E hint button]

Recording intervenes at a slow speed.
M ay I help you.
H ow may I help you?
M ay I help you?
I

To give you more examples?

E

A lright, yes. I see. And I know it’s this one because that starts it. I think I
w ould make that more obvious. There's no reason why its such a little .........
it w ould be nice if it actually coloured it in or made it som ething brighter. It
doesn't stand up very w ell.

I

To indicate to the learner.............. [interrupted by E]

E

Y es, where you're up to. So I click there, [clicking a sentence button]

Recording intervenes again:
That w ill be thirty dollars.

_

I

And you can also...........[interrupted by E]

E

That w ill be thirty dollars........ [murmuring] That’s more words?
[E clicking the last word pronunciation button]

Recording intervenes:

.

Thirty dollars.
E

So it doesn’t match how many words there.

Recording
H ow long was your train ride?
E

H ow long w as your train r id e ? ............. [murmuring] That's done every word;
that one put thirty dollars together.
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Recording intervenes here:
Excuse me is this seat free?
E

E xcuse me is this seat free? So it did all those words but it didn't do all those
words. Anything else or just that one?

Recording intervenes here:
H ow much is that?
I'm going to the train station.
E

N o, that was just a chance one. Alright.

Recording intervenes:
That w ill be thirty dollars.
E

I just happened to find the seat one that's all. The suitcase, it's gone now.

Recording intervenes:
Y es, please sit down.
E

I wonder if that was meant to be there. That w as the seat wasn’t it? You have to
get it on the right spot, [trying the highlight spot on the seat]

Recording intervenes:
Seat.
I

But it's not explicit; right? when your mouse m oved here, it appeared, otherwise
the learner does not know that.

E

N o, and it's not consistent. If you haven't done it in every stream it's not very
useful.

I

You mean it should be consistent, for exam ple, if you click here there should be
the suitcase.

E

The suitcase, the bag, whatever it's called. A lso here, if it's going to display the
right number o f words, then it should have done it for this chap as w ell, which it
didn't do. W e can do both bits. Alright.

Recording intervenes here:
That w ill be thirty dollars.

I\

E

That w ill be thirty dollars. That’s........[interrupted by

I

That w ill be thirty dollars, another box. [they put thirty dollars in one box]

E

W ell, it's interesting isn't it, because you think it's the number o f words.
Som eone would think that was one word; thirty dollars is like one word. That's
what it looks like, doesn't it?

I

Yeah. B y clicking here you can have the test.

E

Oh dear, I don't like these tests. They're too tricky. It's got "help” has it?

I

Yeah, so if you don't know you can get a hint.

E

One, tw o, three...............[trying to figure out the meaning]

I

B y this hint do you know how to do this test? Is the hint very clear?

E

I have no idea what it means. One, tw o, three, I don’t know.
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[E clicking the test dialogue box]
Recording intervenes here:
H ow long was your train ride?
It took three hours.
I

So you click on the hint again. What does this mean? What is the arrow?

E

One, tw o, three. I’d have to drag it, perhaps.

I

Yeah, so that is not very clear, right?

E

But it’s gone now , where did it go?

I

Otherwise you can drag this.

E

It's still there.

Recording intervenes:
H ow long was your train ride?
It took three hours.
H ow long was your train ride?
It took three hours.
E

But it’s both o f them so it doesn't matter.
[E trying to drag each dialogue box back to its picture, when the box is clicked,
the dialogue is played]

Recording intervenes:
E xcuse m e, is this seat free?
Y es, please sit down.
H ow much is a ticket to M exico City?
One w ay or roundtrip?
H ow much is a ticket to M exico City?
One w ay or roundtrip?
H ow much is that?
That w ill be five forty.
H ow much is that?
That w ill be five forty.
Maria, over here. Maria over here.
H ello Karen.
I

So, no feedback?

E

It plays it tw ice, yeah.

Recording intervenes again:
Roundtrip please.
That w ill be thirty dollars.
E

That’s a bug there.

I

Yeah.

Recording
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Roundtrip please.

.

That w ill be thirty dollars.
I

So that's a basically the three levels. So what do you think o f the feedback in
this program in comparison with the feedback in that one? [Listen]

E

I find m aybe I don't know , m aybe the buttons you w ould get used to, I think
their navigation is very difficult

I

In this one?

E

Y eah.

I think the range o f activities is better, better structured and more

interesting and more potential, but the navigation is difficult and I think it would
be hard for a student to do this by them selves; they would need som e assistance
the first tim e through to know what to do because it's not clear and I didn't
understand that at all. It would be better if they had done an animation of that,
[the hint for how to drag]
I

You mean animation is a little bit better?

E

Yeah, I didn't know what that meant. It didn't mean anything to me, just one,
tw o, three. The help w as not very helpful. A gain I'd agree with you about the
slow . I think that's no use at all. I'd get rid o f those buttons.[the set o f repeat
buttons] It would be better to just go to the one I want to hear, [dialogue boxes
in the picture] [clicking one o f the dialogue boxes]

Recording intervenes:
How much is that?
E

That's more appropriate and I'd just give sligh tly better feedback on it, so I
know w hich one I've selected. That's quite good. I think they’re more bugs
than anything, [thirty dollars is put in one pronunciation box] I think that's a
m istake that they made rather than.....................I’d guess, because that would
be very m isleading because if I w a s ............. (?inaudible words) I would think
that w as one word. If I was hearing another language and I heard a sound like
that I would assume it was a single word, so that's not very good.

I

Thirty and dollars, that should be two words.

E

That’s right; so they have to be careful about inconsistencies and doing things
like that, [having the hot spot on the seat] that w ould be cute? but it's not very
consisten t Although, I can see the point o f doing it because he mentions "seat"
but they don't appear to do it anywhere else. So I don’t think that's very useful
either. They don’t seem to use any words in these things, do they?

I

Y ou m ean......[interrupted by E]

E

There's no written text, is that deliberate?

I

I'm not sure. You mean when you click the dialogue there should be some way
o f displaying text?
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E

It w ould be nice to have an alternate to flick so you could put the words up if
you want to. If you wanted to view the text you could.

I

So you w ould have both the sound and the visual picture.

E

Y es, because if this program were being used by say at a primary school, they
w ould need to have the words as w ell; and I w ould im agine the same for non
English speaking.

I

Yeah, that's true, especially when you listen.

E

Y ou see pictures can be very confusing because people from different cultures
can read different things into pictures. Like the picture with the park in the other
package.[L isten] W hen I saw the dog there, even though it was saying "are
dogs allow ed in this park" and even though there was a dog there, because in
W ollongong they don't allow dogs in parks, I assume that's a mistake, that the
dog shouldn't have been there.

I

You mean the cultural background plays a very important part in understanding
this kind o f thing?

E

That's right, so you don't believe what you see in fact and you have to be careful
with these things. What you or I see w ill be very different to what someone else
w ill see to what som eone else w ill see. So you can't make assumptions, and
that's w hy I would be very wary o f those quizzes which rely purely on pictures;
unless they're separated. That's w hy you need to break pictures into their
com ponents and give the person a chance to explore. That’s why I do like the
explore idea first before the quiz; that's a good model but you still have to bear in
mind...... or like the country quiz didn't even let me see........oh not the country,
the states. It didn't let me find out what all the states were and I have no idea
because I'm not American, (laughs)

I

So what do you think o f the learner control here in comparison with the previous
one?

E

It's a lot better in terms o f the levels, and as I said, I like the idea o f being able to
test m yself at a more and more harder level. I think there's a satisfaction in
thinking "okay I can do all these ones at level one and now I can advance to level
two". Y ou can jump about. Once you get used to that [navigation buttons]
you've got that red is taking you back a level and green is going down a level so
that probably..........[interrupted by I]

I

So that colour makes a difference? Red usually............. [interrupted by E]

E

It's strange to have red; no the red was the wrong w ay, it's the other way. I got
confused again, it was the other way; red was stop. So red was backing her out,
green w as taking her dow n. I don't think it [the arrow on the navigation
buttons] w as pointing in the right direction for me (laughs).
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I

It seem s the international idea that green should be to go on, walk or like that.
Red should be stop.

Pause here.
E

Y ou see that, to me that arrow [on the navigation button] is pointing in the
wrong direction; that should be pointing down because that takes you down to
another level.

I

That's true. So you mean this arrow should be in this direction?

E

Yeah. That’s level say one, tw o. So you've got levels within levels as well.

I

So you mean the learner can control the different levels, harder or easier, so the
learner control is a little bit better than that one? [Listen]

E

Yeah, I think it's a lot better. There really was very little learner control on the
other one. [Listen] Even though you had the choice on the menu, once you're in
it, that was it, you couldn't do anything else with it. This has got learning to it
as w ell because it gives you that explore screen beforehand. It allow s you to
learn the material before you go in and test yourself and you can do that for as
much as you want, so that's com plete learner control. So I'd say I would rate
this one very highly on that. The navigation buttons are just a bit quirky and that
could do with improvement. But then by comparison they’re minor things. I'd
think this one is much better.

I

So is this about numbers?

Recording intervenes here:
H ow much is it?
Pause here.
E

You could change it to digital.

I

So by blinking that means you have to begin from here.

E

Is that what it means?

I

When you click here.

E

A lright that turns into a clock. I thought that’s what it was going to do. So I
can’t do anything more here. I thought I m ight be able to drag these numbers
dow n.

I

Yeah but you have to begin from here, [the test button]

Recording intervenes here:
N inety nine thousand four hundred and forty four.
I

The number you have to drag.

E

N ow I do.

Pause here, [dragging the number down to answer sheet]
I

You can check your answer w ith ........ [pointing to a hint button]

Recording intervenes here:
Too bad keep trying.
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E

F orty-four, oh........

I

Too bad keep trying that serves as a feedback but it doesn't tell you the correct
answer, but here the text is displayed. What do you think o f this kind o f tool or
should they read it again?

E

The talking w as m isleading to the .............. m ism atch. Is that what you're
saying? Y eah, so it said one thing but in actual fact it told you som ething else
and that's in chalk style and this is a different format too.

I

What do you mean by different format?

E

W ell, this has sort o f lik e hand drawn characters; see the ‘fours’ are different.
That's a foundation style o f drawing, that's the current w ay they draw in
prim ary sch ools now .

They don't do it that w ay anym ore, that's the old

fashioned way. The sam e with that, that's no longer used.
I

You mean this is just playing a m essage. So the standard answer should be the
same format as this one.

E

T h a t's.................

I

But do you think the children have any difficulties understanding this four and
this four and this four in different formats?

E

N o, they m ight not have difficulty but one o f the things they're trying very hard
at schools is to teach them the correct way, which is actually this way [the chalkstyle w ay], w hich is not that way and not that rounded like that. And they do
have problem s because they get confused with letters as w ell; that's why they
stopped doing that; that's like a "g". [the printed nine] There are very good
reasons w hy they want them. So to reinforce them with the wrong font would
in fact be very bad.

I

Oh, that’s a very good point. For the children it could be very confusing with
this one.[the printed nine that looks like ‘g ’]

E

Y ou and I m ight see very clearly but some children might not recognize those
tw o as being the same thing, [the chalk-style nine and printed-style nine] if that's
all they've ever seen, [the chalk-style numbers] They could be totally different.
Y ou have to w atch out for things like that. N ow I thought there's an eraser I
might be able to take up to rub out the three. Can I keep going? I thought it said I
could............ [clicking on the repeat listening button]

Recording intervenes here:
N inety-nine thousand four hundred and forty-four.
E

So that rubs it out.

Recording intervenes here:
Ten thousand eight hundred and thirty-seven.
E

So I couldn't get a chance to fix up my answer.

I

N o, it means you cannot correct it.
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E

Yeah, and that's not very good either, not very satisfying.

I

So before you choose the correct answer you can erase that; you just click that.

E

It rubbed the w hole thing, ooh (laughs). I thought I could just rub out a single
number. I can't put it down there and then say.............. I can't get rid of it
once I've put it there.

I

N o, oh, you mean if you get only this one wrong you can just erase this single
number?

E

Yeah, that would be nice if you could change that, drag it and just put it on there
and it would block it out.

I

From the point o f view o f design is that easy or more difficult?

E

Y eah, oh, I don't know actually, we'd probably do the sam e thing; it's a
programming problem that one.

Recording intervenes here:
Bad luck try again.
E

I don't listen very w ell, do I?

I

And also this format is different

E

W ith that one they've got a line there, [the short line at the bottom of one] The
reason they do that is to distinguish it very clearly from the seven. Because they
put that on it starts to look lik e a seven when students draw it. It's a similar
thing I suppose.

I

So this is d ig ita l.............. [E clicking the digital clock]

Recording intervenes here:
Three forty-two.
E

Three forty-two. N ow I'll try something just to be difficult.
[dragging the numbers to match three forty-tw o] Check, [clicking the check
button]

Recording intervenes again:
Sorry, try again.
E

You see, it's a twenty-four hour clock, but again they've done the same thing, it
may be deliberate.

_

I

But the second one they didn't say "pm or am" it just says three forty-two.

E

Which is legitim ate on a digital clock.

I

But do you think they w ill have these kind o f questions, fifteen hundred or
something like that?

E

It should allow for it, they should have thought about it. What they should have
had, if they're going to have a clock, they should have a tw elve hour or a
twenty-four hour clock.

Recording intervenes here:
Three forty-two.
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E

I just did three forty-tw o.

Recording:
Three forty-tw o. Three forty-two.
E

So do I have to get it right before it w ill let m e m ove on; perhaps that’s what it’s
doing.

Recording again:
That's right.
I

So if you get it wrong so you cannot go on?

E

Y eah, it looks lik e that....... What does the help do?............ Oh dear! [laughing]
ThatTl be confusing too. They have faded it out at least; it's slightly better but
still I don't find that very clear at all. It's probably a bit sim plistic that one.
[E clicking to quit the activity and back to Menu]

I

I mean if this program is used for the students o f foreign language. Do you
think they can understand only by these pictures what they mean?

E

W ell, ex cep t................

Recording intervenes:
Food and drink.
I

So if he had no idea about what food and drink mean, only by looking at these
pictures, Food and drink seem okay, Numbers seem s okay, What about this
one home and office?

Recording intervenes:
H om e and office.
I
E

H om e and office, but this picture..........[interrupted by E]
There’s no office, yeah.
[the picture with only a home building, but the tittle “Home and O ffice.]

Recording intervenes:
Places and transportation.
People.
End o f interview.

[The tape ran to the end, so the rest o f the interview was recorded by the interviewer's
note taking.]

The follow in g is the continued interview noted down by interviewer because the tape
ran to the end.
E

Y eah, that could be confusing, as I m entioned ju st now , people can read
different things into pictures. Icons with texts in this case might be better.
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I

Y eah........... W ell, that’s about this program. Just one last question. What do

you think

about the score offered at the end o f each unit in previous program

(Listen!) in

comparison with no score offered at all in this program?

E

W ell, score can serve as a kind o f motivation to some learners, but to others, like
m e, I prefer this program [TriplePlay]. I w ould like to learn by exploring
because when you have score there [pointing to the screen], you probably pay
more attention to the score itself, people like to have a good score, you know,
but when you don't have score at all you can explore more freely with no..... .
you know, (shrugging) frustration. You feel free to learn.

I

Yeah. That’s true. W ell, Thank you very much.

E

That's all right.

End o f interview
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Transcript of Interview with Expert C
Length of Interviewing Time: 120 minutes
Software Packages: Listen! and TriplePlav English
E = Expert
I = Interview er
[ ...] = C ontextual inform ation

Listen from Eurotalk and Heinemann
E

D o you w ant m e to look at any o f these in particular or just go through them?

I

Y ou can go through them . There are ten lesso n s here and one quiz based
these ten lesson s, and here you can record your voice.

E

OK.
[expert clicking the first activity Time]

E

So w hat’s this?

A recorded lesson intervenes here:
C hoose the clock that m atches the tim e you hear.
W hat tim e is it?
It’s a quarter past fiv e.
Pardon.
A quarter past five.
[E clicking the right clock]
Y es, it’s quarter past five.
W hat tim e is it?
E

W hat country is this com ing from?

I

It’s from Britain.

Recording:
W hat tim e is it?
It's tw enty past tw elve.
Pardon?
T w enty past tw elve.
E

A nd w hat age group, any

I

T his one is supposed to be eight or nine or above. I can't find it.

E

It doesn't matter.

Recording:
W hat tim e is it?
It's ten to seven .

age group?
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I

So what do you think if this is used as a listening program for teaching. What
age group do you think it aims at?

E

M y first im pression is that there are tw o many options here. There are too many
distractions and the fact that they're all different styles, also makes it difficult; I
don't mean ju st digital, I mean the fact that there are so many different clocks.
A lso the clarity o f som e o f them isn't very good and if it's aimed at young
people in particular, they would have trouble with roman numerals and quite a
lot o f them w ould have trouble even with analogue tim e. So the problem with
this particular exercise is that there is prerequisite knowledge; they need to know
how to tell the tim e before they know how to understand.

Recording intervenes here:
What time is it?
It's five past eleven.
I

Yeah, and also here it's twenty four hours clock.

E

Yeah, so there are really a lot o f different m essages in this screen that are going
to be confusing, which w ill distract from listening and comprehension exercises.

I

So no feedback here?

Recording intervenes:
What time is it?
It's five past eleven.
Pardon?
Five past eleven.
I

Suppose you choose the wrong answer.

E

W ell, the feedback for the positive ones, that's fine, but what I don't like is that
it goes on autom atically. What I w ould like to do is, I mean the w hole thing is
user control. They're not letting m e control when I'm ready to go to the next
sound. A s soon as I get it right they go on. What I would like is another button
that says "play the next time" so that I control, so that when I'm ready I can hear
the next sound rather than just rush straight into i t

I

Actually this is controlled by the machine now.

E

Y es.

I

So the learner has no control at all.

E

The learner is out o f control o f when they go on.

Recording intervenes here:
N o, try again.
N o, try again.
N o, try again.
Y es, it's one twenty.
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I

So what do you think o f this kind o f feedback so you can try until you get the
right answer?

E

The feedback doesn't help m e at all because it's just telling me ''yes'' or "no" and
there's no learning in the sense that if I get it wrong, there's no reinforcement to
say "well, listen again" or whatever.

I

It doesn’t say w hy you’re wrong

E

Because I just randomly click
[E clicking the clocks randomly.

Recording intervenes here:
N o, N o, N o, N o, try again.
N o, try again.
E

What needs to happen is after I get it w rong....[listening to the sound]

Recording:
What time is it?
It's four-thirty.
N o, try again.
E

There needs to be som e interaction that helps m e work out what the correct
sound is, what the correct clock is, and there’s no....... [click the repeat button] I
want to test this.

Recording here:
What time is it?
It's eight-thirty.
Pardon
It's eight-thirty.
E

W hat I want to test is..........

Recording:
N o, try again,
N o, try again.

(Repeats same tw elve tim es)
Y es, it's eight thirty.
E

So I get one point for that but there's no lim it on how many tim es you can keep
going; you can go on forever.

I

Yeah.

E

W hat I w ould do, I mean, in the programs that I've designed in the past, what
w e w ould alw ays do is put a lim it on how many w rongs you can get,
particularly in grammar exercises, this kind o f thing exacdy. U sually if it's a
practise program w e w ould put three attempts; if you're wrong after three
attempts, what w e figure is "okay you really don't know". If you don't get it
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right in three, the likelihood is you don't know what the answer is, so why
should I let you keep on clicking; virtually, it looks lik e I could click forever
before that and there's no intervention.
I

So in that case if you give them three tries, after that what kind o f feedback
would you give?

E

W ell, at this lev el what I w ould do is highlight, sim ply highlight the clock and
probably play the tim e at the sam e tim e. So I would highlight the correct time
and play it.

I

So actually you give the right answer.

E

Y es, alw ays, you m ust alw ays give the right answer. The student must know
what the answer is, otherwise there’s no purpose to the exercise. If you let them
w alk away w ithout know ing the answer, then w hat’s the point. They must
know the answer. If it w as a test activity, then I w ould only give them one
attempt

I

Each question you mean?

E

Y es, if it was a te st

Recording intervenes here:
What time is it?
It's quarter to six.

Pardon?
It's quarter to six.
Y es, it's quarter to six.
I

So in this part, what the learner can control is actually nothing at all?

E

The only control they have is listen again.

I

Oh, the same information you can listen to it as many tim es as you can.

E
I
E
I

Y es.
Do you think, I mean, the program should control that?
How many tim es you can listen?
Yeah, I mean if it was the sam e piece o f inform ation and the student can listen
and listen.

E

Yeah, w ell again, in the programs that I have designed in the past that are very
sim ilar to this; usually there's a steped exercise, say there's a sim ple level first;
numbers is a good exam ple, w e have numbers up to fifty and then we have
numbers up to a hundred and then w e have a m odule o f numbers up to ten
thousand; say in Japanese. N ow , in the numbers up to fifty, because it’s more
basic, w e let them play the sound as many tim es as they lik e, but then in the
numbers and the sam e for a hundred, but when you get to ten thousand, you're
not really introducing much m ore in terms o f new things. Y ou’re really only
introducing thousands. So what w e w ould do at that stage w e w ould limit how
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m any tim es they can hear an exercise. So it’s a progression which starts o ff
giving as much help as possible to the student but then as they step through to a
hundred, numbers to a hundred and then numbers to a thousand, w e make it
more d ifficu lt
I
E

Different levels o f difficulty.
Y es. A s I say the big problem with this one is that there are lot o f pre-learning
assumptions about listening activity.

I

The students m ust have know ledge before listening.

E

There's a lot o f know ledge; as you said there's analogue and digital, there's
tw elve hour and twenty-four hour; there are Arabic and roman numerals. That's
a lot o f pre-know ledge, and in primary school, I don't know what the state is at
the m om ent, but they m ight not even do roman numerals anymore in primary
sch ools.

I
E

Y ou mean here?
Here in Australia, N ew South W ales, and if this is meant for primary school age
children, and the presentation suggests that it is, then that could be a serious
problem , because what they're doing, effectively what you’re doing is you're
taking away the m eaning o f those numbers and they have to work out the time
by the hands or by looking at the other clock, or by guessing what that means,
and not all children are going to be intelligent enough to work that actually
m eans, one, tw o, three, four. So there's a lot o f assumed know ledge that’s
incorporated in this.

I

So what do you think o f the score? The first tim e you played right, you got five
points, and the second and third time it was different.

E

The thing when I clicked and clicked and clicked and clicked, I still got one point
when I got it right That's why I did every clock to see what would happen.

I

D oes that also serve the purpose o f kind o f feedback?

E

W ell, not at the m om ent, it doesn’t mean anything. It's thirty-three out o f what?
There needs to be thirty-three out o f..............

I

W hen you click here you get a final report

E

W hat I want to do is finish this first. That's volum e so I can stop this at any
tim e.

I

B y this it means you can control the sequence.

E

Y es, but the feedback inform ation, there's nothing on that screen that tells m e,
because it goes on automatically, a student is going to feel locked in because they
keep getting another sound. Here's another one, here's another one, here's
another one, and the student is thinking "well, when does this stop"? D o they
only give you ten, do they only give you twenty, does it just go on forever?
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I

So you mean on the screen there should be som e kind o f indication about your
ow n progress.

E

W ell, again, the w ay I w ould design is ............
[E clicking the Menu button and returning to the Menu screen]

Recording intervenes:
In that lesson you scored fifty-five percent.
E

Thirty-three out o f sixty. See the alternative you can do is here, when you click
on tim e, you ask how many do you want to hear. So the student can say ten and
you get ten.

I

You give the control to the learner.

E

Y eah, you give them control over how long the lesson is. B ecause not every
student w ill realize that they can stop at any tim e because there's nothing on the
screen to suggest that, they’re not told that they can stop at any time.
[E clicking another activity Parts o f the car]

Recording intervenes:
Listen to each sentence, choose the part o f the car you hear described.
I

So what do you think o f the verbal voice and also the m essage displayed here?
[indicating the instruction m essage which goes out in a few seconds]

E

That's fine, that's fine.

Recording intervenes:
One, if you want to look at the engine or if you want to check the oil you must
lift this.
E

This is a problem because I'm not sure whether I'm meant to click here [bonnet]
or click here.[small dot pointing to the bonnet]

Recording intervenes:
Y es, it's the bonnet.
I

So how should the program indicate that?

E

W ell, at the very beginning they did an interesting thing with the British and the
U .S . flags; they highlighted the w hole flag. Y ou could easily do exactly the
sam e thing here and you could do it when your m ouse m oved; that highlights
when you m ove on to the screen that highlights, if you m ove on to the bonnet
that highlights; so you would have hotspots that actually highlighted the whole
object as you m oved over i t And then it's easy for the student; it doesn't matter
w hether they click there, because if m y cursor is here that's going to be
highlighted and I know that I'm in the right place.

E

That is what w e found exactly w ith this program [TriplePlay] when you move
your m ouse to certain parts they are highlighted.

Recording intervenes:
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Two: This is where you put your luggage, that is your suitcases or bags when
you ’re traveling.
E

B ut now that I’ve done one, it's obvious what I've got to do.

Recording intervenes:
Y es, it's the boot.
Y ou need to open it to get in to the car.
Y es, it’s the door.
Four. W hen you're driving you should have both your hands on it.
E

I presume you have to go here; that doesn't do anything. I have to actually click
on.

Recording intervenes:
N o, try again.
E

I got that wrong once, so I'm clicking the w heel. What I want to do is click the
w heel.

Recording intervenes.
N o, try again.
E

B ecause that was very confusing.

I

N ot clear.

E

N ot clear where it's going.

Recording intervenes:
Y es, it's the steering w heel.
E

I only got one point for that.

I

One point, that’s the third try, right?

E

Yeah.

Recording intervenes:
Y ou can't see w ell when you're driving if it isn't clean.
E

So if I get that one wrong one,..and then w e’ll get it right
[clicking the wrong part to see how many points to get by second right]

Recording intervenes:
N o, try again.
Y es, it’s the windscreen.
E

Three. OK, three points for second try.

Recording intervenes:
Six: it's made o f rubber and filled with air.
[E clicking the right one the first time]
Y es, it's the tyre.
There is one at the front and one at the back o f the car to protect it if it bumps
into som ething.
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E

N ow that's interesting. W hat I w ould do with that one is have both o f them
because it tells me that there's one at the front and one at the back so they should
put one o f these at the front and one at the back.

Recording intervenes:
Y es it's the bumper.
E

This im plies that there are a number that I have to do but what's my score going
to be? Is it going to be the ones that I've attempted?

Recording intervenes:
In that lesson you scored thirty-eight percent.
E

N o. So they're scoring me out o f the w hole number that need to be done, not
the number that I attempt

I

So that score doesn't really reflect your performance.

E

The alternative to that is to give you the score out o f the number attempted;
because again that's taking aw ay control because what that does is help the
student realise that. It's forcing you to actually do every single one to get the
score.

Recording intervenes:
E

Ah, it’s not randomized.

Recording:
Y es, it's the bonnet.
Two: this is where you put your luggage, that is your suitcases or bags.
Y es, it's the boot.
I

So what’s the problem with that?

E

The fact that it’s not randomized means that once I do this, the next time I do it
it's identical and every other tim e after that it's identical, so I can learn the
pattern. I can learn the pattern o f where the....... it doesn't test m e. Again the
w ay that I w ould design this w ould be so that, how many are there? Twenty,
twenty items? So that they came up randomly every time you went in.

Recording intervenes:
Three: you need to open it to get in to the car.
Y es, it's the door.
Four. W hen you’re driving you should have both your hands on it.
Y es, it's the steering w heel.
I

That means the next time when you practise, even before the sound finished,...

E

Yeah, I clicked that before they even finished the sound and I got it right

I

So it doesn't mean anything.

E

That's really bad. The program m ust have som ething in the ....?? that says
''wait until the sound is finished” before you let m e click the answer, because I
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remembered what this w as going to be from the first tim e that I did it; and it lets
m e click the answer before they even hear the sound.
I

So that is an error in the design?

E

It’s an error in design; it's not the program m er’s the problem , it's the
instructional design. H ow can you test that you know a sound if you let me
answer it before you hear it? Let's go out o f this one.
[E clicking Menu button]

Recording intervenes:
In that lesson you scored thirty-three percent
I

So this serves as a kind o f feedback, right?

E

Y eah, it should stay there though. That should stay on the screen so that I can
figure out what it's telling me because my reaction to that is "hang on, what is
seven ty-five, how do I get to seventy-five points"? I assum e that it's seventyfiv e divided by five. I mean I can work that out but a child probably can't.
Seventy-five divided by five that I mean, how many questions there are and how
many I've attempted.

I

Y ou mean the m essage should stay a longer tim e or give the control to the
learner.

E

Yeah, It should give m e the control; let me go when I've finished reading.

I

So that report usually serves as a summarization.

E

Yeah. Yeah.

Recording intervenes:
In the picture you w ill see Mr. and Mrs. Martin and their two children Cathy and
D ave. After you hear each sentence, choose "true or false".
Mr. Martin wears glasses when he reads.
I

Another problem with this is the m essage and the song pass so quickly. When a
learner at this stage gets confused, how can he do it?

E

Instruction?

I

D o you think it's necessary for the student to get some help to read the message?

E

The student control environm ent o f this is really poor, the w hole thing. I mean
there is a menu but that doesn't really.............. that takes you back to the front.
There should be a "quit" or som ething on every screen and all o f those
intervening screens, you must give control to the student; wherever possible you
m ust g iv e control to the student including m oving from screen to screen.
B ecause if you're a slow reader and I'm a fast reader how do you judge how
long to leave that [instructions] on there?

I

That is another issue; the learner control has much to do w ith the student's
ability.
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E

Y es, because otherw ise you're assum ing that I can read that within a certain
amount o f tim e but if I can’t, you can never get back to that. That result screen
[summary report] you can never get back because once it's finished it goes to the
menu and that information is gone.

Recording intervenes here:
You're right.
N obody here is interested in books.
You're right.
W hen the Martins watch TV they sit in another room.
N o, you're wrong.
Cathy is listening to m usic as she does her homework.
E

That's the sam e problem about m oving on before I'm ready to hear what they're
saying. They alm ost go together. “N o, you’re wrong. Cathy....... ”

I

So the learner has no chance to recognize whether his responses are right or
wrong

E

If I w as a foreign speaker trying to learn through this m ethod, that would be
really confusing, because it just goes "no, you're wrong Cathy"; there's virtually
no break.

I

So are you suggesting that you give the control to the learner to m ove to the next
screen.

E

It’s the same problem. W hat I would have definitely is "play the next item" so
they can hear "no, that's wrong". I mean if you want to only have that amount
o f feedback, that's fine, but you m ust then be able to give control to the user to
say "okay I’m ready for the next one so that I can concentrate on what I'm going
to hear". It’s hopeless having the program saying "no, you're wrong Cathy"
w hatever is said about Cathy, because I'm still listening to the "no, you're
wrong bit" and then suddenly I find that I’m being presented with the next
com prehension bit.

I

Another thing about this true and false exercise, if you choose "true or false" do
you think it’s necessary to give the students a kind o f exem plary feedback to say
w hy you are wrong or w hy you are right?

E

W ell, this program has obviously decided that all they're going to do is give "yes
or no" feedback. But yes, to be more helpful and more useful as a learning tool,
it w ould be very easy, since the sounds are already in there, to add on an
explanation o f w hy they are right or wrong, particularly in this one. On this
one, the previous question was about "do they lik e books" and as soon as you
say "no, that's wrong" you could say sim ply "because there are a number of
books on the bookshelf it means that they like reading books". I mean it would
be very easy; you're writing one sim ple sentence into............
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I

D o you mean in the instructional design side, that's not a problem at all?

E

N o, and you could even actually have another button that gave the user control
explanation; w hen you get it wrong you could show a button that said
"explanation" and you could click the explanation; you could highlight the
graphic; you could have a sound; you could do lots o f things.

I

In that sense the learner would like to see that explanation here he can click that
button

E

Yeah, clicks the button.

I

If he doesn't want to know .

E

D oesn't want to know. A lw ays what you should lean towards is giving the user
control o f everything as much as possible and that's usually virtually everything.
There's no reason why the user can't control the lesson.

Recording intervenes here:
Cathy is listening to m usic as she does her homework.
I

H ow can you realize which one is Cathy if there are two fem ales here?

E

Y ou can't.

W ell, presumably this one because she's got books on her lap and

this one because she's reading a newspaper and probably isn’t doing homework.
But you can't decide that for sure because this could be homework that involves
reading a newspaper. Go to a newspaper and find out whatever. It's also not a
very good question about listening to m usic because you actually can’t be sure
whether she's listening to m usic or not. Sim ply because there's no record player
or stereo or anything in the picture; it doesn't necessarily mean that she isn't
listening to m usic. Y ou would assume that she isn't but for instance she could
have a W alkman beside her. And I presume that's an earring. Let's say it's
false. It's not a very good question that one.
I
E
I
E

D o you mean the questions are not going w ell with the picture.
Yeah.
So that is a design problem or a program problem?
N o, that's a design problem.

Recording intervenes here:
You're right.
D ave is watching TV.
E

A gain w e sort o f have to assume that this is Dave.

Recording intervenes:
Y ou’re right.
The Martins like animals.
I

For native speakers there is no problem in assuming which is David?

E

N o, that’s right.

Recording intervenes:
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Mrs. Martin is sitting down reading the paper.
E

W ell, I presume that's fairly straightforward. But the interesting thing with that
one is it's a double barrel. A ll o f the others so far have only been one action,
w atching the TV and doing the hom ework, reading the paper. This one is a
compound sentence. She is sitting down and she is reading the paper.

I

You mean sentence structure is a bit more complicated.

E

Yeah, it's more com plicated.

Recording intervenes:
You're right.
They like plants.
E

N ow it's gone back to a sim ple sentence.

I

You mean when you design this kind o f program you m ust pay attention to the
language level, the com plexity o f language?

E

Y es, not only from vocabulary; I mean you have to assum e that they know the
vocabulary o f all o f these things in the house, but the grammar o f that sentence
structure is different for that one sentence. A ll the others so far were simple
sentences with one noun, one verb, one subject, one object and that one has a
double, it's a compound sentence, it has two; w hich means that the student is
going along at this lev el and then suddenly there's a sentence at this level and
now it's gone back to sim ple sentence. W hat I wondered was whether they
were going to go that w ay all o f the tim e to the rest o f the exercise, but they
didn't; they've gone back down again.

I

So that is a problem o f design, the language designers.

E

The content design there, I would say that's a mistake by the content designer.

Recording intervenes here:
You're right.
It's eight-thirty.
E

That’s a funny one to have in this because it's testing a tim e component when
this one is supposed to be about testing the things in the hom e. I wouldn't have
described the time as being a thing in the home.

Recording intervenes here:
N o, you're wrong.
I

So this is also a content design problem. I mean this item is com pletely out of
the content.

E

It stepped outside what I would think o f notionally as the contents o f the home;
it's a different notion, it's a different concept. If it said "the clock on the top
sh e lf sh ow s seven o'clock", at least that's referring to the clock and not
necessarily to the tim e and it's also testing the tim e and it's probably more
com plex than what this is aimed a t
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I

So the student has to find out things like where is the text, where is the clock, to
indicate the time.

E

Yeah. The linguistic design person has to say "in this exercise I am testing this"
and “I am testing it at this level” and if there are tw enty exam ples, they must
make sure that they all fit in to those tw o com ponents. And so far there are two;
there was a grammar one which had a compound sentence; it had a sitting down
and a reading; all the others were sim ple, and there is a tim e concept which is not
necessarily som ething that you w ould im ply; so they've stepped out for two
reasons.

Recording intervenes here:
You're right.
Mr. Martin is reading a book.
You're right.
A w indow is open in the living room.
You're right.
[E clicking Menu button to quit the activity]
Recording
In that lesson you scored eighty-three percent
I

It's letting you finish the w hole question.

E

There should be a full stop there, [in the result report] A grammar mistake. How
many more o f these do you want me to look at?

I

W hat about this one, The Johnson’s House.

Recording intervenes:
L isten to each conversation, choose the correct room in the Johnsons’ house.
C lick on the back door to begin.
E

That’s a grammar error, [indicating the apostrophe in the Johnsons’]

I

Y eah, the apostrophe should be before ‘s ’ ?

E

Yeah.

Pause here.
[E clicking to find how to begin] _
E

That’s a red door.

I

So that's confusing a little bit, two red doors.

E

There are tw o right answers and they have only accepted one.

Recording intervenes:
A: H i, com e in. Good to see you.
B: I’m so glad you’re able to com e over this evening.
C: H i, it's good to see both o f you too.
A: It's been a w hile since w e last got together.
D: I haven't been here since you redecorated; it looks great
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B: W ell, it took us a w hile but it's finally finished.
D: W ow , that's a new painting over the sofa, isn't it?
A: Y es, w e bought it when w e were on holidays.
I

You didn’t realize there’s an enlarged picture until you m ove the m ouse.

E

Yeah, until I m ove the m ouse.
[when m oving the m ouse to a particular room in the house a pop-up enlarged
room appear on the screen so that the learner can see the details in that room]
[E clicking the correct answer before the sound finished]

Recording
Y es, they're talking about the living room.
Recording [next dialogue]
- H ow do you like your new cooker?
I

And also no control by learners, they’ve got to m ove to next one.

E

Yeah.

Recording
- Oh I really like it.
- It's great to have the m icrowave oven too.
- It took up so much space before.
- Did you always have an electric cooker?
- Since w e m oved to this house; in the flat w e had gas.
- W hile we're in here can I get everyone something to drink?
I

What do you think o f the level? Is it a lot more difficult than the tim e section?

E

And the contents o f the house one; this is much more d ifficu lt Conceptually it's
more than just a step up, it's a very big step up because it's tying physical things
to a concept o f what you m ight................. it's a conceptual leap to say "okay,
we're having a discussion and you figure out from that, you deduct from that
discussion, where in the house that discussion is taking place". I think that's a
very big conceptual leap. B esides, the conversation is a bit too long............The
other thing I was going to mention, w e can't go back to it, is you have to be very
careful about using colours. That one about the red door and the fact that there
w ere tw o red doors, is a problem , but people are colour blind so to rely on
colour as your sole source o f information is a real problem. I mean it could have
easily said "click on the front door o f the house".

I

Instead o f "click the red door".

E

Yeah, click on the front door. There w as no value in it being red. That had no
relationship at all to the exercise "click on the red door". C lick on the front door.
So then I w ould have known it w as that red door I w as supposed to click, not
that red door over there on the garage.

I

That's a good point; if you're colour blind that's really a problem .
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E

I'm red/green colour blind but that doesn’t affect m e looking at this but people
w ho are totally colour blind, they w ould just go by random factor clicking the
doors until they found the one that opened. It didn't have anything to do with
the learning exercise. It should have just said "click on the front door".

I

A ctually it’s just an instruction.

E

Y es, it’s just an instruction.

Recording intervenes here: [feedback]
Y es they're talking about the kitchen.
Recording [next dialogue]
- 1 bet the boys like these bunk beds.
- They certainly do.
Recording [feedback]
Y es, they're talking about the boys bedroom.
I

W hat about this one? im m ediately you hear the ‘bunk bed’ you can ignore the
rest o f the dialogue and you can just go straight to that room.[correct answer]

E

Y eah, go straight to it

Recording intervenes here:
- W e were going to get a king size but then the dressing table and bedside table
wouldn't have fitted it on the same wall.
- It looks like you have a lot o f wardrobe space.
- Y es and one can never have too much o f that it seem s.
I

A gain, as you mentioned just now, by this point, the program should control it
until you listen to the whole dialogue or the whole message.

E

Y es because it's not actually forcing m e. The fact that they've got that long
conversation in there presumably means that they want you to listen to the
conversation and it's the same problem with the car parts one. I can click it, as
soon as I recognize a word, I can click it. N ow what that is doing is I'm only
focusing on the vocab o f the conversation; I'm not listening to the conversation
and I presume the aim o f this is to listen to a structured conversation. And
because I can click to get out o f that I'm not actually listenin g to the
conversation. I was going to make another comment. Yeah, In this case, non
native E nglish speakers, this is also a much harder exercise than you think. In
m y past I have been an ESL teacher and I w as also involved in doing an
evaluation o f students in the South Coast region, to see whether............. what
w e did was w e go to the schools and w e test the students and usually what w e
w ould do, w e w ould ask the school to identify students w hose mothers in
particular, were not native English speakers. N ow in one particular school we
w ent to the school and these people turned up and there was one boy w hose
mother w as a Greek speaker. This boy was in Year Six at that stage, in primary
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school. He was the dux o f Year Six, he was com ing first in the class. We gave
him tests o f things used in the house; he did very poorly; even though he was
dux o f the school. W e went to the Principal and said "these are the people who
need ESL teaching" and the Principal and said "what, this child can't need ESL
teaching. But what happened w as when he w as at hom e, like in the bedroom,
all o f these words he would know in Greek because his mother would be telling
him all these things in Greek. H e didn't know the nam es o f pillow cases,
bedspreads, you know , common things in English that appear in the bedroom.
He knew the Greek words for them but he didn't know the English words
because he had never been taught what the E nglish words were, and the only
place he was lik ely to find out what they were w as in the hom e. So he was
going into high school the next year with this serious problem in terms o f things
in the house, dom estic language if you like.
I

So there should be som e teaching about that, I mean the individual words.

E

Yeah, there needs to be, whether it fits in or som ewhere else as part o f the same
program. W hat I'm saying is that this may be a much m ore difficult exercise
than what the designers considered, because o f this dom estic language being at
hom e.

I

For exam ple, the student doesn't know at all this is a “bunk bed”, so there’re no
way for him to recognize which room they are talking about.

E

N o, no. If he knows what a bunk bed is in Greek or Japanese or Yugoslav, but
he doesn't know what it is in English he can't identify that room.

I

Som etim es if you put the m ouse som ewhere here and if you highlight this part,
that would be a good idea.

E

Labels? They're already doing it here, the boy's bedroom.

I

But that doesn't suggest......[what’s in there].

E

What's in there. N o; but I’m not sure why they've got "s" apostrophe; there is
only one boy. Oh no, that's a different fam ily isn't it? W e don't know how
many boys there are. You see that's making a lot o f im plications to the reader;
the fact that there are two beds and it might not be that there are two boys, but
one o f them m ight be spare; because it doesn't tell us. This is the Johnson
fam ily, isn't It?

I

Yeah.

E

W e don't know. D o they appear som ewhere else? Let's start again.

Recording intervenes here: [feedback]
In that lesson you scored fifty percent
I

Fifteen points out o f thirty. That m eans possible thirty points altogether. Only
this one.

E

Only that one.
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I

So that is the only one.[m eans only one activity about Johnson’s house]

Recording intervenes here:
L isten to each conversation. C hoose the correct room in the Johnson's house.
' C lick on the red door to begin.
E

D oes that look red to you?

I

D o you mean this is a door?

E

That's a door, a roller door; the garage door.

I

On this screen you have no way to quit; you have to begin.

E

Y es you have to begin.

I

So that is another poor point o f learner control.

E

Y es, user control. C lick on the front door or let that one do the same thing as
that one; or change that to green. R elying on colour is not very good.

Recording intervenes here:[feedback]
Y es, they're talking about the living room.
E

Unrandom. Kitchen? [clicking to test the randomization o f the program]

Recording intervenes here:[feedback]
Y es, they're talking about the kitchen.
E

Bedroom?

Recording intervenes here: [feedback]
Y es, they're talking about the boy's bedroom.
I

So that’s a poor design point.

E

Yeah.

Recording intervenes here:
Oh, what a nice room.
Is this a normal or a king size bed?
T his is a normal size bed.
I

W hat about clicking on the wrong one?
W e were going to get a king size.

Recording intervenes here: [feedback]
N o, they're not talking about that room.
(repeats three tim es)
E

This is like the time.
[indicating the Tim e activity in which only ‘no try again’ feedback is given]

I

Y es, no feed b a ck ........

E

N o feedback until you get the right one.

Recording intervenes here: [feedback]
Y es, they're talking about the main bedroom.
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I

W hat kind o f this feedback do you think, there is one kind o f feedback called
answ er until the right/correct answer? [m eans AUC feedback, answer-untilcorrect feedback]

E

W ell again, the same com m ents about the tim e, the car one, they lim it how many
tim es they can click . If I ju st click more than three tim es it would seem to
indicate that I don’t know the answer.

I

So actually this feedback is not good at all? [means AUC feedback]

E

N o, no.

Y ou could also........................the other thing that you might think

about is som ehow intervening after three and say "listen again, try listening
again" or the alternative is ju st to stop them and say "sorry, you've had three
tries, this one is the answer".
I

That is much better to the learner.

E

Yeah.

I

What about the quiz.

Recording intervenes here:
In that lesson you scored fifty-three percent.
I

So what do you think if the learner can........ [interrupted by expert]

E

Is that consistent now?

I

You mean the report?

E

Sixteen out o f thirty?

I

Oh, ju st now it’s fifteen. You mean this should have consistency in the final
part?

E

W as that only scoring me out o f the number? N o, I think it's right. Quick quiz?

I

Yeah.
[E clicking the Quick Quiz button]

Recording intervenes here:
W hich building is on the left o f the police station?
The church. The bank. The school. The town hall.
I

So what do you think o f this multiple choice?

E

First o f all the instruction isn't very good because it should say "as you see the
picture on the screen", which picture? which building is on the left o f the police
station. If that is the police station, I'm in the police station, the building on the
left o f the police station is the post office. Is that the right answer? I need to
listen again because I don't know which letter is which building?

Recording intervenes here:
W hich building is on the left o f the police station?
The church. The bank. The school. The town hall.
E

You see I don't think o f them are on the left. I think the post office is on the left
o f the police station.
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I

So it depends on how you stand there.

E

Y ou have to have an instruction to say "as the picture appears on the screen,
w hich building is on the left o f the p olice station”? B ecause in actual fact the
building on the left o f the police station is the post office.

I

There is not this choice at all.

E

That's not in the choices.

I

W ell, the program should be this w ay, right?

E

Yeah.

I

So the instruction is not that clear.

E

The instruction is not clear at all. Y ou see the building on the left, that's the
police station. The building on its left is the post office.

Recording intervenes.
Correct.
H ow many pens and pencils can you see?
Six pens, three pencils.
F ive pens, four pencils.
Four pens, five pencils.
Three pens, six pencils.
I

B y this way there is no test at all. What do you think they

test? Memory, or?

E

That's what I was going to say; my com m ent was going to be, without the text
there, it’s not testing com prehension, it’s testing memory, because you have to
remember four sets, and remember which letter goes with w hich. It's actually a
memory test not a comprehension.

I

So usually the learner cannot concentrate on two things, comprehension and the
memory at the same time.

E

That’s right and this sets out to be a language program, a listening program, not
a memory program.

Recording intervenes here:
Correct. W hich two colours are on this tie?
B lack and orange. Red and brown.
I

Can you click that? [on screen text-display button] “N o sound, no sound” . So
i f you click that th ere’s no sound, it’s just a reading, not a listenin g
comprehension exercise,

E

N o, I don't know .[don’t know A ,B ,C ,D which one to choose]

I

Oh, Y ou haven't listened to the q u estio n ,...............[interrupted by E].

E

W ell, I can see from here.
[pointing to the displayed text o f the question on the top o f the screen]

I

So if you click “N o sound”, it's just on reading not on listening com prehension,
right?
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E

Y eah, W ell, I w ould do that for the next one, but again m y com m ent about this
is the same as the H ouse.

I

It’s based on colour?

E

A s far as I'm concerned, that could be black and yellow .fthe color on the tie ]

I

Black and yellow ?

E

B lack and yellow . It could be black and orange even. It’s not red, there's no
red. Y ellow and blue, it could be navy blue.

Recording intervenes here:
N o, what is Mr. Martin reading?
E

It's just a straight no.

I

So you should give som e more feedback? why it is wrong

End o f side one.
Side tw o continues:
E

Colour blindness and the fact that there were actually tw o red doors, but because
o f the variation in m onitors. I mean they weren't really distinct, black and
distinct yellow . If you have your monitor brightness up or down or the colour is
off; if you turn on all these computers along here and put that on, the colour is
going to be different. The m achine can change the colour. It's like your
television set, you can make it a richer colour or more towards black and white.
It's really risky trying to rely on colour as the indication o f.......

I

a kind o f task.

E

Yeah.

I

So what about you click here and see whether you can listen to it again.
[pointing to the repeat button]
[E clicking it]

Recording intervenes here:
What is Mr. Martin reading?
A book. A magazine. A newspaper. A letter
I

Oh, you can.

E

Yeah.

_

[E clicking the “O n/O ff’ button to display the text o f m ultiple-choice answers]
I

So that [displaying the text] seem s to be easier to the learner.

E

Y es. Leave that on [text o f answer] and go to the next one. It turns it off. See,
it turns it off.

I

Yeah, it turns it off. You have to turn it on again.

Recording intervenes here:
W hich are the m ost of?
The shoes. The sunglasses. [Jackets], [Skirts]
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I

But if you have the text displayed you can only get one point here [on screen
score] What do you think about that? Is it the difficulty o f level?

E

But again you're getting m ore points because your memory is better. You're
supposed to be listening. It's focusing on the wrong thing. It's concentration
and memory rather than necessarily listening skill.

I

W hat about the m om ent you listen to the question and also you recognize the
answers, for exam ple, if you see A is right, you can click straight away without
listening to the others.

E

Yeah, w ell, they've done that all the way through this, it’s a bad feature.

I

A lso there's no tim e lim it for each item , in the quiz? What do you think? Is it
better for it to have a tim e limit....[interrupted by E]

E

Hang on.....where are the shoes?

I

W hich one is ...... w hich are the m ost.........[interrupted by E]

E

Are they gloves?

I

Yeah.

E

Where are the gloves and the answer. It says shoes!

I

N o, no. It's asking w hich one is the m ost of;

E

Yeah.

I

It should be testing your numbers.

E

Jackets, skirts, shoes; there are no shoes. Sunglasses. That's supposed to be
the gloves.

I

There’re no shoes at all. A h, so that is a content design error.

E

Error; the picture is gloves and the answer is shoes.
[E clicking one o f the choices]

Recording intervenes here:
N o.
H ow many doors does this car have?
Two. Three. Four. Five.
Correct.
How many people in this restaurant are smoking?
N one.
E

H ow many questions in this?

Recording
One. Two.
W rong.
What is the man selling in the park?
Chestnuts.
I

Twenty questions.

E

Twenty questions.
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I

I'm not sure, [began checking in the documentation]

Recording intervenes here:
What is the man selling in the park?
Chestnuts. Soup. Ice cream. H ot dogs.
That's right.
What's the weather like in the park?
The sun is shining. That's right.
W hich building is opposite the cinema?
The grocery store. The gift shop. The department store.
Correct.
I

Y es, twenty questions for each quiz.

E

Oh, yes.
Where is this man?
A t the cinem a. A t a department store. At an airport check-in. At a hotel check
in. Correct.
What is between the town hall and the post office?
The shoe shop. The cafe. The library. The police station.
That's right.

E

That one is better.

Recording
W hich one is the only building with a spire?
The travel agency. The police station. The library. The church.
E

That's a hard one.

I

That's not clear.

E

D o they know what a spire is? Is that covered som ewhere else in the previous
lesson?

I

N o, no.

E

B ecause that's a hard word, [spire]

I

Yeah, you mean if the learner does not know what a spire is, there’s no way to
answer the question.

E

Yeah, what is spire.

I

And so the question is not w ell designed.

E

N o.

Recording intervenes here:
How many children are there in the picture?
N one. One. Two.
[E click the D before the sound finished]
G ood.
E

Presumably that's going to go, none, one, tw o, three.
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Recording intervenes:
W hat are these people doing?
Eating. Dancing.
G ood.
E

I want to get back to question five and what it is.

Recording intervenes:
What colour is the balloon the little boy is holding?
Y ellow . R ed. Green. You're right.
I

So the learner cannot control that. You have to go through all the twenty
questions at one tim e.

E

N o, you can't say start again!

I

You mean start the same quiz?

E

[nodding]

I

Oh, so you suggest there should be a button here to ........[give the learner
control to start again].

Recording intervenes:
W hat colours are on the waitress's blouse?
B lue and yellow . Green and white.
That's right.
Recording intervenes:
[E clicking an answer even before the question sound began]
Recording
Sorry, you're wrong.
In the quiz you scored seventy percent.
I

So one question should be tw o points.

E

I w ant to get to question fiv e again if I can to see if it’s going to
b e....................is it an identical test?

Recording intervenes:
W hich is the only building with a spire?
The travel agency.
E
I

N o, it's not the sam e test.
N o, each test is different, either the order or the items.

Recording:
The police station. The library. The church.
That's right.
E

It's slightly different.

Recording:
Where is the man?
A t the bank. At the post office.
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In the quiz you scored five percent.
E

That question five about how many were there m ost of, not only did it say shoes
and gloves but I’m sure that there were more gloves than anything else and it
said I was wrong. There's an error in that.

I

Yeah. So that is the w hole program. So what do you think o f this as a drill and
practice or tutorial?

E

It's a drill and practice.

I

It's basic.

E

Yeah; you're either right or wrong; there's no assistance to actually help you
learn anything. The only w ay you're going to learn is by repetition, just going
and drilling; going over and over and over and over.

I

So the feedback as w e go through is only the confirmation feedback.

E

Yeah.

I

Or som etim es the correct response feedback?

E

N o.

I

So do you think the feedback here is used (basically) effectively?

E

N o, I mean the value o f that program is not very high.

I

Apparently in the feedback and also in the learner control.

E

W ell, it's the feedback and the learner control thing that make it not so valuable.
It doesn't assist the learner to learn; the feedback doesn't assist the learner to
learn.

I

The learner has no control over so many aspects.

E

The learner is forced to go through a particular pathway.

I

So that confirm ation feedback usually plays the role o f inform, just inform or
reinforcement?

E

In this one? [Listen]

I

Yeah.

E

N o, it just tells you whether you're right or wrong.

I

Just inform .

E

It ju st inform s you.

I

It has no other role at all?

E

N o.

I

So what about that summary report? Is [D oes] that feedback play the role of a
kind o f summarizing?

E

There's not enough explanation on the sum m ary.

W hen I first went in,

remember I didn't know how it w as giving m e the score. I didn't know whether
it was marking m e out o f the ones that I tried or out o f the ones that were going
to be presented and I didn't know how many w ere going to be presented in the
tim e one;[Tim e activity] I didn't know how many were com ing.
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I

So that means the summary report is totally meaningless?

E

It's confusing yeah. The other thing if you think about it, they could have is, if
they’re going to choose how many item s, say in the tim e one, [Time activity] in
particular, they should have one out o f twenty on the screen; and then the next
one w ould be tw o out o f twenty and three out o f tw enty, so that I would know
how m any w ere com ing. I had no idea how many were going to be in the
program.

I

Som etim es do you think one piece o f feedback can play more than one role?

E

W ell, it w ould have to be feedback in tw o parts. Y ou mean "sorry that's not
right, the correct answer is"; that's in tw o parts. Yeah, you can do that quite
easily.

I

That m eans that piece o f feedback w ill play tw o roles, - inform ing and also
gives you som e....[interrupted by E].

E
I
E

Som e explanation o f ......
Yeah.
W ell, it could give you som e explanation o f why you're not right or it could say
"the correct answ er is" som ething; w hich this doesn't do; it doesn't
say................ it ju st says "yes or no" basically. It doesn't indicate what the
correct answer is and it doesn't attempt to give any explanation o f why that's the
correct answer and w hy or w hy your answer is the wrong answer.

I

Oh, ju st now w e talked about the exem plary feedback or adaptive feedback are
not appearing in this program at all.

E
I

N o.
So basically you think it's a design problem or is it difficult to design that kind
o f feedback, o r .....especially the adaptive feedback?

E

N o, in this typ e o f ex ercise that's not d ifficu lt to do because there
aren't.................you have a lim ited number o f correct responses, so you could
ea sily say..............w hen I click on the wrong one, you could say "no, sorry,
this is the right one" and as I said you could have a button that said "replay the
sound" and if necessary you_could have an on-screen button that says
"explanation" or you could even sim plify it and say "why" and when you click
that, you could either have a voice saying "your answer is incorrect because"
whatever; "or the correct answer is because" and probably that’s the better way
because you're reinforcing, you're doing a positive thing rather than a negative,
so w ith.............. what was one o f the exam ples? In the house [the activity The
Johnson’s H ouse] is probably a good one because they weren't directly related
to w hat you see; they weren't labeling things; they were inferences; you had to
infer because there were books on the shelf, you had to infer that they would like
reading. W hereas on the car it was sim ply a label. So what you could say is the
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question about "do the Jones' or whatever they were, lik e reading" and if you
said "false", the explanation you should provide is, "no, they lik e reading
because they've got all o f these books on their sh elf'. So you need to reinforce.
So again the cognitive structure o f this isn't consistent; at som e levels it's simply
labeling things and identifying what you hear, but at other levels it's making
conceptual links between the question and the answer.
I

In that sense do you think it's the level o f difficulty and the later lessons at the
bottom are much more difficult in the structure, or do you think the design is on
purpose, like at the very beginning they put the easy lessons so the sequence is
very short.

E

N o, I don't think so, it didn't strike m e that that's w hat they were doing, no,
because as I said, the first one, the tim e one, conceptually it was quite difficult,
because o f all o f the im plications it's making about knowing how to tell the time.
The parts o f the car one I thought w as easier than the tim e one because all it’s
doing is putting a label.

I

So in this kind o f listening programs w hat do you suggest, what kind of
feedback is the most appropriate here?

E

W ell, you alw ays have to give the right answer, that's the least that you can do;
even if you ju st show on the screen what the right answer is, that's one step that
you can do. This program doesn't do that.

But w ith this type o f activity

because there is a lim ited number o f things like parts o f the car; there were only
tw enty or so; it's easy to analyze and to provide reasons why a student might
make a m istake. It's not a com plex grammar thing where they're asked to type
in a sentence and there's virtually an infinite number o f wrong responses; there's
a very finite number o f w ays they're going to get.....................I mean basically
they're either right or wrong, so it's easy to work out how you can supply them
w ith reinforcing answers to say "yes, that's correct" or "the correct answer is
because". It's easy to do it because they're finite sentences, they're very limited
sentences.
I

So in this program, as you said ju st now the learner control is very poor.

E

Y es.

I

So in what part do you think the learner should be given the control? Learning
content, sequence or something lik e that?

E

N avigation is the basic one; being able to go where they want to go when they
want to go there. B eing able to control when they're ready to hear the next item.
They can control when they want to hear the repeat and other navigational things
on the actual lesson s them selves, to give them the ability to stop by simply
saying "stop".
[E clicking the activity, Prices]
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Recording intervenes here:
H ow much is the pencil?
The pencil is tw enty-five pence.
E

So there's no stop. I don't want to go to the menu, I want to stop, go out.

I

So here if you want to stop you have to click to go to the menu to get that report

E

Y eah, and in the test, there w as no.................and on these as w ell; again I’ve
got no indication how many are com ing up here. I can count, one, tw o, three,
four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten and there are probably ten item s, so I can
infer there are ten. But it's very easy to put "item one o f ten” on the screen.
G ive the student inform ation. W ith the clocks one [the activity Tim el that was
more difficult because there were clocks there but I had no idea how many times
w ere com ing. A ctually this is an interesting one because w e don't use pounds
[E noticing the pound sign on the labels in Prices] so a student in Australia
wouldn’t recognize what that sym bol was.

I

So this is a basic product o f Britain.

E

Y es, it narrows the market down to British. I chose British at the front though.
I chose English. Remember the English or US at the front?

I

But I don't think if you choose U S it w ill becom e a dollar sign.

E

W ell, maybe it did. Maybe it just has a US accent, does it?

I

Yeah I suppose it's just the accent, it's not necessarily the sign.

E

W e can’t change that, w e can't change that can we? W e can't go back to the
introduction screen; you have to quit and com e in again. W e won’t bother.

I

You mean there should be som e sign here to change the accent at any time.

E

W hy not? Y ou should be able to toggle that because it's just one screen; just
replace those with dollar signs so you can toggle between English and US. So
that becam e a dollar, but more generally, I was just talking about how many
item s that there were. They've got plenty o f room to maneuver on the same
screen.

I

So another thing, what do you think o f the arrangement o f things here?

E

Yeah, that's okay. I mean reading is top left, bottom right, in English, so that's
okay. This is a litde bit poor there because it actually intrudes into an area.
[a pop-up text explanation o f button functions that intrudes and covers part o f the
content]

I

But usually people like to put the quit button somewhere on the comer.
[noticing the quit button o f this program is in the middle o f the screen]

E

Yeah but that's not a quit button. What I would have is a quit button down here,
down here som ewhere, [pointing to the right bottom comer]

I

Yeah. But actually it [Menu button] serves as a quit button.
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E

A lm ost because you have to go to here [result reportl first and then you get back
to the menu and then you c a n ......[interrupted by I]

I

Quit the program actually.

E

Yeah. That should quit as w ell.

I

So you mean the quit button should be supplied on every screen, every activity?

E

Yeah. On every screen.

I

So the user can quit directly from the each activity w ithout going through that
...[result report]

E

You can sw itch here. Let's go back into prices now just out o f interest.
[E clicking the Prices again to test if the pound sign is changed to dollar sign]

Recording intervenes here:
Listen to each conversation.
Choose the correct price for each item.
E

Y es, it did change to dollars.

Recording intervenes here:
How much is the tie?
The tie is sixteen dollars.
I

So that means not only accents, everything changes. D o you think that is a good
point?

E

Y es, the fact that you can switch is good.

I

It's not only sw itch the sounds but all the signs and sym bols.

E

Didn't they sw itch the sound?

Recording intervenes:
How much is the shirt?
The shirt is fifteen ninety-nine.
H ow much is the shirt?
The shirt is fifteen ninety-nine.
I

(inaudible)

E

One is sitting over the top o f the other. The balloon help is sitting on top of the
shirt.

I

So this is automatic pop menu?

E

Y eah, that's balloon help.

I

If you m ove it behind.

Recording intervenes:
How much is the shirt?
The shirt is fifteen ninety-nine.
E

W hat they should have done is have that............

I

Turn that over to that side.

E

M ove that over to there and point it that way.
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I
E

W hat about this? [another button]
Y eah, but that won't have any effect because it's going to take me away. It's
only this one because there's som ething under it w hile I'm here.

Recording intervenes:
H ow much is the shirt?
The shirt is fifteen ninety-nine.
E

It doesn't actually give you an instruction that you're meant to click on these
prices. Did it give an instruction at the beginning?

I

N o, no.

E

I wonder if I can hear it again.

Recording intervenes:
In that lesson you scored eleven percent.
E

B ecause what I wanted to do was drag the label.

Recording intervenes:
Listen to each conversation.
C hoose the correct price for each item.
E

N o, it just says ''choose" but it should say "click on".

Recording intervenes:
H ow much is the pencil?
The pencil is tw enty-five cents.
E

B ecause what I wanted to do was do this; I wanted to drag it up.

I

B ut when you click it w ill be autom atically there, [means the price label w ill
m ove to the item]

E

Y eah, it did it by itself.

Recording intervenes:
Y es, the dress is sixty-five dollars and fifty cents.
H ow much is the skirt?
I

B ut do you think this one [clicking the label] is the easier than ‘drag’ because
som e children................ if their motor sk ills are not that good, that would be
difficult.

E

Y eah. It’s ju st a different interaction though. It m akes it more interesting,
particularly if you drag it and it pops back if you're wrong.

I

Oh, Yeah, Yeah.

E

So if you pick up a price and you drag it on to the shirt, if it's wrong it pops
back down in to the list, so you try another one.

I

W hat about if you choose the wrong one, they just said no?

Recording intervenes:
Y es, the suit is one hundred and tw enty-eight dollars.
E

Oh, that w as........[interrupted by sound]
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Recording intervenes:

_

H ow much is the blouse
The blouse is nineteen ninety-nine.
[E trying to click wrong answers]
Recording intervenes:
N o, try again.
(repeats, "no, try again" several tim es)
Y es, the blouse is nineteen ninety-nine.
H ow much is the tie?
The tie is sixteen dollars.
E

T hey’ve decided that's the way they want to do it. I think they could have done
better.

Recording intervenes:
H ow much is the shirt.
The shirt is fifteen ninety-nine.
Y es, the shirt is fifteen ninety-nine.
H ow much are the boots?
The boots are forty dollars.
Y es, the boots are forty dollars.
E

I hadn’t to listen to all o f that one.

Recording intervenes:
H ow much is the pen?
The pen is a dollar.........
Y es, the pen is one dollar fifty.
E

I beat that one.

Recording intervenes:
In that lesson you scored ninety-one percent.
E

There w as one left, one label

le ft

I

It's one label more than................labels are m ore than item s. So in that case
that is a kind o f distraction.

E
I

Yeah a distraction.
mean in the choice that is a good point. It gives you more choice, something
like language item s. It gives you much more choice than the answers.

E

D o they do it anywhere else?

I

N o.

E

It's inconsistent, it's an inconsistency. If the student gets used to............

Recording intervenes:
Listen to the conversation between John and his friend.
Friday.
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- H i John where have you been?
- I've just been to a football game.
- Oh, do you alw ays go on Fridays?
- Y es I do; you see the gam es start at six o'clock when I finish work so it works
out
great.
Recording intervenes:
In that lesson you scored zero percent.
E

I m ight go to British and see if they change the football picture.

I

Is it different?

E

Yeah.

Recording intervenes:
Listen to the conversation between John and his friend.
I

They change?
Friday. Y es, on Friday John goes to a football game.

E

They're putting labels on there but they didn't put it on the other place.

Recording:
D o you still go swim m ing on Thursdays?
Y es on W ednesday John goes swim m ing.
E

Y ou can put your answer in any tim e you like and again it's not random. It was
exactly the same the first time as it is this time.

I
E

So that is not inconsistent in the design.
Yeah.

Recording intervenes:
W e alw ays try to go for a long w alk once a w eek and Sunday is the only day
w hen w e’re both free.
E

A gain, on the directional control thing, the navigation, there should be a button
that says ''go to score or finish this exercise" as w ell as menu, because when I
click menu it doesn’t go to the menu; it goes to the evaluation; that’s a result
screen not a menu screen.

I

Y eah, you have seen a lot o f instructional design errors here.

E

Yeah, as a user trying to learn with it, it would be very confusing.

I

So basically this program is not that good.

E

N o.

I

N ot that valuable at all.

E

The ideas are good and you could make it good and relatively easily you could
make it much better.

I

So the last two questions about this. What do you think o f the learner control
relating to students motivation and curiosity?
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E

B ecause they don't control, they haven't got any control basically, they're going
to get sick o f using this very quickly because they don't control what is going
on.

I

The fact is that the learner would be annoyed?

E

Yeah.

I

So if you provide good learner control it w ill motivate the students.

E

Y es, because they know that when they want to stop they can stop. One of the
w orst things you can do with these kinds o f things is make the student feel
trapped in the exercise, like they can't get out, that they have to finish.

I

So in that case students are very bothered as som etim es they cannot get back.

E

Yeah and they can’t go back to where they were so they have to start again if it's
a quiz; w ell any o f them , they have to go back and start again, and it's
particularly, it can be a serious problem particularly for young children; let's say
they're com ing up to lunch tim e and the bell rings, they're halfw ay through an
exercise. That can really worry, that can really worry young children.

I

That period o f tim e they have to finish.

E

They think they have to finish; they think they have to go outside because the
bell has gone and it can be a serious problem, a serious psychological problem
for young children.

I

Another thing, what do you think from the language point o f view ? We found
som e errors just now.

E

W ell, there are errors in there; there are errors o f vocabulary, the gloves and the
shoes one. There are also grammatical errors in the thing itself. When you're
talking about using the E nglish language, to have any errors in there is
unacceptable. In any language program you must be correct.

I

You mean from the language point o f view .

E

From the language point o f view you must be correct; and also the inconsistency
I pointed out earlier in the structure o f the language. It's inconsistent within each
activity; w ell not each one but in the one that w e looked at hom e, the language
structures used were inconsistenLwith testing that notion o f things in the home.

I

W hat about the intonation, stress, it’s okay?

E

W ell, y es, it's E nglish E nglish though and not A ustralian E nglish, but that
would be fine in those tw o cases. If you wanted to use it in Australia you would
want an Australian voice.

I

It's different from these tw o types?

E

Yeah and the sam e with N ew Zealand; Australian and N ew Zealand both want
different voices. The voice o f the recording and so on that's quite pleasant, I
mean it's easy to listen to.

I

I mean the British and also American it's easy to recognize?
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E

Y es.

I

And the sound quality is ............

E

It's good.

I

And there's no noise at all?

E

N o, the sound level is quite good.

I

Okay, thank you very much.

End o f interview .
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Transcript of Interview with Expert C
Length of Interviewing Time: 60 minutes
Software Packages: TriplePlav English!

An American recording announces:
W elcom e to Triple Play.
I

This is an Am erican one. D o you think it should give an option o f British or
American?

E

N o, I was just looking at where it w as. What does that do.

I

What do you think that button is for?

E

Go back to the first screen.

I

It didn’t indicate what it was for?

E

N o, what it w as for and it's not what you w ould expect a go out button would
look like.

I

So if you stop, there should be a very explicit sign to say that this is Stop that
exits the program.

E

M n, yes.

M usic intervenes here.
E

D oes this play forever?[beginning m usic]

I

N o you can control it by clicking.

E

N o, it just goes out. It doesn't say you can do by clicking.

I

They should indicate that if you want to listen to the music you can click,
[introducing the program and activities]
B asically there are six activities. Som ething like roman numerals, do they make
sense to the learners or are they exp licit enough to be indicated three different
levels?

E

Yeah but w hy use it, I mean if it's archaic, roman numerals.

I

D o you think there should be som e instructions to tell you how to begin?

E

W ell, it's not intuitive what you're supposed to do here.

I

D o you suggest there should be som e buttons?

E

There should be som e indication as to what you have to do. You see if I'm
looking at this on a black and white monitor, there's no difference at all between
that side and that side;
[trying to see whether there are sw itches which can be used to adjust color]
it's a stark colour, it's a brightness. N o, it hasn't got colour. N o it doesn’t
open, it doesn't have a colour [sw itch].

Pause w hile m oving to another machine.
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[the view ing o f the program was interrupted by a person who wanted to use the
computer the research and the expert was using]
Recording intervenes here:
W elcom e to Triple Play [beginning allover again]
E

So if you didn't have colour they would be veiy much the same as the right hand
side although they do highlight.

I

You mean this is a good feature?
[indicating highlighting the square activity boxes when the m ouse pointer moves
on]

E

A t least the fact that they do som ething when you m ove on them, yeah. So I
presume they go in order.

Recording intervenes:
Food and drink.
I

N ow these are highlighted. It suggests that these are the activities you can
choose.

E

R ight.

Recording intervenes:
Concentration.
I

There's no instructions?

E

N o instructions.

I

What about one and five, do they make sense?
[indicating an icon button with 1 and 5 on it]

E

N o.

Recording intervenes here:
R ice.
E

So, you can listen.

I

Yeah, it seem s like a practice mode.

Recording intervenes here:
Green pepper. Peas. Potatoes.
E

Screen one, is that screen one out o f five?
[clicking the icon with 1 on it]

Recording intervenes here:
Pair.
I

N o, this is just one colum n m ove. When you click, one column m oves out.

E

So it's cycling around?

I

Y eah, but this 5 actually m eans five colum ns altogether. D o you think that
design is clear?
[indicating 1 and 5 icon button]
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E

N o.

Recording intervenes:
Jelly.
E

That's jam to me.

Recording intervenes:
C offee.
I

The sound and picture doesn't

go together.

E

W ell, no in American it's jelly but to us it's jam; it’s a language problem.

Recording intervenes:
Plate. T ablecloth.
E

N o more.

I

Two screens.

E

Three.

Recording intervenes:
C heese. Hamburger. Hot dog.
E

This w ill be different.

Recording intervenes:
Lobster.
E

Lobster, that's alright. If it was a shrimp......

I

That would be British or American?

E

N o, that’s American. W e would say prawn.

Recording intervenes:
Yoghurt.
E

But m ostly they'll be right but there are a couple that don't translate directly.

E

Salad?

Recording intervenes:
Salad.
E

The rest w ill be okay.

Recording intervenes:
Onion. Cake.
E

If she says pickle.

Recording:
Pickle.
E

Som e call it gherkin.

I

It is a language problem?

E

It’s a language problem but you alw ays strike this when you use things that
aren’t developed for your sp ecific purpose. ...A nd they com e up very quickly,
see just in three sm all sets I've already said "I w ould call that som ething else”, I
would call the jelly something else.
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I

So you m ean w hen you click , it should give som e other ch oices, labels or
som ething to indicate it has som e other names.

E

W ell, no, they w ouldn’t know unless they researched it and they get a different
project, they w ouldn’t know what the other language things were. A ll I'm
saying is this is a problem when you buy any kind o f software; language
softw are, m athem atics softw are, because it's designed sp ecifically for that
purpose.

I

And a group o f target audience.

E

Y eah, that target audience.

So if you have an addition that's done in an

Am erican sch ool and you play that software in Australia, our method might be
different. So when you do this and this and this and you carry that over there,
they m ight do it in a different way. They get the same answer but the process is
different. If your student doesn't know that process then the software doesn't
work for them . And when you have language things like this you have to
explain.

They say ''w ell, ................

Recording announces:
P ic k le .......
E

P ick le.

I m ean that’s not a p ick le, that's som ething else; I know that as

som ething e lse , so you're alw ays explaining, you have to explain in the
softw are.
I
E

So what about sound quality?
The sound, that's fine.
It's a hard one to see what that is actually.

Recording intervenes.
Spaghetti. Cereal.
I

So the single words, what do you think o f the stress o f the words?

E

It's fine although there was one that I thought rose instead o f.........

I

Falling.

E

Falling, yes.

I

So single words alw ays fall in tone.

E

They should.

Recording intervenes:
Sandwich. Sandwich.
E

That's a bit exaggerated.

I

D ifferent pronunciation. Do you feel American people pronounce that way?

E

I don't think so, I think she’s just stressing too much. What was the one that
w a s ..................

Recording intervenes:
Knife. Tablecloth.
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E

I can't recall w hich one it w as now .

There w as one that had a different

intonation.
Recording intervenes:
H oney. Jelly.
E

It doesn't matter really. So that’s all that does. It goes back.

I

What do you understand about this one?
[indicating a green button on the bottom which toggles between practice and test]

E

N othing. You see this is the problem when people com e up with their own
interface things. W e talked before about, you would expect a quit button in the
bottom right hand com er because that's what people expect, that’s what they're
used to seeing. W hen people com e up with these things, they know what they
mean, but I haven't got a clue because until I do it and see what happens, I don't
know what it's going to do; there's no text, the graphic doesn't tell me what it is
and I’m not sure if I do it, whether I'll lose what I've got here.

I

What about these steps?

E

W ell, it probably m eans that there's a bigger set o f questions but I don't yet
know what the questions are going to be. If I go back, if they wanted to make
this icon m eaningful, what they should have is tw o stacks first because there are
tw o stacks and then on the next one, three stacks because there are three.
There's no relationship at the moment between that and this.

Recording intervenes:
W ine glass.
I

So in this practice m ode there's no feedback at all, you just practise, right?

Recording intervenes:
Napkin.
E

W here do I go? There's no stop you'll notice. D oes that take you right out or
does it go to...........

Recording intervenes:
Find the honey.
E
I

D oes that go back to the menu screen or does it take you right out?
It takes you out this activity.

Recording:
Find the honey.
E

So that's repeat.
[indicating a repeat button]

I

And also there's no lim itation, you can repeat as many tim es as you like.

Recording intervenes:
N o, that's the orange juice.
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I

W hat do you think o f this face?[a sad face picture] D oes it serve as a kind o f
feedback?

E

It doesn't add anything really because she's telling them no.

Recording intervenes:
Very good.
I

So this is a sm iling face. D oes that suggest something?

E

I would do the sm iling one; I wouldn't do the sad one.

I
E

W hy is that?
B ecause it’s negative, it's a negative; w ell, really you're getting a double
negative; you're getting no and you're getting a sad face.

I

W hat if a student didn't hear the sound clearly can he get som e clues from that
feedback?

E

I don't think so.

Recording intervenes:
Very good.
Find the m ilk. N o, that's the orange juice.
I

D oes this feedback give you a kind o f psychological influence? [sad-face picture]

E

But that's w hy I say I would use the sm iling face. M aybe what I would do is
make it a straight line, not a sad line. It's a double negative, you're getting no
and a sad face

I

That means that cannot encourage the learner to go on?

E

Yeah, it's really a fine line I guess.

Recording intervenes:
Outstanding. Find the plate.
I

So the feedback is som etim es good or outstanding,etc?

E

Yeah but at least you're being told what you've hit. In the other one [Listen!]
w e weren't told anything.

I
E

So this feedback is a little bit better.
It's better.

Recording intervenes:
N o, that's the soda.
E

You see she tells you what you've got.

I

So by this feedback at least you know what you've got.

E

Y es, you know what you've picked.

I

Is that a correct response feedback?

E

It is. yes.

I

So is that used more effectively than just using no or yes?

E

Y es, because it’s teaching you the vocabulary, even though you got the question
w rong, it's still teaching you the vocabulary because she says ''no, that's
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the"............ whatever it is. W hereas before, if you get "no" there's no other
teaching involved.
I

So you mean this feedback is m uch better.................

E

It's better than the previous one.[Listen!]

Recording intervenes here:
Find the w ine glass.
N o, that's the w ine.
Find the w ine glass.
I

So by this kind o f test which is covered first so is it a test o f memory?
[it’s a test in w hich the cards are turned over and the learner has to find the
particular one according to sounds]

Recording intervenes:
That’s right.
E

Oh yes, because I already knew it's concentration. A t the beginning she said
"this is concentration" so I knew what I had in m y m ind, what concentration
w as; you know , cards on the floor, you turn them over and you try and
remember what they are. So I knew already what w as going to happen.

I

So you mean this program, the instruction side is a little better than that one?

E

Yeah. It's better.

Recording intervenes:
Find the wine.
I

It gives you instructions about what you should do.

E

I knew what it was going to tell me.

Recording intervenes:
Find the soda.
Good job.
I

So after "good job" there's no answ er anymore. So do you think this should
give you "good job" and then repeat that part as a kind o f feedback to reinforce
you again.

E

W ell, no they're on ly giving you dialogue w hen you're wrong and that's
consistent. You could do a double whammy; you could say "yes, that's the
wine", "yes that's the w ine glass", as w ell as "no, that's the"................you
could do both. But the fact that they're doing the wrong one, I think is fine;
that’s okay. So the idea here is you're meant to study where they are.

I

So what are these?

E

Go back, turn them over, turn them over.

Recording intervenes:
Find the jelly.
E

Turn them over, turn them over is what it meant, turn the cards over.
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Recording intervenes:
N o, that's the beer mug.
I

B y this button [the red button on the top o f screen] do you suppose it goes back
to menu or back to the previous activity?

E

WeH.

I

There’s no Stop sign at all.

E

The first tim e it took m e right out, so I would be worried that it's going to take
me

righ t

ou t

a g a in .

Y ou

se e

that's

the

problem

w hen

you

have.......................... as soon as you have the sam e button w hich changes its
function, you have to be consistent; you have to have a button that quits and a
button that goes to the menu. To change the same button's function is a problem
because now I'm not sure. W hen I click that am I going to go back to the
desktop or am I going to go back one step or where am I going to go?
I

So it's actually one step.

E

It's one step back but I want to go straight to the menu now; I have to go back
through all o f these steps.

I

That's a problem; so the learner should be able to control that, when they want to
go to a previous question.

E

It's the sam e question, but with user control. You see if I want to change, if I'm
w ay down there, it's a pathway and the only way back is back the same
pathway. I should be able to go jump from there to there. That would be much
better. See if she tells m e what this is.

Recording intervenes:
Memory mania.
E

So from the name I can work out, I think I can work out what kind o f activity
it's going to be.

I

So that’s a lot better, then you click it; without instructions, then you go directly
into the activity

E

But I’m still not sure what it's going to be when I get there. This pathway thing.
If I've used this program lots o f tim es before, then I know all o f that vocabulary.
I don't need to go to that practise screen before I can go to the test screen. I
should be able to ch oose whether I want to practise those vocal things or
whether I want to go to a test. But at the moment it says "you must go here, you
m ust go here" and w hen you finish, "you must com e back, you must com e
back, you m ust com e back"; you can't step over. When I click in the wrong
place it flashes the button.

I

So that indicates you should click that

E

Yeah.

I

So that is a good point in design.
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Recording intervenes:
Put in the follow ing order, orange, com , grapes.
E

H ow? Aha.

I

It doesn't indicate.

E

N o.

I

W hat about this one?
[pointing to Help/Hint button]

E

It w ould probably help.

I

This m achine is a bit slower.

E

It tells you how to drag. F ollow the arrow; that's a very difficult graphic to
understand.

I

Y es for the learner w ho has no background o f instructional design, can he
understand that too? or do you suggest animation?

E

Anim ate the screen; that is what w e have done previously. You show the arrow
m oving there and dragging down. You don't have to have the picture o f the
m ouse; kids w ill know how to do the m ouse. They w ill know how to do the
m ouse. W hat they don't know is how to drag the thing into place. Why has this
got tw o sides?

I

Is it the same?

E

Y eah, it's the same.

I

That's a little bit confusing.

E

That's confusing.

I

So there is a question mark, one is enough.

E

Y eah, one is enough. So when I did that, this thing cam e up.

Recording intervenes:
Orange, com , grapes. Good job.
E

So that is sort o f check your answer.

I

If you get a wrong answer here it w ill still give you the right answer.

E

W e'll get it wrong this time.

Recording intervenes:
Put in the follow ing order, orange, beans, apple.
E

That pops up.

Recording intervenes:
Orange, beans, apple. Sorry, that’s not correct.
E

W e've still got the sm iling face.

I

So what do you think o f this feedback?

E

I don't know; it shouldn't have been a sm iling face if I was going to be wrong.
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I

D o you think they connect a sm iling face with reading. W hen the sound came
up, the sm iling face cam e up, or do you think that suggests som ething else. If
you get wrong, you shouldn’t have got that sm iling face?

E

W ell, before it was using the sm iling face to say "you’re right" so I clicked that
and the sm iling face cam e up and I thought "wow I'm right".

I

It gives a wrong indication.

E

Yeah.

I

D oes that means many?
[when seeing the expert clicking Step-like icon]

E

That m eans it’s tw o stacks high but it put one on the end. It's tw o stacks high
but it put an extra box on the end; it’s horizontal, that's vertical.

I

Is it sim ply the level o f difficulty?

E

It is the lev el o f difficulty but it doesn't really..............

I

So what do you suggest?

E

W ell, it’s easy, they’ve got heaps o f room.

If this is horizontal, put that

horizontal too.
Recording intervenes here:
R ice, strawberries, waterm elon, apple.
I

That w ould be easy for the learner to understand.

E

Yeah. It's a little bit slow in picking up sometimes.

I

Is that because o f the machine or because o f the program?

E

Probably because w e’re running from the CD.

Recording intervenes here:
R ice, straw berries............
E

See, the sm ile com es up straight away.

I

It seem s to be linked with the sound.

Recording intervenes:
Very good.
E

B ut it stays there when you’re right. But it changes to a sad face when you're
wrong. So that’s a bit confusing, because even though you’re wrong anyway,
but there's still a sm iling face.

I

A bit o f a contradiction.

Recording intervenes here:
Place in the follow ing order, green pepper, lem on, potatoes, beans.
E

There's an intonation problem there too, because............. I can’t hear it again.
E veryone is said with a rising intonation. She said "lemon, beans, potatoes,
green capsicum". The last one should be a falling intonation.

I

Y eah, that's true.
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E

I mean there are problem s. I know why they don't do that because that means
you have to have tw o sounds for every item , so that if it's the last one in the list,
you play the fallin g intonation instead o f the normal intonation or rising
intonation.

I

It's difficult to design?

E

N o, you ju st have tw o sounds. It m akes the thing bigger. But that’s what we
did in the languages one. W e have rising sounds or if it's in the m iddle o f say a
number, m aybe it's the last com ponent o f the number, you've got the falling
intonation; a hundred and one. So you've got a number called one, two, but
w e've also got one, tw o. So if you say a hundred and one, a hundred and two,
a hundred and three, or if it's three, three hundred, you don't say ''three-e
hundred".

I

So that’s what takes the extra space, right?

E

Yeah, that would be w hy they haven’t done it.

E

It w ould be easy to do an anim ation o f the dragging rather than that funny
graphic. This navigation is painful. It's one o f the things that w ill stop students
from using it because they can’t go quickly to where they want to be. Let's try.

I

Try this one, transportation.

Recording intervenes here:
Places and transportation.
E

Let's try a level two thing because I don't know what they do.

Recording intervenes here:
Where is it?
I
E

This machine is a little bit slower than that one.
That’s a Pentium.

Recording intervenes here:
The M ississippi River.
E

M m, that's not very good. The graphic isn't very good because this line here is
the M ississippi River. It's not differentiated enough from the state boundaries.
It should be thicker or something.

Recording intervenes:
The Ohio River.
I

It's a litde bit different in the colour.

E

Y eah, it’s a slighdy different colour but again you shouldn't rely on the colour.

Recording intervenes:
Canada. Lake Superior.
E

So this is water, m ostly water and rivers.

Recording intervenes:
M exico.
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I

So that sound indicates it's wrong.

E

There’s no pins there. I guess that’s H awaii. Is that Hawaii?

I

Yeah.

Recording intervenes here:
It's east o f the M ississippi River, it's on the G ulf o f M exico and it's w est o f
G eorgia.
(repeats same text as above)
It's east o f the M ississippi River.
I

It seem s like a clue. What do you think o f this?

Recording intervenes:
N ot east. East, east.
I

D oes that clue help anything?

E

If you know what this cross means.

Recording intervenes again:
East, not east.
E
I

Those three are east.
D oes it give you the direction?

Recording intervenes again:
It's w est o f Georgia. It's on the gu lf o f M exico.
E

So these are the three components o f the sound.

I

W hy do you think they want to separate it into three components?

Recording again:
It's east o f the M ississippi River. It borders Florida.
E

W hy is that one separate? I'm not sure why that one is separate. That's the
w hole thing.

I

The w hole thing and then........

E

Three.....and then a separate one.
[indicating a separate Hint button]

Recording intervenes:
It's east o f the M ississippi River. It's on the gu lf o f M exico and it's w est o f
G eorgia.
E

So that's an extra clue I presume.

Recording:
It borders Florida.
I

So that's an extra one. That is when you cannot figure out from this w hole or
three the separate components, perhaps you can click for hint.

Recording intervenes:
It borders Florida.
France borders Switzerland.
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France doesn’t border Austria.
E

So it’s got an explanation, a visual and audio explanation o f the language.

I

So do you think that helps the learner to figure out what this means?

E

It’s a big concept.

It's a big conceptual leap, but then this w hole graphic

interface is because there’s no written language at all, is there?
Recording intervenes:
It's east o f the M ississippi R iver. It's on the gu lf o f M exico and it's west of
G eorgia.
E

Provided you know where G eorgia is.

Recording intervenes:
Y es, that’s Alabama.
The M ississippi River borders it. It borders The Great Lakes and it's west of
W isconsin.
I

So you have to know all..........

E

You have to know all o f those parts.

Recording intervenes:
Y es, that's M innesota.
It borders the M ississippi River.
I

If you have no knowledge o f American geography it is hard to do this.

Recording intervenes:
Y es, that's Arkansas.
I

Y es, that's Arkansas.

This one, as the right answ er com es out [which is

indicated by changing the pin color from blue to red] it also gives you the
explanation, also gives you the explanation.
E

Yeah, the visual clue; again it's a colour thing so if you didn't have the colour
m onitor up you'd be in trouble w ith the pins. But yeah, they give you an audio
to say that you've got that right. It seem s to me to be overly com plex for what
you're trying to do. The fact that you've got so many different things going on
at once.

I

W hat about if you choose the wrong answer.

E

W ell, I think there's probably one there now.

Recording intervenes:
N o, that's Nebraska.
E

So it sim ply tells you................the same as the previous exercise. It tells you
what your wrong answer w as, so if your m em ory w as good enough and you
didn't know the States, you m ight remember where they were.

Recording intervenes:
It borders Georgia; it's on the Atlantic C oast and it's north o f Florida.
Recording intervenes:
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N o, that’s G eorgia.
Y es, that’s South Carolina.
It’s north o f Maryland, it borders Lake Erie and it's w est o f N ew Jersey.
I

W hen you get the right answer it automatically goes to the next one.

E

Yeah, it automatically does.

I

There should be buttons..............

E

To go to the next one, yeah.

Recording intervenes:
N o, that's W isconsin.
N o, that’s Illinois.
N o, that's Indiana.
N o, that’s Ohio.
Y es, that's Pennsylvania.
I

So with this kind o f feedback what do you think if you cannot get three answers
right. Should it highlight one part or give you som e clues?

E

Y eah. It’s obvious that I'm just guessing and if I’m just guessing there's no
m otivation behind what I'm doing for the learning. M y im pression is that it's
too com plex, the system is too com plex. And this stepping back one by one is
dreadful. So what does a level three do for the same thing? So we're still on the
w orld.

Recording intervenes:
V isiting a friend.
Pause here.
I

This one is a little bit confusing.

E

Y es it is confusing. There's a red dot there.

Recording intervenes:
Good morning may I help you?
Y es, I need a taxi.
I

So what does that mean?
[sm all square boxes at the bottom o f screen. Each box represents an individual
word in a sentence which can be clicked pronouncing]

E

I don’t know what that m eans. Let's go back to the first one. One, two, three,
four, five, six panels. That's got an "i" [eye] on it.

I

It seem s like a clue.

Recording intervenes at a very slow speed.
M ay III help / you?
pronounced one by one]
I

W hat do you think o f the sound?

E

Is that supposed to be a clue?
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[clicking Hint button]
Recording intervenes:
H ello may I help you? [male voice]
May I help you? [female voice]
H ello may I help you? [male voice again]
E

H ello [helou] H ello [heyu:] [expert imitating the poor pronunciation]

I

The pronunciation is not good.

Recording intervenes here:
May 111 help / you? [slow speed]
E

So that’s the sound disjointed and they're two exam ples o f the sound. So what
do these things do?

Recording intervenes at slow speed:
Good morning, may I help you?
E

So they're the components o f that speech.

I

W hy do they want to put it in that way.

E

I don't know and it's confusing because there's no indication on it to say this is
the sound. I mean they're using "ears" for sound here. D oes this play the
w hole dialogue?
[pointing to a long button]

I

Yeah.

Recording intervenes here:
Good morning may I help you?
Y es I need a taxi.
Where are you going?
I'm going to the train station.
H ow much is that?
That w ill be five forty.
How much is a ticket to M exico City.
E
I

So if you click here it stops. So that plays the w hole dialogue.
Yeah. What does this turtle button mean?

Recording:
Good morning may I help you (slow speed)
E
I

S low ly.
So they actually set the language at a slow speed for the learner, and also this
one separates the words. If you know what it m eans, it’s good to language
learners.

Recording:
Good morning may I help you (slow speed)
E

Yeah. And this one plays each speech slow ly, just one by one.
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I

H ow do you know that?

E

Only because I w ent through in order and found out what it did.

I

D oes this graphic suggest something?
[the graphic like turtle on the icon button]

Recording intervenes:
H ow / much / is / a / ticket / to / M exico / City? [slow speed]
E

Before I looked at it, before I tested it, it didn't tell me what it m eant

Recording:
H ow much is a ticket to M exico City?
I

D o you mean there should be som e text indications or instructions here?

E

I can't see w hy there couldn't be. I presume this one let's you record, [a button
w ith a m icrophone on] w hich w e don’t have any recording facilities in here
anyway. So let's go to the next section.

I

Still based on the same lesson.

E

Y es.

I

D o you know how to do that now?

E

There's a help thing. It looks like that's everything.

I

It w ill still tell you how to use the mouse.

E

Drag from the bottom to the top. It's suggesting that one there is the right
answer.

Recording intervenes:
Excuse m e is this seat free?
Y es, please sit down.
E

It's not the right answer.

Recording:
H ow much is a ticket to M exico City?
One w ay or roundtrip?
H ow much is a ticket to M exico City?
One w ay or roundtrip?
E

It only goes in the frame, it doesn't go on the speech.

Recording:
H ow much is that?
That w ill be five-forty.
H ow much is that?
That w ill be five-forty.
E

So anywhere in the box.

Recording repeats sam e question as previous.
I

There’s no text, and there’s no w ay to get text displayed.

E

N o.
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Recording:
Maria, over here!
H ello Karen.
Excuse m e, is this seat free?
Y es, please sit down.
I

So with this one there's no sound feedback, just graphic.

E

W ell, the other feedback is it stays there because if I put it in the wrong one.....

Recording:
Where are you going?
I'm going to the train station.
E

It stays there for a little w hile and then it com es back.

I

So that also serves as a feedback.

Recording repeats same question as previous.
How long was your train ride?
It took three hours.
Roundtrip please.
That w ill be thirty dollars.
Have you had lunch yet.
N o, I'm very hungry.
E

There's an interface problem with this. W hen you put your m ouse on it like
that, it should play then. It only plays when you click the button.

Recording intervenes:
Good morning may I help you?
Y es I need a taxi.
(keeps repeating same question)
E

You could do it ju st as easily because it's already selected that one, just as soon
as you m ove on to i t

Recording repeats previous question.
E

What happens now? Go to the next one.

I

It's still the same one. It repeats the same action.

Recording intervenes:
H ow long was your train ride?
It took three hours.
E

It's ju st the sam e.

I

So you have to repeat the same actions.

E

What happens after you do that one again? Y ou just keep going.

I

You keep going.

E

The same one.

I

And perhaps the order is different.
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E

In different places.

I

Y es, the order is different. It doesn't make any sense.

E

B ecause you're going to go by the pictures. That w as that one.

Recording intervenes:
Follow ing traffic law s.
E

That w ill be a difficult one to do across countries, because the traffic law s w ill be
different. I mean even from state to state in Australia; unless they’re very basic
like stop at a red lig h t He looks like a French?

I

You mean in the picture.

Recording intervenes:
- You went through a red lig h t
- Y es but w e turned right.
- W here are you from?
- We're from the U .S.A .
E

It's supposed to be som ewhere else.

Recording:
- Here's Main Street, which way do w e tum?[male voice]
I

What’s that?
[expert clicking a highlighted spot on main street]
- M ain Street[fem ale voice]

E

It reads the sign for you.

Recording:
- I'll check the map. The library is to the right.
- Fine, let's go.
- Okay I won't give you a ticket this time.
- Thank you, w e'll be more careful.
End o f side one.
Side tw o continues.
Recording continues:
- But w e turned right. Stop.
- What's wrong officer?
- Here's Main Street, which way do w e turn?
- I'll check the map.
- 1 see the library now.
- Y es, it's over there on the left.
- The library is to the right
- Fine, let's go.
- W ell, in this country you can't turn on red.
- Oh, w e didn't know that.
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I

So “in this country” that suggests it’s not in US

E

And it doesn't say where.

Recording:
Where are you from?
We're from the U .S.A .
(bong sound)
I
E

So that serves as a feedback sound.
Yeah.

I

So what do you think o f the learner control in this activity?

E

B asically the learner is not controlling the navigation again, and this is just a
different interaction really.

Recording:
- You went through a red ligh t
- Y es but w e turned right.
E

And I think that's the same.

Recording:
- You went through a red ligh t
- Y es but w e turned right.
E

Let me see what the last one is.

Recording:
- Here's Main Street. W hich way do w e turn?
- I’ll check the map.
I

So there's a change in order.

E

I don't think they change; I think it's still the same. I think it's just repeating.
Let me see what they last one is again. I mean they should shuffle them up.

Recording:
Okay, I w on’t give you a ticket this tim e.
I

The same?

E

Yeah. N o, it's different. What they're doing, each tim e you do the activity,
they're just random izing the order o f the speech buttons, but it's the same
speech, it's the sam e dialogue, just random order.

I

Same speech, sam e dialogue.

E

Yeah, it's just random order, that's all they're doing.

I

So what about feedback o f this program in comparison with that one?

E

W ell, there isn't really much feedback. You're either right or you're wrong. If
you're right it sticks, if you're wrong it goes back and you have to try again.
So you just have to keep going until you actually get every speech in the right
frame and really that's the only feedback. The thing that is confusing is their
own versions o f these icons, because they're non-standard icons and it's not
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exactly clear, perhaps with the exception o f that m icrophone and what each one
o f these does; and each screen that you go to, they're different anyway, because
they have built an icon for each activity that you're doing. Let's have a look at
one more.
Recording intervenes:
A ctivities.
I

So each tim e you can only go to the one.

E

To the ones that are associated, yeah.

R e c o r d i n g

i n t e r v e n e s :

A t hom e.
E

So this is an "at home" one like the other one had an "at home" one. So this is
ju st vocab.

Recording intervenes:
She's listening to the radio.
E

That’s a sentence.

Recording:
She’s reading the paper.
She's brushing her hair.
I

So this is level one?

E

Y es this is level one.

I

So it's level one just a practice work.

E

Y es.

I

But here it's a practice sentence?

E

Y es.

I

D o you think that is consistent?

E

Y es, as they've gone down the list I would suggest they've got more difficult,
m ore com plex.

Recording intervenes:
She's brushing her teeth.
I

So you mean the six activities are in the logically arranged order?

E

I think they are yes. Is this doing anything, [indicating a button] One and two.

Recording:
She's brushing her hair.
E

M aybe I’ll have to play it to see if it's different.

Recording intervenes:
She's brushing her hair.
E

N o, it's the sam e.

Recording:
H e's w atching TV.
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I

Perhaps if you test it w ill make a difference with the ch oices, the number of
choices.

Recording:
W ho's brushing her hair?
I

Oh, only this difference.
[at one level the learner can see the picture w hile answering the question, while
in another the picture is turned over]

E

One and tw o doesn't seem to be making much. OK at this level you can't see.

I

So that only tests memory, not com prehension.

E

Yeah.

Recording:
N o, she's brushing her teeth.
I

W hat do you think o f the listening com prehension, it should be concentrated on
comprehension or memory?

E

They shouldn't be concentrating on...... when you're designing the lesson you
say what your objective is and if your objective is com prehension, is to achieve
better com prehension, then they should structure the components o f the package
to do that. If it's to achieve better com prehension and better memory. But
they're too difficu lt things to be doing at the sam e tim e for learners o f the
language. I mean if this was in C hinese and I w as trying to learn this in
C hinese, it w ould be really difficult for me to hold those things in my memory
and translate them w hich is really what I w ould be doing at the same time and
trying to figure out now ...... you're doing a com plex double task.

I

So you mean the language program could be concentrating on one aspect at a
, tim e.

E

I think it should, yes. I mean the interface here, the graphics and things look
fine but to use icons as the w hole method o f operating a program, I think isn't
really necessary. It m akes it more com plicated to use than it needs to be. If
there are just sim ple instructions.

I

You mean text instructions.

E

Just sim ple text instructions, even if they w ere just under the button, it would
make it easier to use the program because when you com e to each activity now
for the first tim e, you have to spend a few minutes figuring out what the thing is
going to do, instead o f going on with the task.

I

W hat about the supporting docum ent D o you think the learner should read this
first? So this docum ent suggests what this m eans like stop or options. Do you
think they should have this know ledge.

E

N o, if you look at the language used to describe what these buttons are, it's
more advanced than the language that they're learning. To hear the last audio
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segm ent repeated, audio segm ent, that's high lev el language compared with
som ebody w ho’s learning what an orange is or an apple. So this is fine for the
teacher to explain what all o f these things are but it's o f no use to the learner.
And the other factor is o f course, com puter users never look at the instructions.
Children esp ecially w ill go straight into the program and in this case they're
ju stified because they won't understand what those things are.
I

D o you mean for exam ple here is this button and why not put Stop on it?

E

Stop, but it's not stop, it's not stop see, it's actually ''go back, go back, go
back" and w hen you're on the last one it’s "quit" and it’s a fu ll stop and the
green one is "go forward, go forward, go forward".

Recording intervenes:
N o, he's watching TV.
I

And it's still giving feedback.

E

Y eah, the feedback is consistent, the feedback is consistent in this one and when
you get it wrong, she just said the sam e, she repeated the question for me.

Recording:
H e's listening to the radio.
E

They also vary the positive response. Som etim es she says "great", som etim es
she says ’’good", som etim es she says "excellent".

I

So they vary the feedback.

Recording:
Correct.
E

See correct, that was great, that was correct.

Recording intervenes:
W ho’s reading the paper?
Great.
W ho's watching TV?
N o, she's brushing her teeth.
E

So she gives you the answer, I mean gives you the situation and repeats the
question. That's fine.

_

Recording:
Great.
W ho's brushing her teeth?
Congratulations.
I

So that is the final one.

E

And again that w as different; that w as different from som e o f the other ones.
W hat did you say before? "Job w ell done" or that’s a good job or something".
So they've got variety in the responses. So this is practice again.

Recording:
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She is waking up.
H e is washing his face.
I

And also they practise a kind o f particular grammar it seem s.

E

Y eah, it's consistent. The grammar is consistent.

Recording intervenes:
She's making coffee.
E

It's level two, they're hidden. At level one they're not hidden.

Recording intervenes:
He's making coffee.
N o, he's com bing his hair.
W ho’s making coffee?
N o, he's feeding the baby.
E

And you can't click before she says the question again with this one.

I

This is better than that program. B efore you finish listening to the sound you
can playback the answer.

E

Y eah, w hich m eans that you don't have to be listening to the sound you're just
guessing the answer. Y ou see I can't select one. [expert trying to select the
answer while the sound is playing]

I

So basically you think this program is better than that one.

E

Y eah, it's just the reinforcem ent variety that m akes it better. I can't go forward
until I get all o f them right but I can go back out again. But again the more I
do............. so if I'm an interested student and I do lots o f activities, in the end
that's w orse for me because I have to go back through every one o f them to get
out.
[expert choosing another activity]

Recording intervenes:
W hen is it?
E

This is a calendar. W hen is it? We're still at hom e. So it's a calendar o f events.

Recording intervenes:
The baseball game. The museum. The library.
I

It’s still in practice mode.

E

Yeah. I'll go forward.

Recording intervenes:
It's M onday and Harry is going to the barber. What's the date?
E

So it's a fairly com plex sentence and question.
[expert selecting the correct answer]

Recording intervenes:
Exactly. It's Saturday and Harry is going to the beach. What's the date?
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I

So the cross m eans wrong and the code m eans finished, actually it means
finished. So there shouldn’t be a cross here, they give you a kind o f negative
feeling.

E

Y ou’re not quite sure what they mean by that cross because norm ally in a test
like this, if you see a cross, that means wrong.

Recording intervenes:
It's Saturday and Harry is going to the beach. What's the date?
[expert selecting the correct answer]
Recording
Very good.
It's Thursday and Harry is going to the library. W hat’s the date?
[expert selecting the correct answer]
Exactly.
I

So you have to figure out the day o f the week. So the sentence structure is very
com plex.

E

Yeah.

Recording intervenes:
It's Friday and Harry is going to the zoo.
What's the date?
E

Y ou have to w ait until it's finished. What I want to see is what happens to the
faces.

Recording intervenes:
It's Thursday and Harry is going to the museum.
What's the date?
E

W hat is it going to do to his face?

Recording intervenes:
E xcellent. It's Tuesday and Harry is going to the m ovies.
What's the date?
E

Where is he going?

Recording:
It's Tuesday and Harry is going to the m ovies.
W hat’s the date?
I

So is that feedback the sam e when you click first time right and second time
right. Y ou see som etim es the feedback is Excellent, and som etim es it’s Good,
and ....(?)(recording overrides voice o f interviewer).

E

I'll see one wrong.
[expert selecting the incorrect answer]

Recording intervenes:
Bad luck try again.
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It's Friday and Harry is going to a baseball gam e. What's the date?
E

So now this tim e it doesn't tell you what you clicked on, but I suppose that's
reasonable in here.

Recording intervenes:
Great. It's W ednesday and Harry is going to the cafe. What's the date?
E

Cafe, that's a funny one.

Recording intervenes:
Very good.
I
E

You mean the sound is funny.
Mn, Cafe is funny, [the expert means the pronunciation]

Recording intervenes:
It's W ednesday and Harry is going to the library. What's the date?
E

Cafe yeah.

I

Is that American pronunciation?

E

Yeah. W hen you’ve been through these once you can't see the days anymore.

I

They just assume you have already known by now.

Recording intervenes:
It's M onday and Harry is going to a restaurant.
What's the date?
Great.
It's Saturday and Harry is going dancing.
I

Or another thing is because everyone know s how the calendar is arranged,
usually the calendar is arranged in this way.

E

W ell, our calendars aren't; our calendars would be Sunday, M onday, Tuesday,
W ednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
[the calendar on screen is arranged in the w ay that M onday, Tuesday,
W ednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday]

I

Oh, so is this a typical American calendar?

E

I don’t know; I have to assum e it is because that’s the w ay they have designed it
but it's not a typical Australian calendar.

Recording intervenes:
It's Saturday and Harry is going dancing. What's the date?
Exactly.
It's Saturday and Harry is going to the zoo. What's the date?
I

The second tim e is right

Recording intervenes:
Too bad, keep trying.
It's Saturday and Harry is going to the zoo. What's the date?
I

You have to listen to it again.
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Recording intervenes:
V ery good.
It's W ednesday and Harry is going to the Laundromat.
What's the date?
I

So the feedback is different The second tim e you get it right, it's seldom exactly
or excellent. It’s good or very good.

E

Y eah, it’s different

Recording intervenes:
It's Tuesday and Harry is playing tennis. What's the date?
Exactly.
I

N ow the first tim e you’re right, they say Exactly. The second time right they say
G ood.

Recording
It’s Friday and Harry is going swim m ing. What's the date?
Too bad, keep trying, [expert clicking the wrong answer, the sound plays again]
It's Friday and Harry is going swimming. What's the date?
That's right.
I

That's right. It doesn’t say Exactly or E xcellent. So they do that purposely,
right?

E

Yeah. They should have had som e other thing other than a cross. A stamp of
som e kind other than a cross.

I

There's so many crosses and it's not looking that nice.

E

U sually the cross means wrong. To hear him say "that's right" and have a cross
here is ...

Recording intervenes:
It's Sunday and Harry is going camping.
W hat’s the date?
Great. Congratulations.
I

So this is the last one. Go to another one.

E

So if you do go to another one. I should have gone to level two, shouldn't I?

Recording intervenes:
It's Sunday and Harry is going dancing.
What's the date?
I

Y ou can choose level two.

Pause here w hile changing level.

,

Recording intervenes:
A w eek from today is the twenty-fourth.
I

T hese are the instructions or demonstrations?

E

I don't know what it is.
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Recording intervenes:
Today is the seventeenth.
E

That's a w eek from today.

Recording intervenes:
A w eek ago was the tenth.
Yesterday was the sixteenth.
Tomorrow is the eighteenth.
I

So is this the last demonstration?

E

The practice.

Recording intervenes:
Yesterday Harry ate at a restaurant
Tomorrow he's going to the m ovies.
What day is it today?
E

That's much more com plicated. Y esterday he ate at a restaurant, tomorrow he's
going to the m ovies.

Recording intervenes:
Correct, today is Thursday.
Yesterday Harry w ent to the zoo. Tomorrow he's going to eat at a restaurant.
What day is it today?
I

So do you think level two is really more difficult than the previous level.

E

Mmm. Restaurant. Tomorrow he's going to the zoo.

Recording intervenes:
Y esterday Harry w ent to the zoo, tomorrow he's going to eat at a restaurant.
What day is it today?
Correct, today is Sunday.
Yesterday Harry went to the m ovies. Tomorrow he's going camping. What day
is it today?
Correct, today is Saturday.
E

That seem s to me to be a big step from the previous one.

Recording intervenes:
Yesterday Harry went to the m ovies.
Tomorrow he's going to the gym .
What day is it today?
E

Okay.

I

So that's the basic program.

E

Yeah. This is the bad feature o f it, this linear progression through the program.
If they changed that so you could step back, that would make it much friendlier
to use.
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I

So basically in this program the feedback is also the confirmation and the second
one is the correct responses feedback.

E

Y eah, but no explanations.

I

W hat about these tw o kinds o f feedback do you think, are they used effectively
or not?

E

Yeah, in this program I think they are used pretty effectively, generally, although
in a couple o f the activities they seem ed to be not consistent where they didn’t
use as much as they could have. But generally it's pretty good feedback.

I

The learner control part i s ................

E

It's a litde bit more com plicated I think than it needs to be. What they’ve tried to
do is assum e no reading ability, no reading levels, but that isn't consistent with
the language that's actually in there. So they could have put, if they had put text
instructions on there. For instance in the other one, when you m oved your
arrow they had balloon help, so they could have kept the w hole interface the
sam e, w ith only pictures, but let you turn on or o ff the balloon help, so that
when you m oved your arrow on to the button, the balloon help com es up and
says "this button w ill take you to" whatever it is. And if they did it that way they
w ouldn’t have to make room for text on the screen but you can still get access to
it, so that the little explanation pops up beside the button.

I

So without text now you really don't know what to do next.

E

Y ou have to spend som e tim e figuring out the way that........... each new screen
that you work to you have to spend tim e figuring out how the screen works,
w hich means that you're not getting on with the main activity.

I

Another feature in this it's only the sound there's no text at all in the words or
dialogue.

E

That's right.

I

So what do you think o f that from the language learning prospect. Is it better
only the sound or together with the visual text?

E

That's fin e, I don't think you need the text because obviously as soon as you
have text there, you turn the focus back to reading rather than listening, and the
idea with this is that you listen to what's being said and then respond according
to what you hear, except for som e o f those advanced ones where they actually
cover things over, because then they're bringing in memory as w ell. The way
that I w ould structure......................... if the memory ones were to be included
I would structure them so that you can get to them separately instead o f having to
go right through all o f those practice sessions before you get to the concentration
or the m em ory game. That should be a menu option or som ething so that you
can just choose to go there for a fun game, instead o f having to go right through
all o f those screens each time.
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I

So in the listening programs do you think that more learner control is better?

E

N o, it isn 't The learner control isn't really better because o f this linear structure
that they have; the fact that you have to step through every single thing to get to
the bit that you want and w orse than that, when you want to stop you have to
step backwards through each one. Y ou should be able to ju s t.............. like the
other one had a menu button w hich takes you back to this screen. You should
be able to go back directly w ithout having to pass through all o f those other
screens.

I

So in this one the learner can control the learning content whether he wants to
choose level one, level two or level three.

E

Y eah and it’s good that they have a lot o f activities for each one, that's fine. It’s
ju st so the user can control w hich activity they want to go to, but they can’t
control the way through those, they have to go down that linear pathway.

I

W hat about the control o f pace in comparison with previous one?

E

That’s better. It doesn’t force you to m ove to next item, that’s fine.

I

So as a w hole do you see this program as a listening program?

E

I think the function o f the listening is fine but users are going to get frustrated.
They're going to be frustrated initially because they don't know how the thing
w orks so they have to learn how it works and they're going to be frustrated
when they finish each activity because it's slow to get to the next one. But each
activity that w e've looked at there as a listening activity, I think is fine. The
reinforcem ent is good because it tells you, when you get som ething wrong it
tells you what that is, so that is reinforcing the language o f that item , even
though you got it wrong, so that when you hear it next you w ill remember what
it w as. But again the navigation and the functionality o f the screens is more
com plicated than it needs to be.

I

D o you mean som etim es the structure o f the w hole program w ill stop the learner
to learn actually.

E
I

Y es, yes.
I f it's w ell designed it w ill give much more learner control to the other sequence
or the pace, perhaps the learner w ill be much more motivated.

E

It it's easy to use, yes, they w ill lik e using it.

But w hen you make it too

com plicated they would rather do som ething else probably.
I

Thank you for giving so much time.

E

That’s okay.

End o f interview .
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Transcript of Interview with Expert D
Length of Interviewing Time: 45 minutes
Software Packages: Listen?
E = Expert
I = Interviewer
[...] Contextual inform ation

E

W ell, I won't worry about that information.

I

Pardon?

E

I'm not going to look at the information because w e'll see if w e can use it without
the inform ation. One hundred and twenty five m egabytes. Sorry to say but the
Am erican E nglish sounds terrible. It runs best with memory off, [reading the
instructions on screen] Continue, yes, I've probably got memory on but we'll
continue anyway and see what happens.

I

It's a little bit slow .

M usic starts here.
E

I shouldn't have touched that. That’s ju st the speed, this drive doesn't mean a
thing so w e'll ignore that.

I

So this is a new feature, you have to type in your name first.

E

Y ou put new student first but don't tell me I've got to work this through you see.

I

OK.

E

N ew student. OK, Type your name in. [reading the instructions on screen] ok,
click ok. N ow if you're learning Chinese and you're a Chinese person and you
can't read any English, learning English and you're Chinese, that can be a bit
difficult. This is the same problem in the instructions as before. So if you are on
your own without an instructor and you are a Chinese student about to learn some
E nglish, you w ill have to guess what to do because you can't read these words,
so it depends on how you're going to use it, so if it was com pletely stand alone,
com pletely without any instructor support, then it's got to have som e instruction I
guess in C hinese language to tell the person what to do, when you activate the
button.

I

W hat about natives? If it is for natives, no problem?

E

Oh no, no, yeah, if they have already got som e English that's fine. If they
haven't they might find that a little difficult

I

Y ou mean give them som e sound instructions as w ell as the text, displayed here
[pointing to the screen]
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E

Yeah, yeah. You see you m ight not be able to read the word "time”; you might
not know that word, you might not know any o f these w ords, so you don't know
what to do and there's nothing on the buttons to tell you. But I assum e that the
design o f this is m eant to have a tutor w ith the person to start with.

I’m

guessing, it's how you use it. This w ill all be the sam e as before now I assume.
I

Yeah basically the same.
[E clicking on the activity Time]

Recording intervenes:
Choose the clock that matches the tim e you hear.
E

You hear?

I

Oh, You have to click on that
[E clicking on the repeat button]

Recording intervenes:
What tim e is it?
It's a quarter past five.
Pardon?
A quarter past five.
E

I have to look for the clock that says a quarter past five.
[murmuring and looking for the correct clock]
Oh, yes. [clicking on the clock]

Recording intervenes:
Y es, it's a quarter past five.
E

It's not your m achine it's m ine. [??? not proper to context, but the tape is
inaudible]

Recording:
What tim e is it?
It's tw elve minutes to three.
Pardon?
T w elve minutes to three.
E

N ow that in a sense, a variety o f clocks i s .............. [interrupted by recording]

Recording:
Y es, it's tw elve minutes to three.
I

You mean som e are in digital form s.......... [interrupted by E]

E

And som e are in analogue. What I'm getting at is, that creates cognitive load; you
have tw o things you have to s p lit

It’s causing split attention, so you've got

cognitive load, extra additional cognitive load. So if your aim is to interpret the
English then surely either have all digital or all analogue. A mixture o f the two
should be made at the next step, so the first step m ay be digital and another step
analogue or the other w ay round, then digital/analogue com bined.
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got...............w hen w e w ent for tw elve m inutes to three, with the analogue, two
three, the person can think about two and think about what it means in terms o f a
clock . It giv es them a bit o f clue visually. W hen you’ve got it in this form,
digital form , you haven't got that visual clue. So it m eans you have to have a
more abstract to understand the language better I think.
I

A lso there is the roman numeral form.

E

Y eah, this one is a roman numeral. That doesn't matter but it's hard to read on
the screen anyway. So I think that would be better but it depends how difficult; if
it's a low skill level to start w ith, w ell, it seem s to m e that would be better.

I

So w ith this button, you can listen to the form as many tim es as you can. So
what do you think? D o you think the students should be allow ed to listen many
tim es or should there be som e lim its?

E

N o, I think they should be able to listen to it many tim es because if they're
beginners you may have to hear it a number o f tim es.

I

A lso it depends on if this is a teaching task or test task, right?

E

Yeah. Are you going to use it as a test or are you using it as an instructional tool.
I don’t think the instructors, the people who designed this, were sure, so they
com prom ised in between. M aybe they've com prom ised and said "oh it might be
one, it m ight be the other". They're trying to use it for tw o things rather than
one. The idea is okay; I think it’s more o f a test though at the end.

I

So the sound a n d ..........? [interrupted by recording]

Recording intervenes:
In that lesson you scored seventeen percent.
I

The sound and the intonation is okay?

E

Y eah, it’s just that this speaker is playing up. It's never been very good.

I

W hat about trying a different one.

E

W e didn't try the Johnson's House did we? Oh yes w e did, the restaurant. At the
park m aybe w e'll try at the park. See what the park says.

Recording intervenes:
In the picture you w ill see peoplein a park.
A fter you hear each sentence choose true or false.
E

This is only stim ulus response.

I

Drill practice?

E

Yeah.

Recording intervenes.
Som e people are buying food at the hot dog stand.
[E clicking on the True]
Recording
Y ou’re right, [five du-du sounds, meaning five points]
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I

So there is no feedback at all?

E

A s soon as you’re right, you...................... [interrupted by recording]

Recording intervenes:
People are allow ed on the grass in the park.
N o, you're wrong.
A man is sitting and reading the newspaper.
I

So ju st true or fa lse, you cannot get the feedback and say w hy you’re
true.....[interrupted by E]

E

Yeah, it's telling you whether it's right or wrong so it's giving you very low level
feedback. The feedback it's giving you is low level. It's only very basic; it tells
you if you are right or wrong but it doesn't tell you w hy. N ow if it was very
good feedback it would actually tell you w hy and it w ould highlight, the picture
would perhaps flash.

I

You mean if you indicate this picture, the picture should be flashed.

E

Yeah, suppose you said "no there wasn't a man reading the newspaper and you
said false" then it should say "no, the man flashin g is actually reading a
newspaper". So it show s you where you made your m istake.

I

Oh, It could give you som e text, too?

E

Yeah, I think it would just be better to have it flashing or som ething or some way
o f highlighting it.

I

Then it would be much more intuitive?

E

Yeah, the person would learn a little more from it. N ow what happened here?

I

So by clicking the picture you mean.....? [interrupted by recording]

Recording intervenes:
Some people who work in the city com e to the park to eat their lunch.
E

Let’s go forward.

Recording intervenes:
You're wrong.
A couple o f people are playing football on the grass.
E

N o, you're w rong, that's w hat it said, no you’re w rong, it didn't tell you
anything.

I

not tell you w hy, so that’s ................. [interrupted by recording]

Recording intervenes:
N o, you're wrong.
I

A lso after you click on true or false the next question w ill com e automatically, so
you have no tim e to think about i t

E

N o, you don't need to do that.

I

In that w ay you mean the learner should control it?
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E

Y eah, the learner is not really controlling it; the instructor is controlling it, the
designer is.

It’s really the old fashioned drill and practice.

It's not much

different to what they used to be.
I

Oh, so you m ean in this kind o f , esp ecially in this CD form, there should be
som e more choices for the learner?

E

Oh yeah, it's like....M m , you've got a C D , right? and it's got 650 m egabytes o f
space available and it's only used 125, so it's lik e having a motor car that can
drive at eighty km s. an hour and you can only drive it at twenty. It's not using
the full potential o f the computer.

I

Oh, yeah, yeah. So in that sense it's poorly designed.

E

Y eah, and also........... [interrupted by recording]

Recording intervenes:
In that lesson you scored twenty percent
E

The sound is playing up.

So the big problem is that the learner who uses this

isn't getting feedback and it's a very basic drill and practice which could be done
on any sort o f m achine. The picture is static so the w hole thing is just a bit o f
colour, it could be done anywhere. So it's not a particularly good one. Let's
try............ w e've tried the house, w e'll try places. This might be interesting.
Recording intervenes:
Listen to each conversation, choose the correct picture.
D o you have anything to declare madam?
N o, nothing at all.
N o perfum e, alcohol or cigarettes.
W ell, I have two hundred cigarettes, that's all.
N o, alcohol or perfume?
N o.
W ill you open this bag please madam?
I

So that’s the w hole dialogue.

E

W ell, there’s nothing to tell you the dialogue is finished.

I

Y ou mean on screen there should be som e indications?

E

Y eah or even a little bar that runs across like a tape recorder or som ething that
tells you "okay" that's feedback, feedback to tell you that you've covered it. Do
you see what I mean?

I

That's a good idea.

E

So you’re listening away and I w as listening and thinking "oh there's going to be
another conversation in the stop. Som e o f them have a little bar that just fills up
likp. in the electronic mail; it doesn't matter how you do it. A tape recorder would
be a good icon, a little tape recorder with the reels going around.
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I

Yeah. But anyhow there should be a kind o f feedback to tell the leaner that the
dialogue is finished.

E

Yeah, because I don’t know when it’s finished.
[E clicking on picture]

Recording intervenes:
Y es they're at the custom s hall.
E

W e'll do another one.

I

The next one w ill com e automatically.

E

D oes it? I wish they would tell me that.

Recording intervenes:
Could you change the oil please.
Certainly.
And w hile you're at it could you check the brake fluid?
Sure.
How long has it been since the last oil change?
Alm ost a year.
It's best to get it changed every six months. It's better for the car.
Y es, you're right.
I

Again there's no indication.

E

Okay so then you go to......... let's choose a wrong one.

Recording intervenes:
N o, try again.
I

W hy do you think it is the wrong one? How can you be sure it's the wrong one?

E

Because I listened before so I knew it was the wrong one.

Recording intervenes:
N o, try again.
N o, try again.
(keeps repeating)
E

Here w e go again. Don't say "no try again" tell me som ething, tell me what to
do. They should be able to record after three incorrects or tw o incorrects, listen
to the speech more slow ly or this is the one that it flashes, listen to the speech
again. He's talking about oil, oil has got to do with cars and so on. There are a
lot o f assum ptions there. There's assumptions that the person knows about cars
and about oil and changing oil and oils have got to do with cars and brake fluid.
N ow what if you take for exam ple yourself, in your own country you don't drive
a car, you ride a pushbike. Did you know about brake fluid in cars to check and
oil?

I

N o not exactly.
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E

The assum ption is it's designed for a w estern affluent society. Again if it's to
teach people E nglish you're assum ing they’re com ing from a society that has
cars. It could have been pushbikes or changing tyres, that would have been more
m eaningful; or do you check the tyres or like pumping up pushbike tyres. That's
another one that's a little bit, on the feedback side though, yes, the feedback is
poor to be serious.

I

A lso the learner in this also has little control?

E

Oh no, it just goes on.

Recording intervenes:
In that lesson you scored tw elve percent
E

That’s feedback, whatever that m eans, I don't know that it tells you very much.
It’s not very positive.

I

It tries to give you a summary about this.

E

Y eah, I want to know what is it for though. It's putting your scores in as you go
for each one so you're building up a progressive total. N ow is this for the
teacher or for the student, who is it for? What's the purpose?

I

So it's not that clear.

E

It's feedback, it's feedback and it's probably o f som e use, you're trying to score
better, but what if you're like m e, you're not a very good student, you're getting
tw elve and tw enty. You're going to say "oh this is all too hard I’ll give up".

I

So only the percentage does not tell that much.

E

It's only a raw score. A lso what if you get students, particularly if they're young
people and they want to fool around with it, people use it the wrong way.
[E clicking on the activity Prices]

Recording intervenes:
Listen to each conversation. Choose the correct price.
E

Oh, this w ill be good. N ow this could be interesting. I reckon this was good this
one except....... [interrupted by recording]

Recording intervenes:
H ow much is the dress?
The dress is sixty-five pounds and fifty pence.
I

It flashed, [the dress flashed w hile sound “How much is the dress?” is played]

E

It flashed ju st then. I'll choose that one. Is it gonna pick up and run. W hat’s
going on?

Recording intervenes:
N o, try again.
N o, try again (repeats several tim es)
H ow much is the dress?
The dress is sixty-five pounds.
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E

W e’re back again this tim e.

Recording intervenes:
N o, try again.
H ow much is the dress?
The dress is sixty-five pounds.
Y es the dress is sixty-five pounds.
E

That's good, let's see if it does that again because this one m ight be better. It
flashed to start w ith, so that part is good, [flashing the object]

I

Yeah. To attract the learner's attention. And when you choose the wrong answer
it w ill play it automatically.
[when the wrong label is chosen the question w ill be played again]

Recording
How much is the skirt?
The skirt is twenty-nine ninety-five.
E

That's much better.

I

You mean that feature [play the question again once the wrong answer is chosen]
is a litde better?

E

Yeah, because it allow s you to at least listen again and gives you a chance to have
another turn. But if I did it three or four tim es, maybe then it should go and flash
up the correct answer. Although probably if a person was that bad they shouldn't
be doing it, maybe they shouldn't be doing it. But yeah it's a better design, that's
a better one, I w ould agree with it. Still the only thing is, oh no, it's okay, it
doesn’t go on until you've covered one. Let's suppose w e got it right.
[E clicking on the Menu]

Recording intervenes:
In that lesson you scored two percent.
I

So what do you think o f this summary report? Actually w e didn’t finish all of it.

E

N o, that's the problem . W hat if the person decides not to finish. If a teacher is
using this for a score, it's getting a score out o f the total at the end, it's not getting
the score o f their progressive total; it's their progressive score you want, not the
total at the end. B ecause a very smart person suppose, for exam ple, you're a
student who w ould be very smart doing this. So you m ight say "I don't want to
do all this, I'll just do a couple". "I can't understand this I won't do every one".
Your teacher com es along and says "oh you only scored seventeen percent,
you're not very good at that". But you could be so good that you're not going to
w aste your tim e. So it's com petency we're talking about rather than score. It's
how com petent you are. So progressive totals m ight be better. Attempted three,
got three correct. Attempted twenty, got twenty correct or three correct.

I

So that would be much more clear?
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E

Yeah because I know when I use computer programs I skip them.

I

So only by this score? It’s a little bit m isleading, right?

E

It can be m isleading, depending on the student. It's assum ing the student is
going to do every one. It assum es they’re going to do everything. N ow I don’t
do everything, do you?

I

N o.

E

Y ou m ight be more conscientious than me but when I use a program, I'll com e to
som ething like this and I'll say....... [interrupted by recording]

Recording intervenes:
Listen to each sentence. Choose the part o f the car.
One. If you want to look at the engine or if you want to check the oil you must lift
this.
E

I won't be silly this tim e.

Recording intervenes:
It's the bonnet.
E

Okay so w e know how that one works. But I might com e along and I might just
happen to know these words quite w ell, so I think "oh I'm busy today, I want to
cover som e other work" so I'll m ove on.

I

You just do it once?

Recording intervenes:
In that lesson you scored seven percent.
I

A ctually that doesn't mean anything? [the above score seven percent]

E

N o.

I

So that is a design problem o r ...........[interrupted by E]

E

Y es it is. It's an assum ption that you're going to answer every question. It's
trying to use an automatic marker to give feedback, but behind that automatic
marking is the assum ption that you w ill answer every question. People don't
alw ays do that. So the students would have to be conscientious and answer
every question and I don't know if they are that conscientious. I'm certainly not.
[E clicking on another activity Places]

Recording intervenes:
Listen to the conversation between John and his friend.
E

Here w e go.

Recording is inaudible.
I

There is som e problem with the speaker.

Recording:
H i John where have you been?
I’ve just been to a football match.
Oh, do you alw ays go on Fridays.
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Y es I do. You see the gam e starts at six o'clock when I finish work so it works
out really w ell.
E

Oh it's ended. Same problem! [meaning no indications about the complement of
the conversation] And also the pictures aren't very clear.

I

You mean these pictures?
[pointing at the pictures on screen for the learner to choose according to
conversations]

E

Yeah. N ot clear and there w as a lot more detail....... [interrupted by I]

I

In the conversation?

E

Yeah about six o’clock and other things. M aybe he could have gone into it in
m ore depth. It seem s to m e that.................. it depends on how it was used but
okay w e can select the correct answer.

Recording intervenes:
Y es, on Friday John goes to a football game.
I

So the Friday flashes here.

E

That was good. Let's look at the W ednesday. That was nice feedback, [meaning
the flashing o f Wednesday]

Recording intervenes:
D o you still go swim m ing on Thursdays?
N o, I’ve changed to the day before; there aren’t so many people then.
They open earlier on W ednesday's you know, at a quarter to seven.
E

See this feedback you get on your score here, [on screen score] that might work
for young children but for me as an adult, it wouldn't work.

Recording intervenes:
Try again. Try again. N o, try again.
I

So the same problem.
N o, try again.

E

Ah pin off.

Recording intervenes:
D o you still go swimming?
E

Finally. I get one, tw o, three, four.

Recording intervenes:
D o you still go swim m ing on Thursdays.
N o, I've changed to the day before.
E

It does go back even tually after four.
today, [computer sound is not that clear]

Recording intervenes.
Try again.
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E

A fter four it goes back. W hat it does, it goes through one lot o f four and you
listen to the conversation again and then you go through another lot o f four, and
then o f course it doesn't flash up...........after it gave you that conversation, that
feedback the second tim e it should flash up the one that is correct, because, all
you end up doing is trial and error; you work out the answer because there's not
too m any to choose from. That's the other strategy that people w ill use in the
end; they’ll just say 'Til just trial and error". So it encourages just trial and error.
[E clicking on the Menu button to quit the activity]

Recording intervenes:
In that lesson you scored seventeen percent.
E

I'm doing real good here! M ove on! A lright, w e've done days o f the w eek,
w e've done hom e, places, oh hom e, let's just try the Johnson's house. W hich
one is more complicated?

I

Johnson’s house.

E

Let's try the more com plicated one.
[E clicking on the The Johnson’s House]

Recording intervenes:
Listen to each conversation. C hoose the correct room in the Johnson's house.
C lick on the red door to begin.
I

If you click the window there's nothing.

I

What about these two red doors.

E

That's right, it's a bit vague isn’t it?

I

Yeah, so you should give a clear instruction.

E

Yeah, there are tw o red doors.

Recording intervenes:
H i, com e in, good to see you.
I'm so glad you were able to com e over this evening.
H i, it's good to see both o f you too.
It's been a w hile since w e last got together.
W e've been here since you redecorated, it looks great.
It took us a w hile but it's finally finished.
W ow , that's a new painting over the sofa isn't it?
Y es w e bought it when w e were on holiday last year.
The colours in the painting really go w ell with your sofa.
Is that new too?
E

There's a lot o f conversation until they get to the actual room; easy for somebody
w ho understands English but for som ebody who doesn’t, it's suddenly a big
jump, a big long lengthy conversation. But just in grading it seem s as if it's gone
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from fairly, ju st the length o f conversation and the drawings are pretty hard to
see.
I

So by this they give you a bigger picture here.

E

Yeah, that's what they've done.

Recording intervenes:
They're talking about the living room.
I

So you m ean the conversation is much longer and it's a big jump from the
previous lessons?

E

Y es.

Recording intervenes:
W e used to have th e ...........[inaudible] before w e got this.
This one has the full size bath w hile the other one just got a shower.
You must need one when kids get older.
Y es, w e’re so glad w e’ve got i t
I really like how you decorated this room.
Thank you, yes w e both like it too.
I

So that's finished, [meaning the conversation]
[clicking on one o f the rooms]

Recording intervenes:
N o, they're not talking about that room.
I

It’s just the one feedback.

E

M aybe not.

Recording intervenes:
N o, they're not talking about that room.
E

N ow we're up to four, now w e'll see.

Recording:
N o, they're not talking about that room.
E

You should play it back now.

Recording:
There's a new door.........
E

After four choices. If you then get it wrong, you get it wrong four times then
you get the feedback.

I

It plays again.

E

Yeah.

I

So in this lesson there are far more choices. W hat about that one? It's only five
pictures. If you’ve got four choices so you nearly finish all the choices.

E

That's right, yeah the feedback should be after three. If they're getting it wrong
after three w ell, I don't know w hy they've got four. And the other thing is, if
you still get it wrong, the last thing as I said before they should.............. there's
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no reason w hy they can't autom atically make the cursor go to there and do that,
[m eaning highlighting the correct room] so afterwards it ju st does it itself.
There's the problem solved.
I

So is that a difficulty in design and programming?

E

N o, it's not d ifficu lt to do because Lake Iluca does it. Lake Iluca has a
dem onstration m ode w here the cursor m oves around and it autom atically
dem onstrates it, so there's no reason w hy at the end w e w ill show you which
room and it does that. It w ill show you that room. It w ill show you the answer.
Y ou can ju st m ove it around. That would be easy.

So it's not beyond the

programming capabilities or the instructional design, that's for sure. However,
you've got to remember these are all up on budget (?) and this is probably very
cheap.
Recording intervenes:
In that lesson you scored seventeen percent.
I

What about w e try the last quiz.

E

Is there a quiz?

I

Yeah.

E

W hy is there a quiz?

I

The quiz is based on these ten lessons.

E

Oh that w ill be interesting. I didn't score very w ell so I should score very bad in
the quiz.
[E clicking on the Quick Quiz]

Recording intervenes:
What colour is the small bag?
yellow , brown, black, green.
E

Oh, here w e go, drill and practice, [meaning the form the quiz]
[E trying to click on the displaying text button]

I

Yeah you can display the text but you can only get one point out o f two points if
you click the text. on.
[E clicking the displaying-text button and the text o f A, B, C and D is on]

E

Oh.

I

So with the text you can choose............. [interrupted by E )

E

Oh, I see; that’s not bad to have that. It won't go o ff now , it w on’t go off.
[trying to click the text off]

I

Yeah once you click on you cannot turn it off.
[the text cannot clicked o ff once it is clicked on]

E

Oh, that's another design fault. Okay w ell let's choose the wrong one.

Recording intervenes but message is faulty.
Sorry, you ’re wrong.
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E

I’m wrong.

I

So in the quiz you have no chance to do it a second time.

Recording intervenes:
The cafe, the library, the police station.
N o.
E

Just no, no feedback, [in loud voice]

I

N o feedback at all. But this is a quiz. D o you think this should give feedback in
quiz?

E

N o.

Recording intervenes:
B y the sea. In a city.
Right.
E

It's giving feedback in a sen se that it's elem entary. It's telling you whether
you're right or wrong so it’s not really giving you no feedback. What is the
purpose o f this quiz is the question I asked.

If it is to test the student

understanding and to develop their understanding, then feedback is necessary. If
the purpose o f the quiz is just to allow the teacher who's busy to w alk over and
look at the student's file and find out how much they have learnt, or to give them
an idea whether they understand it, that's about all it does, w e don't even need
anything; the student just puts the score in and then you get a score at the end, an
analysis. So I don't know. I got tw o right and I didn’t even listen to them.
I

So you can just guess.

Recording intervenes:
Catching a bus. Sitting on a park bench. W alking by the sea. W alking in the
park.
E

W hat I actually did, I chose tw o o f them because w e hadn't used a B or a C
before and I just guessed. W e had used A , just m ultiple choice.

Recording intervenes:
[inaudible sounds]
A t the doctor's.
At the post office.
At the supermarket.
E

That w ill do. L et’s see what happens now if I pull out. This should tell me the
score.

I

So there are twenty questions.

E

Yeah, that's alright.

Recording intervenes:
In the quiz you scored fifteen percent.
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E

Y ou see..........out o f forty?? because I stopped early, I q u it So if you looked at
m y record there I've averaged about eighteen percent or less; seventeen or sixteen
percent say. D oes it really indicate your level o f proficiency in English? N o, it
doesn’t, because you’re going to get different uses o f this, very elem entary ones,
w ho are going to try everything and the advanced ones w ill skip through very
quickly; they m ay do parts o f it. I think the design o f this w ould have worked
very w ell if th ey’d taken into account the idea o f............. um, com petency,
where okay, these are the com petencies that a student should have at the end o f
this. We're probably going to get people com ing in who are fairly com petent to
start with; maybe they need a screening test at the start and then one at the end, so
you can do som e sort o f com parison. The way it is now, the test com es at the
end and I'm not sure o f the purpose o f it. It tells you whether you're right or
wrong but then you can't change your answer anyway.

So it's providing

feedback in it's ju st tellin g you whether you're right or wrong. And if the
purpose o f the feedback is just that, then so what? If the test is just there to give
the teacher or the instructor inform ation, w ell it’s good. If that’s what it's there
for, but what about the people who give up because they’re getting it all wrong or
people who maybe work through it
I

So what about, I mean, ju st now you said, you should give som e explanatory
feedback or som ething................. [interrupted by E]

E

W ell, I think if you want to help the learner, if that is your aim, if your aim is to
help the learner and not to help the teacher; it depends on who you're trying to
help w ith the feedback. If you’re trying to help the learner then you should
provide them the feedback w hich w ill lead them to the correct answer. If you're
just using it purely as a test, so that the teacher can com e along later, then that's
fine, and it's a different purpose. The trouble is, that if I was a learner and I was
trying very hard and I was starting to get most o f them right, then I got to the test,
and I kept getting "no, no, no" with no more feedback than that, I might give up.
There’s nothing to encourage you.

I

The learner w ill get frustrated.

E

Could get frustrated, maybe it's designed for better students.

I

But if you give them som e more com plicated feedback could that be difficult in
instructional design point o f view ?

E

N o, not today.

I

You mean not to do with this kind o f CD program?

E

N o, w e've still got over four hundred m egabytes o f memory space left on the
CD. There's plenty o f room on the CD and much o f this program is really just
double drill and practice disguised; and even the quiz is just no different to what
you did years and years ago with basic, except you've got a sound file in. So if
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you rem ove the sound file and ju st have text, there’s ju st a m ultiple-choice,
there’s nothing. So why? And if you look at the drawings they had, and if you
just put text with them, instead o f sound, that’s all it is; it's just sound replacing
text; it’s not using the interactive features o f the com puter. Today we've got
quick tim e m ovies, w e’ve got all sorts o f things. If w e go just back to the pure
feedback, the feedback should be controlled by the learner too..
I
E

Feedback itself?
Y es, yes, good feedback you should be able to say "give me a hint" and it tells
you a little and you should be able to say "then show me the answer".

I

So the learner can control that?

E

Y es.

I

I mean if the learner wants to say that he can.

E
I

He can, yeah.
And if he doesn't bother to see the feedback and a smart learner does not want to
see the feedback............ [interrupted by E]

E

Y eah, that's right.

I

I mean is that possible in design?

E

Y es, no problem. It’s only a matter o f having a button, w hich says switch it on
and sw itch it off.

I

I just read som e literature which says more com plicated feedback would be more
d ifficu lt in the instructional design, but in m odem days, it’s not.................
[interrupted by E]

E

N o, it's only a matter o f a button, just a button that says "provide detailed
feedback" or "provide m inimal feedback", it depends on what you w ant I was
(m eeting?) with my program for m y research just before you cam e, and we are
providing feedback that can be switched on and off.

I

Oh, yeah. You mean hypercard based?

E

Y es.

I

So what do you think if this is a hypercard base or som ething similar?

E

It looks like it's hypercard based to me. It m ight be done in a program language
called C but I think it's hypercard. To me it really isn’t going much further than
what they did twenty years ago.

I

You mean this program?

E

Y es. A ll it’s providing is sound, that’s the only difference. W ithout the sound,
if you put all the words in and the text in, just text w ith it and no sound, what
difference is there to twenty years ago? It w as just pictures and it's a bit coloured.
Y ou can go to the CRC and get hold o f Apple IIE programs and what you'll see
on them is pictures, a bit o f text, choose the one that m atches, and it w ill tell you
whether you are right or wrong.
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I

That would be ten or twenty years ago.

E

Oh yeah, it's just a.b.c. or d. Y ou w on't use the m ouse, you'll ju st use the
keyboard but it's the sam e principal, so this is not really very...............

E

So where are we?

I

So in terms o f feedback it's only confirm ation............ yeah, elem entary.

E

Elementary, yeah, you can do a lot more.

I

This is a new feature for this one, so you can get a medal.

E

I'd offer a m edal, righto, rack off!

I

Can I get that picture caught? I mean that score picture, just now the score you
have there [the E ’s score report on the activities attempted on the Menu screen]
Can you get that screen caught?

E

Oh you m ean..................

M usic plays.
E

N o, I think it goes back.

I

D o they keep your record?

E

W e’ll soon find out.

Recording intervenes:
Listen from Eurotalk and Heinemann.
E

W e'll find out..............Oh there it is!

I

Oh, yeah. yeah. You have to clear okay. [E trying to double click to start the
program]

Pause w hile checking lesson.
E

It's assuming people are going to have another go at it. Why would you bother?

I

Can you keep this one? [catch the screen by screen catcher. It’s Control+Shift+3]

E

I think it’s control, shift, 3. I scored terrible; that doesn't matter. I wasn't trying
to score. It's feedback but it's not exciting feedback. N ow I'll show you what I
mean.

I

You mean feedback?

E

Y eah, w e haven't finished this though.

I

You mean the program you devised for the students?

E

It's only part w ay through. Just briefly if it's there, it's probably not working
properly. I'll just see if it's com ing back to me. It's in here, I've got to find it
now . It's under som ething or other; I just put it in just a minute ago. N ow and
it's only this one.

I

It's the hypercard player?

E

Y es, it’s hypercard.

I

Purely by you, you yourself?

E

W ith programming, yeah.

I

You yourself do the programming?
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E

N o, I'll get som eone else to do it; I'm not finished yet.

I

So you do the instructional design part?

E

Y eah, but it's not finished. It's not as good as the first one I don't think.

I

But that concept map is really very good.

E

W e're trying to m ake it better, I'm not convinced yet. T his i s ............ (?) as
w ell. I'm trying to get t h e ............. (?)

I

The introduction.

E

Y eah, it w ill com e up, it's got to com e up now.

I

So this is the hypercard?

E

Yeah, but this one records the student into a file.

I
E

You mean student record?
Yeah; okay there's the concept map. I’ll try and get to the graph part to show you
what I mean by the feedback. The concept map has improved.

I

So you give the learners control o f the feedback?

E

Oh yeah. I'll show you later on if I can get to it. N ow I may have to do this. Of
course it's only in the developm ental stage so it's not working right now. Please
go to.........there it is. N ow what I wanted to show you w as..............

I

What's this, is it a student's record?

E

N o, it's numbers about rain forests and there's a graph to go with it. Now the
feedback com es here. If you want to know about the country..............

I

So this is a graph?

E

Yeah, you can find out where the country is.

I

So that is automatic?

E

Yeah or you can switch it off.

I

Something like pop balloon help?

E

B alloon help yeah. So it can give you feedback and tell you more about where
the country is or it can go here and it tells you about the numbers or you can
rem ove it.

I

You mean the same thing can be applied to that programme. [Listen]

E

Oh yeah, you can sw itch it on and o ff w henever. But that's what's missing I
think. It's m issing a device to switch it on and off. W e’ve got it on one of the
screens but I don't know where it is. But this is only developm ental, w e haven't
finished y e t So what I think it needs is more feedback and the ability o f the user
to control how much feedback they get. That w ay it becom es m ore useful and
also to have a com petency test in it, so that if som ebody com es in and you should
be able to exit from the program, because the idea is to get people up to a certain
standard quickly, isn't it? So if a person com es in like you and they're very good,
they should be able to say ’’oh I can do this pretty easy, I'll do the test". Then
you take the test and if you score say 90 percent in the test, you can exit the
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program and they'll continue and do something else, rather than waste your time.
So the program shouldn't force the learner to all go through the same process
lockstep because they're all different. So that's m issing too. M odem programs
tend to allow that to happen more. So that's built on an old design.
I

That's a good idea.

E

So I hope that helps anyway.

I

Yeah, thank you very much.

End o f interview.
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m o tiv a tin g .
T o use LISTEN!, yo u w ill need a c o lo u r M a c in to s h and a C D 
R O M d riv e . T h e M a cin to sh s h o u ld have 4 m egabytes o f R A M .
G o o d lu c k , a n d have fun!
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MENU

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

Tim e
Price?
Parrs of the car
Davs of the week
A i H om e
Places
T ow n m jp
The lohnsons' House
A t a Restaurant
At the Park

1
1
W h e n you start th e C D , you w ill first be asked to select A m e ric a n
o r British English. C lic k on
The m enu w ill a pp e ar. You can return to this at any tim e by
selecting 0

-

Use the m ouse. Y ou w ill not need the ke ybo ard .

2

C lic k on the buttons to select an activity. The first one is the
easiest. The activities are all different. Each tim e you w ill be given
instructions w h ic h you can listen to o r read.
W h e n you finish an activity, o r if you return to the M E N U , you w ill
be given a score. This w ill appear in the score table.
C lic k on the flag to change dialects. The British recordings w ere
m ade in London, and the Am erican recordings in N e w York.
C lic k
start the q uiz. You w ill be asked tw e n ty questions
at random . They are all m ultiple-choice. You w ill not be given a
second chance to answer, so listen carefully! You can ask to hear
the question again. You can also ask to read the question and
answers, but if you do you w ill not get so m any points!
C lic k i £ a to practice yo ur spoken English. You w ill be asked
questions at random . Answ er them w ith the m icro ph o ne , then
com pare your answer w ith the one on the C D . Listen to yo ur
accent and pron un ciatio n . You can try each one as often as you
like, u ntil yo u're perfect!
Use
■; to change the volum e. Drag the arrow w ith
the mouse.
C lick the red button to finish.
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Ten In te ra c tiv e E n g lis h Lessons

Look inside!

EurdThlk

s s
© 1992 Andrew Ashe, Richard Howeson, Eurotalk Limited
315/317 New Kings Road, Fulham, London, SW6 4RF
Tel: 071 371 771 1 Fax: 071 736 6447 Apple Link: EUROTALK
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© 1992 Heineman International
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Appendix VI

Supporting Documentation of
“TriplePlay-English!”

AGES 9-ADULT

PLAYING W ITH LA N G U A G E * series
r- bridge bookshop v .

f i« «
T r ip l e P l a y

BULLISH

Installation Instructions

Playing with Language

•J

1. Switch the computer on and insert the

i

Z Run Microsoft Windows 3.1. For help

The award-winning Playing with Language series
teaches a new language through multimedia
language immersion — fun is the context and

i

TriplePlay CD into the CD-ROM drive.
]

performing tasks withinWindows, refer to

4

the Windows manual.
3. From the Program Manager, open the File
menu and select the RUN option.
4. Type in D:\Setup (replace “D" with your
CD-ROM drive letter).
5. Follow the instructions that appear on the

¡j
a
*

l
\
l
\
l
?

i

screen.
6. When the installation is complete, to run the
application, open up the“LANGUAGE" group
and double click on the TriplePlay application

learning is the result.
Playing with Language series CD-ROM titles are
available in Spanish, French. German, Japanese,
and English. More languages coming soon!

Introductory Games
for Ages 4 and up

Goldilocks &The Three Bears
for Ages 4 and up

TriplePlay
for Ages 9 to adult

icon.

i
Questions?
l

We want you to be completely satisfied with TriplePlay! If you have any questions about this or any other
Playing with Language series title, call or write to Syracuse Language Systems. 719 East Genesee Street,

j

Syracuse, NY 13210,1-800-688-1937 or 315-478-6729.

Using the Tool Bar
STOP

To exit from any practice or game screen to the main menu
or to exit the program.

OPTIONS

Options available for practice or play within a game appear here.

MICRO
PHONE

To record and playback your voice.

SEE

To see a clue.

CHECK

To check your answer.

HEAR

To hear the last audio segment repeated.

To change the skill degree. Step height indicates difficulty.

To advance from a practice screen to a game, or to start or replay a game.

Choosing a Game
1. Click on a subject on the left side of the main menu.
Subjects are: Food, Numbers, Home and Office, Places and Transportation, People, Activities.
Game keys for the subject chosen will be highlighted in color on the main menu screen.

2. Click on a highlighted game key. You'll now see the initial screen of the game you've selected.

Playing a Game
1. Practice/Explore
In most TriplePlay games, a pre-game practice screen is active.
Click on active screen areas to hear the associated word, phrase or sentence.

2. Set Game Options
Many games have S k ill Degree and other options to be set before you begin play.
In each game, the available options appear on the tool bar, on the left side of the screen.

3. Begin Play
Click on the GO key to begin a game.

Note — Some games use a D rag-Drop feature: Using the mouse, position the cursor arrow on an
image, press and hold down the mouse button. Drag the image to the desired location and release
the mouse button. For help, click on the DRAG-DROP HELP key on the tool bar.

AGES 9-ADULT

PLAYING W ITH LA N G U A G E » series

mm m rn

SYRACUSE LANGUAGESYSTEMS, INC.
USER LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR
PLAYING WITH LANGUAGE"— TRIPLEPLAY
YOU SHOULD READ THE FOLLOWING TERMS AND CONDITIONS BEFORE USING THIS CD-ROM
PRODUCT. BY USING THIS DISC, YOU ACCEPT THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU DISAGREE
WITH ANY OF THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT, PROMPTLY RETURN THE DISC BEFORE USING AND
YOUR MONEY WILL BE REFUNDED.
1. GRANT OF LICENSE: Syracuse Language Systems grants to the purchaser of this product a personal,
non-exclusive license to use the enclosed computer software and data (including graphic and audio data) on
one terminal connected to a single computer (i.e., with a single CPU). You agree that you may not network
the software or otherwise use it on more than one computer or computer terminal at the same time. This disc
contains software programs, audio data, and graphic data. The purchaser may make only a single copy of the
software programs for archival purposes only, and no copies may be made of the audio data or graphic data.
The purchaser agrees not to reverse engineer, decompile, or disassemble the product software data.

M

2. COPYRIGHT: The software and data are owned by Syracuse Language Systems, Inc., and
are protected by the copyright laws and international treaties of the United States
and other countries.

(Another innovative product
~ ,
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